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FOR FASTER SERVICE
Call Toll Free ... 1-800-543-3000

(Operator *180) Charge Orders ani)'
Ohio residents cllllI 1-800-582-1'364

PLEASE, send the buckle I've marked. I understand that if lam
not totally satisfied I may return the buckle within '30 da,. for.
full refund.

__(M42) J....elers Bronze@$19each plus $1.75 for
postage end handling.

__ (M43) Solid Sterling Silver@$I50each plus $2.25
special postage.
(M44) Solid 14 Kt. Gold @$2,800each plus $2.25

--special postage.

. Zip ..

.. Exp. Date.

. State.

Address

City ..

Name ..

Signature

Account No.

The Historic Providence Mint
Dept. M AHG-2, 222 Harrison street
Providence, Rhode Island 02901 ,

struck from hand-engraved dies. Then,
each is carefully inspected, hand finished,
and polished to achieve detail and l~stre

not otherwise possible. The result is a ra.re
and precious collectible not available any
where else.

It's sure to become a treasured family
heirloom to proudly wear and proudly
pass from father to son for generations
to come.

This rare collector's buckle will be
struck to your order in jewelers bronze,
solid sterling silver or solid 14 karat gold.
Each will be handsomely gift boxed and
accompanied by a registered Certificate
of Authenticity.

Orders will be filled on a first-come,
first-served basis and when the edition
lirliits have been reached, the dies will be
destroyed. To be sure of acquiring your
limited edition buckle, better write or call
in your order today.

EDITION LIMITS
Jewelers Bronze. . . . . . . . . . . .. 15,000
Solid Sterling Silver . . . . . . . . . .. 1,500
Solid 14 Karat Gold 150

LIMITED EDITION BUCKLE

A century ago, the streets of Tomb
stone, Arizona echoed a brief burst of
gunfire that was destined to become one
of the most famous events in the history of
the American West ... the Shootout at
the O.K. Corral.

The Earp brothers -- Wyatt, Morgan,
and Virgil -- along with notorious Doc
Holliday, faced down a gang of rustlers in
a dusty alley near the O.K. Corral. The
actual fight lasted probably less than half
a minute but has become the subject of
c01l"ntless articles, books, movies and
legends.

Now, the prestigious National Associ
ation for Outlaw and Lawman History
recognizes the 100th Anniversary of this
famous event by issuing a commemorative
belt buckle in a STRICTLY LIMITED
EDITION, . and available exclusively
from the craftsmen of The Historic Provi
dence Mint.

Designed by noted western artist,
Doug Hart, the buckle is a masterpiece of
the engravers and minters art. Like a fine
coin, each buckle will be individually

© 1982 H.P.M.



THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
An unusual home workshop guide for the gun buff and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty
working machinist's drawings, photos and full-scale templates show exactly how to convert
the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-automatic silenced machine pistol, submachine gun or •
sophisticated silenced weapon. The AR-7 Exotic We.pons System was created by the same
firearms designer who authored the famed Paladin title, Home Workshop Silencers. This
new comprehensive instruction manual details how to modify the weapon's original
receiver, fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple yet efficient silencer group
assembly. Fans of exotic weaponry and amateurgunsmiths will find this a valuable addition
to their libraries and an excellent gift book. For historical and reference purposes only.
9'h x 12, softcover, machinist's drawings. photos. full-scale templates, 72 pp. $12.00

COMBAT SURVIVAL
Never before available to the pub
lic. An extremely useful, complete
manual on physical and combat
survival, training, and tactics. Con
tains fare info on evading and si
lencing guard dogs, sabotage,
intelligence gathering, survival
navigation, primitive medicine,
evasion and escape, animal traps,
and much more! 81fl x 11, softcover,
illus.. 160 pp. $14.95

COURSE NOTES

COMBAT
SURVIVAL

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I

Fantastic, large-format guide to making an smg or pistol
silencer in the home workshop. Over 509" x 12" working
m.chlnlsts dr.wlngs are presented. all of superb quality.
Shows step-by-step construction for three different fire
arm silencers. all of very advanced design. Improvised
materials and machining techniques are suggested. and
the text is written clearly and concisely. An excellent
addition to your silencer bookshelf! Note: Home Work
shop Silencers I is for entertainment and historical pur
poses only 9 x 12. softcover. ill us.. 72 pp, $12.00

LIVE OFF THE LAND
IN THE CITY AND COUNTRY

by Ragnar Benson
An all-new. practical guide written
especially for survivalists and
retrealers. Containing twenty
chapters with over 100 photos and
diagrams, live Off the Lind re
veals old Indian secrets and advice
on survival medicine, firearms.
preserving food, diesel generation
and much more. 5'12 x aV?, hard
CQver, illus., 260 pp. $11.15

NINJA DEATH TOUCH
by Ashida Kim

Now revealed. the principles of the unholy science that
can induce death with the wave of a hand! Here is a look
into the terrifying world of the Ninja. history's diabolical
assassins who practiced the Death Touch~theultimate
manipulation of the body's nervous, circulatory and Chi
flow systems to terminate human life. Includes chapters
on Dim Mak application and targetting vital organs. 5lfl x
8'h. softcover. SO photos. 120 pp. $10.00

BLACK MEDICINE
by N. Mashiro, Ph.D.

A thorough analysis of the human
body's vital points, and how to use
them to your advantage during all
types of hand-to-hand combat.
Also includes a chapter on the
human vital points important to
combat handgunners. Useful, fas
cinating reading. particularly for
martial artists. 5'h x 8'h. softcover.
illus .. 92 pp. $10.00

SILENCERS, SNIPERS & ASSASSINS
by}. David Truby

Explosive interviews provide insight into the use of
silencers on missions of intrigue and assassination. Ex·
CIA agents. U.S. Army Special Forces operatives and
Marine snipers talk about the deadly role of the silencer
in espionage. clandestine operations, and secret war. J.
David Truby traces the development and usage of
silencers from their invention in 1908, through WWII
resistance groups, to American snipers in the Korean
conflict. 8'h x 11, hardcover. 200 photos. 214 pp. $17.95

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

UP YOURS!
by George Hayduke

All-new, advanced revenge tech·
niques and original dirty tricks
from the author of Get Even, Here
are the meanest, nastiest pranks
for snakelike salesmen. nagging
relatives, nosey neighbors, and all
those people you love to hate.
Read Up You..! and start getting
even today! 51,7 x 8'h. hardcover,
175 pp. $12.95

S.W.A.T. TEAM MANUAL
by Cap/. Robert Cappel

The first SWAT team manualevef
published covers theories. tactics,
and training techniques used by a
first-rate SWAT team. Formerly re
stricted to police use only, this
manual features over 100 illustra
tions outlining SWAT team tactics
and ops. Covers: team and equip
ment selection. counter guerrilla
ops. and more! 8'h x 11, softcover,
illus" 150 pp. $12.00

p------------------.m~.l1 t PALADIN PRESS Send S~~;~~~1 PO BOX 1307-BHA ("ATAlOG.

BOULDER,C080306 ;~ (""alogfreeI Phone (303) 443·7250 ~ with order.

1 Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: HlOO·824-7BB8; Ask for Operator1 in California, 1-~852-7777;Alaska & Hawaii, 1-~B24-7919.

1 PIe..e send me the follodng litles:

1 ---
1 ---

AUTOMATIC & CONCEALABLE FIREARMS
DESIGN BOOK. VOL. II

Now, 10 unique firearms designs forth~ home gunsmith
or machinist. Three designs cover selective fire modifi
cation of the Colt .45 1911Al. the Heckler &Koch 91-93.
and the Winchester Model 64 .22. Other designs present
unusual improvised weapons for the home armorer
including .22 Knuckle Gun..12 GalJge Shotgun Pistol,
.22 Shor1 Mini Machine Pistol and more. High-quality
drawings accompany text explaining construction and
operating details. 8lfl x 11, softcover, photos and dia
9rams, 64 pp. $12.00

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

Use this new home workshop guide t~ convert your Mini
into a selective-fire, silenced, SWAT-type weapon! Pro
vides complete workshop plans, 50 close-up photos.
and full-scale templates. This conversion process re
quires no machining or special tools. Once completed, it
takes just five minutes to drop in the Automatic Connec
tor (the book's sec reI!) or remove it as needed: Also
includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy caliber .223
silencer. The finest selective-fire conversion manual
Paladin has ever published! 9 x 12. softcover, photos,
templates. 72 pp. $12.00

HOME WORKSHOP GUNS VOL. I
THE SUBMACHINE GUN _ $10.00

HOME WORKSHOP GUNS VOL. II
THE HANDGUN $10.00

THE REVENGE BOOK $ B.OO
FULL AUTO VOL. I (AR-15) $ 4.95
AUTO & CONCEALABLE FIREARMS

DESIGN BOOK I. $12.00
AUTO & CONCEALABLE FIREARMS

DESIGN BOOK 1110. $12.00
GET EVEN II . $11.95

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
COMBAT HANDGUNNING

by Chuck Taylor
All aspects of combat handguns
and their use are covered in this
complete manual. Hundreds of il
lustrations show using survival
handguns, preparing the handgun
for combat, caring for handguns.
and handgun stopping power. An
important firearms book for sur
vivalists and combat handgun
owners. 8lfl x 11, soflcover, ill us.,
200 pp. $12.95

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks
A hilarious overview of the meth
ods people use to get even with big
business. government, and ene
mies. More sophisticated and in
volved tricks are included, such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia
members and political dirty tricks
ters. Over 80 sections present dirty
tricks ranging from simple to elab
onite in nature. Sv, x 8V,. hard
cover, 180 pp, $11.95

SECRETS OF THE NINJA $16.95
DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL. $10.00
SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONAL

TECHNIQUES. $14.95
SURVIVAL POACHING $14.95
HOW TO KILL VOL. I· .$ 8.00
HOW TO KILL VOL. II· $ 8.00
HOW TO KILL VOL. III· . . $ 8.00
HOW TO KILL VOL. IV· $ 8.00
HOW TO KILL VOL. V· $ 8.00
(·NOT AVAILA8LE IN CANADA)

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED
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THE .38 saw CARTRIDGE, B. R. Hughes 46
After more than 100 years, it\ still going strang

ASTRA A-80 .45 AUTO DA, AI Pickles 39"5'.'i,">
Made in Spain, it's new on the U.S. market

THE POTENT .41 AVENGER, Russ Gaertner
A necked-down .45 ACP

CLAUDE KINARD SETS NEW IHMSA RECORD, Bert Stringfellow .. .52
Shoots possible 80 at 1982 tournament

•22 METALLIC SILHOUEnE SHOOTING, Robert M. O'Brien 54
Simulates field conditions

BEHLERT'S PIN GUN, George H. Gamble 56
New system shoots down recoil

H&R REVOLVERS, Dave Reynolds 58
Test fire report. strong, durable, stylish

RUBBER HANDGUN GRIPS, Mike Barach
More practical than wood

JANUARYI FEBRUARY, 1983~ Vol. 8, No. 38
FEATURES

CUSTOMIZED HAND CANNON BY SSK, Len Davis
Has a 14-inch barrel and 2X scope

MULTI-JACKET HANDGUN BULLETS, David R. Corbin 42
Technique involves standard bullet swaging gear

MATCH SHOOTING-THEN AND NOW, Lee E. Echols 44
Former national champion makes comparisons

CONVERSATION WITH A CHAMPION, Jon Winokur 15
Joe Pascarella of Las Cruces, New Mexico

SNUBBIES SHOOT SUPER, Mel Arthur 34
And they're lightweight, dependable

LIVING ROOM MARKSMANSHIIt, Dave Reynolds 36
- Sub-caliber device for indoor shooting COVER, This stainless steel S&W M66 is heavily

DILLON'S NEW RELOADING PRESS, Philip C. Briggs 37 engraved and signed by Ogawa, a Japanese

RL-450 is a high-volume unit that's affordable master. Photo by John Kleinman. Riverside, CA

TAURUS M85 UNDERCOVER REVOLVER, Dave Reynolds 38
Features seyeral design innovations

1983 DIRECTORY OF CUSTOM PISTOLSMITHS
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SPEAK
our

Irving Stone of Bar-Sto
barrel fame is praised
Just a short letter to advise you of
some outstanding service I received
from Irving Stone at Bar-Sto Precision
Machine Co.

I ordered a very special custom
barrel from him and when I receiv~d
the barrel. a specified detail had been
omitted. (probably my English was at
fault).

I sent the barrel back to him with a
letter explaining the problem and
asked if he would rectify it and ship
the barrel back to me surface mail
(airmail to Switzerland is very
expensive) ,

Thirteen days later I received my
barrel. corrected as requested and
sent by insured airmail at his cost,
That's what I call service.

I am a subscriber to your fine
magazine.
Mike Spiller
Switzerland

Sierra ~ullets
Record breaking accuracy characterizes
Sierra's Tournament Master bullet. This
bullet consistently scores in both bull's-eye
and metallic silhouette competition.

For metallic silhouette shooting.
Tournament Master .38 and .44 caliber
bullets offer afull metal jacket profile engi
neered for maximum push against metal
targets .'>'Jor bull's-eye,cqmpetition ~ 'l~erje
is the u'1ique 045 caliber; 185 gr. seml
wadcutter bullet. For IPse shooting; the
Tournament Master A5'taliber 230 gr. FMJ
bullet is the only match grade "hardball"
bullet on the market.

Most gun accidents are
caused by carelessness
In reference to your article. "Ruger
Single Action Kit" in the July-August
issue of the American Handgunner. I
was amazed at the ignorance of so
many people. when I read the part
where persons had filed lawsuits
against Sturm. Ruger and Co ..
because careless people failed to
follow the instructions that come
with every firearm that leaves its
plant.

When are people going to wake up
and realize that firearms safety
depends on you. the individual?

Ninety-nine percent of all gun
accidents are caused by pure
carelessness.

When Ruger tried to find a way to
help cope with most of these
accidents. people said he was
responsible for its negligence in the
past. This is absurd.

Wake up. people! Ruger didn't
make any mistakes. Your
carelessness did. As owner of several
Ruger firearms. I say keep up the
good work. Bill Ruger; you're doing a
superb job.

Also. the American Handgunner'is
a fine magazine.
Jerry E. Maddox
China Spring. Texas

Cooper hits "down-under'
blow to Aussie writer
Regarding your John Robinson piece
in the July-August issue of American
Handgunner. a difference of opinion
is always acceptable. but getting it
wrong is not.

I presided at the Columbia .
Conference when IPSC was founded.
I was acting president for the first
year and then confirmed as founding
president I know what the "P"
stands for; perhaps you do not. The
"P" stands for practical. and for
"practical" you may read relevant.

To state. as you did. that "there
are only two kinds of pistol shooting"
leaves us gasping. ISU. PPC. iron
chickens. bowling pins. military
qualification. police qualification. and
practical (relevant) are all kinds of
pistol shooting. Some are
entertaining. but entertainment
per se is a spin off.

To imply. as you do. that only
public persons need competence in
gunhandling is·to manifest a sort of
invincible naivete that may be

Continued on page 7

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now on your newsstand'

~

~uRNAME1ff'
MASTER

Like all Sierra bullets, Tournament
Master bullets are designed to the same
exacting tolerances as Sierra's world
renown MatchKing rifle bullets. That's Why
Tournament Master bullets are a sure fire
hit with competitors everywhere;

The Blilletsmiths™

Write for our catalog.
'-- ~ Sierra Bullets, 10532 S. Painter Ave

Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
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Ask your local dealer-or send $1 for our complete accessory catalog

JERRY RAKUSAN

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now on your newsstand!

OAHAF announces
new annual awarels

Beginning this year, the Outstanding
American Handgunner Award

Foundation (OAHAF) will present a
special certificate of commendation to
one person in each of the 50 states "in
recognition of con tin ued and
significant achievements in the promo
tion, organization and conduct of
handgun competition at local, state or
regional levels."

Recipients will not be required to at
tend the foundation's annual awards
dinner to receive their commendations.

The names of the winners will be
listed in the program of the banquet,
scheduled to be held May 7 in Phoenix,
Arizona.

In the past, only the names of the 10
nominees for handgunning's top award
were listed in the program. No one will
know the 1983 winner until his name is
announced at the dinner.

The foundation is a membership or
ganization founded in 1973 by Lee E.
lunas, developer of Super-Vel
ammunition.

Those wishing to nominate someone
for the foundation's annual awards
should write to OAHAF, POB 153
(Dept. AH), Station C, Buffalo, NY
14209.

Sturm, Ruger is betting on the stainless
steel Super Blackhawk to give a shot in the
arm to sales; initial reaction to the gun is
heartening.

When Ruger redesigned the .22 auto
pistol, the new Mark II took a slightly dif
ferent magazine. However, the production
of the old style magazines continues. We
hope Ruger will be able to supply clips for
the old models for many years to come.

The Redhawk Rugers, with stainless
steel scope rings that clamp onto the rib,
will be available soon.

By the time you read this, the California
handgun initiative (on the Nov. 2 ballot)
will either be a memory or a fact oflife that
California-and the rest of the country
will have to cope with. Almost all major
handgun manufacturers contributed heav
ily to the cause; if we lost, it was not be
cause of a lack of support by the handgun
industry. All deserve a big pat on the back.
Late in the fight, for example, Ruger
donated 15 of its "1-of-5000" stainless steel
autos for a special fund-raisir.g effort.

As this is written, the main event-TV
commercials, newspaper ads, etc.- is just
getting started here in California. The
story of this fight should prove interesting
and educational- ~

no matter how it turns out. ~

Word from Colt is that they will be
showing a .380 small-frame auto pistol at

• the SHOT Show in January. I don't know
if there is a connection, but Walt Gleason
(formerly of Colt) heads a group that
bought out Iver Johnson-and the Pony?

Still with Colt, we've heard of a three
inch Detective Special in blue or nickel, a
six-inch stainless Python and a three-inch
nickel Python.

At Smith & Wesson, the word is that the
M25-2, in .45 ACp, is out of the line (per
haps making room for one with the same
extractor system of the M547?). We've also
heard that the M539 and M559 autos are
out, to make room for stainless M639 and
M659 models. There is also a compact ver
sion of the M459, the M469.

Smith & Wesson also is ready to
announce a three-inch M63 Kit Gun in .22
RF Magnum, and a 10% inch M29inblue.

.Get the Picturel

Customize your handgun with precision-engineered Millett sights, Quality
craftsmanship, smooth styling, fine click adjustments make Millett the hand
gunner's choice for autos & revolvers, Ruggedly crafted in heat-treated
steel. White outline or target rear. Blaze orange, white bar, serrated ramp, or
plain post front sights for autos,

Colt • Smith & Wesson • Ruger • Dan Wesson • Browning

Millett"Sights
16131 GOTHARD ST, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 (714) 842-5575

@ with @

Millett Sights, ,
~4'~~.'

ECONOMY OR NO, HANDGUN MAKERS
MOVE FORWARD WITH NEW MODELS

INDUSTRY INSIDER

I n spite of the-nation~s slow economy,
there is considerable activity among

the gunmakers. Some is designed to give a
push to lagging sales; other developments
are the results of activities started months
and even years ago.

At Colt, the Agent is back. Not the fancy
Agent of yesterday, but an economy ver
sion that does not have the fit and finish of
the earlier model, but does carry a down
to-earth price tag of about $200.

The writing on the walls of the executive
washroom at Colt is spelled out-in big
letters-IPSC. What came out of the
reading of this graffiti is what Colt calls a
Combat Government Model. Look closely,
and you'll see the flat mainspring housing,
beveled magazine well, large ejection port,
high fixed sights, and long trigger. Selling
for about $80 more than the standard Mk
IV, it is touted as "combat-ready."
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BEEMAN
SILVER JET

BEEMAN
SILVER BEA~

BEEMAN H&N
SUPER MATCH

BEEMAN
SILVER STING

-world's most accurate pistol
-enjoy shooting at home,

in the field,
at the range.

BEEMAN FINEST QUALITY
PELLETS FOR BOTH
AMATEUR AND EXPERT

• absolutely
constant,
incredibly
crisp

• practice trigger
action without
firing pellet

• completely
recoilless

• adjustable match
grips

BEEMAN
introduces the
ultimate air pistol
FEINWERKBAU MODEL 90

WITH NEW
ELECTRONIC TRIGGER

NEW
Beeman's
most
exciting
guide ever!

Send for 92-pg. Adult Airgun Catalog/
Guide, with new firearm section,$2.00
or Free with mention of code HG1. Add
$1 for first class mail.

Continued on page 22

Bill Toney
Nacogdoches TX

attributed to walking around since
birth with your head pointing
downward. The military has no real
need for pistols. and the police are
certainly no repository of defensive
competence. It is the private citizen
who needs to be able to defend
himself and his family. and what he
needs for that is practical (relevant)
pistol skill.

To the extent that IPSC remains
true to its own name it will have
value. and it will explore and develop
the requisite arts of the private citizen
in a way that no organization of
public servants ever can. If it loses
sight of its founding principles. it will
trivialize; and its demise will be no
loss. If all you want to do is play. it is
cheaper and a lot less bother to play
pool.

Your assumption that I am a
gentleman is flattering but. since we
have never met. without basis.
Thanks anyway.
Jeff Cooper.
Paulden. AZ

Jeff, methinks you protest too
much. Mr. Robinson was
describing the handgun scene in
Australia-as he sees it-and
not in Paulden, Arizona-Editor.

Ex-Border Patrolman
Bill Toney has praise

Thanks for the nice things you
(Massad Ayoob) wrote about me in
"Cop Talk:' July-August. American
Handgunner.

I have been out of serious shooting
competition and firearms writing for a
long time now but. unlike old
bankers. I have not lost my interest.

In 1973. I retired from the Border
Patrol. completed a master's degree
and began teaching at Stephen F.
Austin State University.. My master's
thesis. A Descriptive Study of the
Control of Illegal Mexican Migration
117 the Southwestern US.. was
published by R&E Research. .
Associates. Inc. of San FranCISco In
1977. I have all the work for a Ph.D.
in criminal justice completed except
a dissertation. and I am up to my
ears in that now.

I shoot for recreation and maintain
my NRA instructor and training
counselor status. Perhaps. when I
finish my dissertation. I will have
more time to read. write and think
about shooting.

Thanks again for the good words.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Always begin handgun practice at .a

big target at short range, wIth a .22 cah
ber pistol or revolver.

Move the target down-range gradu
allly, as your skill increases, until you
are at the standard distance.

It's well to start with a 20-inch target
at no more than 10 yards, and continue
to shoot at this close range until you can
stay in the black. .,.

Good shots are not born. They are
made by careful, conscientious train
ing. The best shots practice daily, either
with live ammo or by "dry-firing" with
an empty gun.

Handgun hunters
exceed 1-million

T he 1980 National Survey of J-:lu.nt
ing and Fishing shows 1.3 I?ilhon

pistol and revolver hunters m the
United States. Of these, 31 percent
hunted big game with a handgun, 63
percent hunted small game and 16 p~r

cent hunted "other" game specIes
("such as varmints and coon").

The study has been done every five
years since 1955 by the Fish and Wild
life Service, U.S. Department of the In
terior, with the assistance of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census. Persons 16 years
or older were interviewed.

The number of handgun hunters is
significant, considering the many peo
ple who think all pistols and revolvers
are used for nefarious purposes.

In 1980, hunters-Iongarm, handgu.n
and bow-spent $8.5 billion for theIr
sport, an all-incll;lsive fi~ure that
includes transportatIOn, lodgmg, meals
and equipment.

Of that amount, $902 million was
spent for guns (no breakdown for
handguns), $106 million for s.c?pe
sights, $449 million for a~mull1tI~n,

$95 million for handloadmg eqUIp
ment, and $87 million for specialty
magazine subscriptions.

In addition, 87 percent of all hunters
lived in·small cities, towns or rural areas
and 86 percent were white. Males to
taled 92 percent of all hunters, and 95
percent hunted in their own state of res
idence.

Since 1955, the total annual expendi
tures of hunters has risen from $937
million to $8.5 billion; the number of
days spent hunting has jumped from
169 million to 387 million.

A copy of the 150-pape report is
available from the Supermtendent of
Documents, Government Printing Of
fice, Washington, D.C. Price ~a.s not
known at press time, so query If mter
ested.
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Bianchi'sworthBghtin' over!
These are some pretty tough words, but the fact
remains Bianchi is the best darn gunleather you'll
ever draw a six-iron from.

Bianchi remains the absolute leader year after
year in developing the finest quality leather
money can buy. Bianchi's complete line ofleather
products is designed and produced for sports
men, police and military worldwide. Bianchi
boasts well over 3,000 variati0ns of hand-crafted
belts, holsters and slings - all from the best cut
prime leather available. But don't just take the
word 01 these wranglers here in this picture - get
on down and see the complete Bianchi line at your
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nearest authorized Bianchi dealer. You'll be
fightin' for more Bianchi gunleather just as soon
as you strap on that first rig.

Send $1.00 for complete full color 1983 pocket
edition catalog to:

"The world standard by which all gunleather;s judged."
100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH1 /83, Temecula, CA 92390
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.Attention!
(C((lMTrfjAT

SHOOTERS
Now you can purchase the

accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

COMBAT SHOOTING

MICKEY FOWLER ANSWERS QUESTIONS
IN FIRST COMBAT SHOOTING COLUMN

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.a. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

SH(()((rrISl
SlUPPILY

':
6225th

Belle Fourche, SD 57717
C.O.D. 's Welcome

or call your Visa and Mastercharge
~rders to

(605) 892-2822

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station .and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. l~~.u.i~'; for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee -- .

200-grain bullet traveling at 850 feet per
secOlid. In order to achieve this velocity
from a five-inch barrel, a typical load
would be a charge of5.8 grains of231 w.w.
powder, using a 200-grain hard cast H&G
# 68 bullet. When competing in the
Bianchi Cup match, for example, you must
make a power factor of 135. This means the
same 200-grain bullet, instead of having to
travel 850 feet per second, has to reach 700
feet per second minimum.

In the Bianchi Cup, I load 5 grains of231
W. W. powder using the Hornaday 200
grain e.T. match bullet. You can actually
load lighter than that. My load gives about
750 feet per second and is extremely accur
ate. At the Steel Challenge match, where
there is no power factor, the only require
ment is the use of a .38 caliber or larger
handgun. You may load as low at 4.2 or 4.3
grains of 231 W.W. powder. That will give
you under 700 feet per second on the chro
nograph. The obvious advantage of load
ing light is quicker recovery from recoil,
thus allowing you to quickly regain your
sight picture and move on to the next
target.

At the famous Second Chance Street
Combat match, bowling pins are the tar
gets. They must be knocked off a three
foot deep table-quickly and positively.
I've found that the heavier bullets of .45
caliber work best. A typical load would be
a 230-grain lead bullet behind 5.7 grains of
w.w. 231 powder. This gives the necessary
momentum to knock the pins off the table
cleanly.

All of the above loads are assembled
using new commercial brass or once-fired
w.e.e. 71, or later, U.S. military brass.

Jack/!!.~~~~Yo!~~ .14l!J!ntaqe
P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER. CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

The 7V2 ounces 01 weight alone accounts for a 17% recoil reduction.
The thicker tapered grips provide a secondary recoil reduction by
distributing recoil forces over a larger area. It works. It can b~

proven mathematically. But above all you can feet it when you shoot
it and you can see it. The external dimensions remain basically the
same. All your existing equipment can be used without any
modifications. A magazine loading chute is also incorporated into
the Advantage Grip System, and the right panel is milled to clear the
ambidexterous safety tang.

Mickey said, " ... at the Bianchi Match I can't afford to give up
a single point to equipment." How many points are you willing
to give up before you try the Advantage Grip System?

Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered
Walnut Stocks, $40.00-Add $2.00 for First Class
Postage. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. Quantity
discounts available. Dealer inquiries invited. Write
for additional information and mathematical
calculations. II<

The same grip system used by Mickey Fowler
win the Bianchi Cup Match is now available to
the serious competitor and features:

* Significant recoil reduction
* Im:proved shot to shot recovery
* Quicker sight picture alignment
* Thick tapered hand filling grips

"'* Distributes recoil forces better
* promotes a more consistent·grip
* Built in magazine loading chute

--4.dvant!!:1le Grip System
competition proven by MICKEY FOWLER

to win Bianchi Cup IV

Editor's note: The American Handgunner
proudly presents in this issue the first regu
lar column written by Mickey Fowler,

•three-time winner of the prestigious
Bianchi Cup match and the nation's leading
professional combat shooter.

If you have any questions about combat
shooting, send them to the American Hand
gunner, and we will forward them to Fowler.
He will try to answer as many as possible in
his new column. Now; over to Mickey.

Q. How important is ammo in combat
match shooting? Please elaborate.

A. Ammunition is very important in
combat shooting. Unlike bullseye com
petition or ISU (International Shooting
Union) competition, where alibies (re
shoots because of a malfunction in pistol
or ammunition) sometimes are allowed,
there are no alibies in practical pistol
shooting. If you have a jam during any
stage of fire, points and time are lost. This
can cause you to completely miss out on
that particular string of fire, ruining your
chance for a good finish.

The number-one criterion for all practi
cal pistol ammunition is reliability. There
are other important factors in ammunition
selection for combat match shooting: Prac
tical shooters must load their ammunition
up to established power factors and max
imum accuracy. Different events in practi
cal pistol shooting require loading am
munition to different power factors, and at
times different bullet shapes. For instance,
in IPSC (International Practical Shooting
Confederation) com'petition at the na
tional and international level, there is a
power factor of 170. What this translates to
in terms of the .45 caliber automatic is a

18.50
34.50
47.95
19.50

5.50
22.95
27.95

4.50
1.50

17.50
31.50
49.95
29.00
26.00
26·00
16.00
23.00
10.40
15.95
16.00
17.95
23.00
23.00

9.95
48.60
16.50
9.50

35.00
40.95
35.95
26.95

5.95
5.95

19.00
21.00
15.25
21.00
17.50

28.00
6.75

Kings Extended sallies
Ambidextrous sallies-M-S safari

Colt
Extended Slide Release
Wilson Shok-buff
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt.

Comm.
Wolff 18'12lb. recoil spring
MK IV recoil spring
Extended Magazine Release
Micro adjustable sights
Wichita adjustable sights
King-Tappan fixed sights
MMC Bar Cros, fixed sights
Mellett fixed sights
Beavertail grip sallies- M-S safari

Colt
long Match Trig(jers

3 lightening holes
Magazines- Colt. blue

Devel, 8 rds
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, eked.

Colt, serrated
Pachmayr

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets
Colt Commander Hammers
Micro Bushing
Bianchi"Askins Avenger"
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride"
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined)
Blocker "X-16"
Rogers" Idaho Reloader" pouch
Rogers E-Z load
Biarchi "clip grip"
Blocker "double clip"
Rogers PPS Grips
Bianchi "lightning" grips
Pachmayr "combat" grips
Detonics Extend~ Recoil

Spring Guide
IPSC Hat Pins
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The Legend Lives On:

WEAR THE LATEST THING IN LEGENDS.

One of the world's most unusual knives fits
right on your belt. The Gerber Thuche™
Designed exclusively for Gerber by the leg
endary Blackie Collins, the diagonal cross-piece rotates downward to
become the handle of a ruggedly useful knife that lifts right out of the buckle.
Six styles are available. The duck scrimshaw knife handle shown above,
plus solid black rynite and four inlaid designs, including: tropical hardwood,
imitation ivory; duck or wagonwheel scrimshaw Now you can not only own
a legend. You can wear one.

For our legendary catalog, send $1 to Gerber
Legendary Blades,l4200 S.W 72ndAve.,
Dept. AH, Portland, OR 97223.

Q. When you are engaging a series of
widely dispersed targets, do yourfeet remain
locked in this stance?

A. I can cover an area of about 180 de
grees without having to move my feet. I
pivot from the waist, keeping my upper
torso, shoulders and arms locked in place.
This makes my body a moveable gun
turret.

You can see how varied the require
ments of practical pistol ammunition are.
The wise competitor tailors his loads for
each match.

Q. Does proficiency in bullseye shooting
help achieve championship standing in com
bat shooting?

A. Successful bullseye shooters learn
the basics of accurate shooting. Simply
stated, this is sight picture, hold, smooth
trigger release and follow through. These
same basics hold true for all forms of prac
tical pistol shooting. Of course the d~gree

and refinement 'of the sight picture is dif
ferent at closer ranges,and when shooting
under extremely short time spans; but I
assure you that the basics are still used.
Many novice shooters have asked me what
I do to hit multiple targets of fairly small
size so quickly. When I tell them I see a
sight picture on every shot, they give me a
surprised look of disbelie[ There is no se
cret or magical method. All the top shoot
ers I know have honed their skills at ac
quiring a sight picture quickly and holding
it, when moving from target to target.

Practical pistol shooters need many
other gun handling skills to go along with
the basics of handgun marksmanship, but
unless the basics are learned in the begin
ning of the shooters development, the level
ofskills attained will be limited.

Two examples of bullseye shooters who
have risen to top levels of practical shoot
ing proficiency are IPSC world champion
and three-time women's Bianchi Cup win
ner from the Republic of South Africa,
Edith Almeida, and her countryman,
Gavin Carson, a two-time member of the
men's Springbok practical shooting team.
Both were team champions in 1979. With
less than one year of practical shooting un-""
der their belts, both became top perfor
mers.

I would recommend limited amounts of
bullseye type shooting to anyone inter-
ested in becoming a more profi- ~
cient practical pistol shooter. ~
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Q. Does smoking hinder combat shoot
ing proficiency?

A. Some forms of combat shooting re
quire sprinting from one position to an
other, as well as other vigorous physical
movements. Smoking tends to cut down
endurance and quicken the pulse rate. As
an example, if at the end of a quick 20
yard sprint you are breathing hard and
your heart is pounding, accurate shooting
is very difficult. If you want to give your
best performance don't smoke; if you
must, do so in moderation.



MASSAD AYOOB

coprAUC

IN SELECTING A StiOOTING.SCHooL
BE SURE TO ASK MANY QUESTIONS

THE 'TOP DOG'
Next, make sure you're being taught by

the master instructor himself ifyou're pay
ing top-dollar tuition. You don't want to
pay $400 for a week's training by Cham
pion Joe Jones, and only see Jones for two

ASK STUDENTS
Next, ask for references from students.

This can get a bit tricky. In my case, I give a
list of references for mypolice course; civil
ians who go to combat shooting schools
usually don't want their names given out to
strangers. If a prospective civilian student
wants references, I send him clippings,
from national gun magazines, of stories
done on my courses, or from publications
such as the Los Angeles Times, Cincinnati
Enquirer and Boston Magazine. Just be
cause someone gets national publicity
doesn't necessarily mean he's better than
some local fellow not so widely known, nor
publicized.

If you ask a shooting school for a list of
civilian references and they give it to you,
and if when you check it out you find the
names were given without the students'per
mission, avoid that school like the ruddy
plague. Would you allow your name, ad
dress and phone number to be given out
indiscriminately to any potential flake or
burglar who asks for lists of people who
have and carry guns? Never!

Recently, I received several calls about a
new gun dealer in my area who was put
ting on a one-day course for $20 on
"Everything You A lways Wanted to Know
About Handguns." It was admittedly a
grandiose title and a low price for the
course; but the dealer had assembled a fine
lecture team, including the head firearms
instructor of the state's police academy, a
seasoned big-city chiefand a streetwise pa
trolman. I recommended the course. .

If the school you are considering doesn't
have a national rep, there probably should
be people in the area who have attended.
Contact your local gunshop or gun club,
and you're sure to find someone who has
taken its course and can give you an honest
appraisal.

several references,-then check on them. A
few long-distance phone calls are rela
tively inexpensive, compared to paying
$1,500 or so including travel and lodging to
waste a week with an "instructor" who can
neither shoot nor teach.

Jeff Cooper recently sent a letter to Edi
torial Director Jerry Rakusan suggest

ing a series on how to pick a shooting
school, mainly because there are so many
sleazy ones that bilk unsuspecting stu
dents. I heartily agree with Jeff; so here
goes.

In what is called "the fear boom:' more
people than ever are interested in learning
how to shoot-seriously. It's like the
martial arts boom of 10 years ago, where
almost anyone who had 10 karate lessons
declared himself a master and opened his
own dojo to cash in on the fad. Many peo
ple were ripped off in the process, and
soured forever on the martial arts.

The first thing you must understand is
that you can't ask someone like Jeff
Cooper or me to recommend a specific
school, since we run our own: we would get
a conflict of interest, and you would get
advice ofquestionable objectivity. Instead,
let's look at the general guidelines for se
lecting an effective training progr'l-m-a
school for shooters.

As Jeff points out, "many people are
teaching things they haven't learned them
selves." Would you pay $400 a week to
learn karate from someone who didn't
have his own black belt? There are many
"handgun white belts" out there, promot
ing training courses that purport to make
you a wizard at gunfighting.

The first thing you should request is a
resume of the instructor. Is he certified by a
national organization to instruct? There
are thousands ofNRA-accredited pistol
instructors who can do a fine job of teach
ing handgun safety and the basic princi
ples of marksmanship; yet they are un
prepared to teach combat shooting, match
shooting, or the judicious use of deadly
force in self-defense. The resume should
contain the individual's track record in
competitive shooting, if that's an aspect of
what he's teaching. Ask for a resume and

Editor's note: We present in this issue of
the American Handgunner the first of an
exclusive three-part series by Massad
Ayoob on shooting schools. They're places
where pistol and revolver shooters-both
police and civilians-go either to learn the
basics, or brush up on their marksmanship
skills. The series will cover everything you
will need to know, with respect to the selec
tion of available schools with courses de
signed to meet your objectives.

Uses
STANDARD

DIES.

Takes the
punishment

out of
reloading

on~$365.00

Progressive reloading at
an affordable price

DILLON PRECISION
PRODUCTS, INC.

7755 East Gelding Drive
Dept. AH

Scottsdale, Arizona 85260

THE
DILLON
RL 450

This is a true progressive reloader
using four station rotary shellplate
to carry the cartridges through the
four die positions-producing a
loaded round with each stroke of
the handle.
Powerful compound linkage permits
reloading of both pistol and rifle
calibers
Complete for one caliber with
powder measure and primer feed
(except dies.)
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Accuracy and
down range per

formance Is where
It's at In Hunting or

Silhouette and Contender offers
an abundance of both. Its unique
interchangeable barrel system
coupled with a wide selection of
meaningful calibers has extended

the range of the hunting handgun to over 200 yards:
Contender has taken all types of North American big
game. The first "out of the box" production pistol to

shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender is now rack
ing up trophies by the truck load.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT
HANDGUNNING write for our new
free 34 page catalog.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

THE SOPHISTICATED"HANDGUNNER DEMANDS .'

THE. UT.MOST.... IN'DES.IGNAN.D CRAFTSMANSHIP WSO ONLY A COBRA WILL DO AT HISSIDEI COBR.A·
Send ~oo for 24-page full COlor catalog. .·E 1 • l' b GUNSKIN'-xc USlve y y.

1865 New Highway, F~gda1e. N.Y. 11735 I 516-752-8544

CONTENDER

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Sturm, Ruger .and Company was

.founded in 1949 by William-B. Ruger,
who still heads up the 'firm which
has manufacturing facilities in South
post, Connecticut and Newport, New
Hampshire. The firm's first gun was the

..22 Standard Auto. Later came the
single-action revolvers; which the.;om
pany was able to sell at reasonable
prices because of its invel\tment cast~
ing manufacturing methods. Using this
process, much ofthe expensive machin
ing operations are eliminated and a
quality product still results.

of the 40 hours. All of us who teach have
capable assistant instructors. But, in any
thing above a basic course, you will want
considerable time with the fellow whose
name you're paying for. Only at the most
basic level is it sati~factory to be taught al
most entirely by assistant instructors. In in
termediate and advanced training, you
will want to study with the man you're pay
ing for-the top dog.

Teaching ability and shooting ability are
two different things; you will want both.
There are golf champs and shooting
champs who can't teach, and if you pay to
attend either of their seminars you'll be fi
nancing their expensive ego trips-without
learning anything. At the same time, don't
believe that old saw about "You don't have
to be a good shot to teach shooting, just a
good teacher." If the man can't teach him
self to shoot well, he is obviously not a
good teacher. Again, check out his
resume-carefully.

There are some champion shooters who
are also fine teachers. Former world
champ Ray Chapman, for example, is, in
my opinion, the finest practical pistol
coach in the world. Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton, both world-class shooters,
also impart information expertly. IPSC
champ John Shaw sends his students out
shooting much better than when they
came in.

Cooper, for example, operates a .45 like
a striking cobra and is a charismatic and
articulate lecturer. You can have both, but
you have to shop carefully.

You don't go to one course and get a
Ph.D. You start, in any discipline, at intro
ductory and basic levels, then proceed
through intermediate and advanced stages
with a major in one area and a minor in
another-and with lots of support courses
to help you put it all together in proper
perspective.

Part II of this series will cover planning
your course of study and will include de
scriptions of the various shooting disci
plines taught at the schools.

In Part JII, we will list the names and
addresses of several shooting schools and
describe some of the specific .....
courses offered. ~
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PreCisiOn
Airgun ProClucts

GET AGRIP
ON LOW-COST
SHOOTING
WITH IlWS PRECISION
AlB PISTOLS

PIsro1SMlrHING
JOHN G. LAWSON

HERE ARE SOME PISTOLSMITH TIPS
BASED ON QUESTIONS FROM READERS

After your initial investment into the world of
Precision RWS Air Pistol shooting, savings are
paid bilck by way of ..'. low cost per
round pellets, gas savings, availability
of shooting areas (backyard), and
sharpened skills that pay
off when tested in the field
or on the range.

.. A straight forward de
signed single piston air·

pistol that combines field-use
ruggedness and informal target

accuracy ... that all adds up to a
plinke~'s delight at a reasonable
price.

An excellent choice for
the individual who is seri

ously considering enterihg formal
matches, but still wants an all
around air pistol. The Model 6 G
is capable of muzzle velocities ex-

ceeding 450 f.p.s., and inc;:orpo
rates many features often found on~y in the more ad
vanced, expensive models. These factors alone make the
RWS Model 6 G one of the most popular air pistols avail
~le to the U.S. consumer.

BWS Models 6MaiO
Rounding out the RWS family of Air Pistols are two
models of "match·giade" level. The Model 6 M was de
signed to fill a gap between field/target, and competi·
tion air pistols. While the ModellO is our top of the line
when it come~ to match·winning accuracy"
RWS produces a full line of quality air gun pellets that
were each designed and
engineered to fill a specif.
ic roll in air gun shooting.
To brioQ out the full poten
tial of your air pistol, ask
your dealer for these
brands ... RWS l!obby,
RWS Superpoin.t, RWS
Standard, and multi-medal
winning RWS Meister:
kuqeln Match (Rifle & Pis
tol) Pellets. For complete
information on RWS Preci
sion" Air Pistols, Air Rifles,
Pellets, Scopes, and Accessories, talk to your loc~
dealer today. Or send $1.00 to the address below
for our fully illustrated catalog.

IIlIm
Dqn.mil Nobel

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC.

105 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE, N. J. 07647
201·767·1660

Other products manufactured and distributed
by Dynamll Nobel are ...

RWS: Rlmflre 8< Centerfire Cartridges. Percussion
8<·Musket·Ca~s.Primers 8< Components.
ROTIWEIL: Competitive-Grade Skeet 8< Trap Guns.
Shotgun Cartridges inclUding the Roltweli
Brenneke
GECO: Pistol 8< Revolvjlr Cartridges I
Components

H ere 'lre some questions from readers
. of the American Handgunner, and

my answers:
Q. I get widely separated machine rest
groups, say four in the X-ring and three
touching the edge ofthe black with my MK
IV Series 70 GM Colt. Why? What do I do
about it?
A. Your "Barnstormer" shot patterns (i.e.,
several wild flyers in a group) are caused
by unequal spring tension in the collet
bushing, resulting in a slightly sprung bar
rel that does not always seat to full depth in
the slide recesses. Change bushings.
Q. I can't seem to smooth and lighten the
pull on my Colt Trooper MK III revolver.
The pull gets rougher every time I stone the
parts. What am I doing wrong?
A. When dealing with sintered metal
parts, it's like trying to get a glass-smooth
surface on concrete blocks. The best solu
tion is to use Dri-Slide as a lube and install
a spring kit, like the Bullseye, for a lighter
pull.
Q. I just purchased a Llama pistol in .45
caliber. Do you consider the Llama a top
grade firearm?
A. The big Llama is well finished on the
outside, but a bit rough on the interior, by
American standards. There are no prob
lems you can't solve with a good stone set,
consisting of a fine India and a hard
Arkansas. Polish the tool marks off the re
coil spring follower for openers, lube it
with Tri-Flow and feel the difference. And
change all the springs by installing a Wolff
pack. Then you will have a reliable pistol.
Q. I can't shoot the scores I used to, and I
feel that the problem is my bifocal glasses.
Should I go to trifocals?
A. You should explain the problem to
y.our ophthalmologist. You could try using
a Merit iris optical attachment, or one of
the supplemental clip-on lenses to increase
depth of field over the distance of sight
radius. You can't shoot if you can't see
your sights well enough to align them
properly. Every time I lend my Merit to
shooters with this problem, they are
amazed at the results on the target.
Q. "What effect does tightness ofcrimp (in a
rifle cartridge in q pistol fired from a
machine rest) have on impact?
A. The tighter the crimp, the higher the
pressure, the higher the point of impact.
This is why we ream neckS and check case
lengths carefully.

If you don't believe this, place some .001
inch thick brass washers on the case head,
the holes large enough for the striker to
contact the primer without interference,
-until the barrel just pops into battery. Note
the difference in group size when excess
headspace is removed.
Q. I want to seat the bullets in my 7mm
XP-IOO so they just touch the lands for best
long-range accuracy. The problem is that
when I seat my bullets I don't know what the
proper procedure is to establish correct bul
let protrusion.
A. If the cases are fired, size them full
length each time you reload. Set your full
length sizing die so that the bolt will just
close normally when a .002 inch brass shim
is placed on the case head. Be careful;
more than .002 inch and your cases may
begin to separate. Now, seat your bullet to
a depth that you can just see marks in the
bullet you have sooted with a carbide
lamp. Incidentally, you should be on the
lookout for loose or tight rounds. Don't fire
these in a match: use them for foulers.
Q. Which ofthe commonly availablepistols
is most effective when used with a silencer?
Why?
A. The P-08 (Luger), because chamber
pressure has dropped to absolute zero
when the toggle begins to unlock the
breech. You can verify this by removing
the extractor and firing. The case will
remain in the chamber, not ejected by
blowback.
Q. My wife has put down herfoot and says I
can only have one pistol and one revolver.
Which of each do you consider the closest
thing to an all-round caliber for hunting,
defense, silhouette and informal target
shooting?
A. I have to say a Government Model in
.38 Super caliber and either a Ruger or
Smith in .41 Magnum caliber. Both are
comparatively little-used calibers, but
each has great potential, considering the
wide diversity of use to which they will be
put.
Q. How does bullet throat affect accuracy
in the M1911 auto?
A. When a chamber is grossly oversize, a
major accuracy problem, the bullet may
start through the bore at an angle, and al
though this is slight, it affects accuracy ap
preciably. Using a semi-wadcutter bullet
that is a tight fit in the throat straightens

Continued on page 16
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People Are Created
Large And Small

Samual Colt
Made Us Equal

HEMMINGS MARKETING CO.
DEPT. AHJF
1B02 W. RIVERVIEW DR.
BELlE, WV 25DI5

-------~--------,CREEPS, MOVE ONII I
Warning/Sear Arms D'ecal, 3"X4'", self- I
sticks anywhere. . I
Only $1.50, 6 for $6.00, ppd. I
CONTEST: Moll moke, model, cal. of gun :
~~;:.n, with SASE. Win Ihls Anll-Creep I

I
WILLWYNN, Box 7202-HD I

Arlington, VA 22207 I
________________ J

IITRUDIRI
&111.&"'110'1

W1RIID

HAND S1LKSCREENED ON

TOP QUALITY AMERICAN

MADE T-SHIRT

STAT! SIZE· S. M, l. Xl

SEND $7.49 + 1.00 S.H.
W. VA. RESIDENTS ADD So. SAlES TAX

Send $1.00 for new Brochure
refundable ~n first purchase.

"WESTERN GUNSTOCK MFG. CO.
550 Valencia School Road,

Dept AH. Aptos. California 95003
Phone: 408-688-5884

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

".~~__ .t:.
At last, a ~ational Match Grade 45 Auto barrel that is
reasonable In cost plus top quality. We guarantee groove dia.
01 .4515 to .4517. These N.M. BBLS. are of 4150 steel heat
treated 31 to 35 RC. 45 Auto N.M. BBL. & Bushing S5995
Without Bushing $54.95. We also have a few Detonics' 45
Auto. BBLS: at $24.95. Dealer discount 25%, Shipping $3.00.
Barrels are In stock. Prompt shipment. List, SASE.
L.H. MFG. COMPANyRt. 1. Box 210. Devine, Texas 78016

(512) 663-5105

MID-OREGON IRON
P.o. BOX 807 • 300 S.E. SCOTT STREET
BEND, OREGON 97701 • (503) 382-6762

15

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

. Use .45 acp ar11mo in p!ace of .45 auto rim.
For Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.

. . Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample. send
, a self·addressed. stamped envelope. CNe now

.. . make Ruger 9mm clips.) .
Clip Prices: 25 for S3.95; 50 for S6.95 ppd.

RANCH PRODUCTS, PO. 80x 145, MaWnta, OHIO 43S3S

Set up your own combat course with our
:'Combat Siihouettes." See your target fall when

hit. All targets are precision cut and will last for years.
"Center/ire Targets are for use with straight wall

handgun calibers (.38 Special•.357 Magnum,
9 mm, and .45 acp.) and are cut from high

tensil impact resistant steel (T-1)."
SPECIFICATIONS:

CENTERFIRE - 'I'" T-1 steel. 12" high, 9" across
shoulders. They come in sets of six with two

carrying handles. Weight per set - 46 pounds.
$85.00 per set.

RIMFIRE· 'I," mild steel. 6" high, 4'1,' across
shoulders. They come in sets of 6 or 12 with one

carrying handle. Weight: Set of 6, 12 pounds.
$45.00 per set. Set of 12, 24 pounds.

$87.00 per set.
Certified Check or Money Orders only. Personal

checks must clear prior to shipment.
UPS used whenever possible.

Dealer inquiries invited. Cali or write for information.

~~

COMBAT SHOOTERS

for IPSe shooting. It's been a long time
coming and it still has a long way to go, but
I can forsee it getting into the same league
as professional bowling or golf, if the fire
arms and equipment manufacturers put
the bucks back into tht; sport, because
that's what draws the top shooters.
JW: You've recently begun competing in
IPSC matches. How do you find the transi
tion from bullseye shooting?
JP: Obviously, there are big differences;
bullseye is slow and deliberate and the
time periods are generous, so I'm just not
used to shooting at the quick pace neces
sary in combat competition. But I'm work
in!? on new techniques and trying to
qUIcken my reflexes-and my running.
JW: What about mental conditioning?
JP: It's basically the same. In a big bulls
eye match, I shoot the entire match in my
mind, one shot at a time. I try to do the
same in combat matches. For example, at
the Bianchi Cup match I mentally shot the
falling plates, one plate at a time.
JW: What about the differences in gun
modifications?
JP: At the Bianchi Cup tournament I shot
a Clark pin gun, which is similar to the
hardball gun I use for bullseye matches ex
cept for the addition of an ambidextrous
safety and a beveled magazine well. I use
the same trigger pull-four pounds-on
both types of guns.
JW: What about accuracy? ,
JP: My best gun will shoot "X-ring"
groups at 50 yards, meaning it will shoot
w~thin about one inch. Most of my guns
will stay within about two inches at 50

JP: Unfortunately, it doesn't look bright. yards.
The sport has been steadily losing par- JW: Are guns that accurate as reliable as
ticipation for the last few years. This year, they need to be in combat competition where
the Marine Corps Reserves announced its there are no "alibis?"
withdrawal from the program; the Air JP: It depends on who builds them. Most
Force withdrew several years ago. It seems of my bUllseye guns are built by the Na
there are fewer bullseye shooters at the 10- tional Guard armorers in Nashville Ten
cal level, too. For example, I recently shot nessee. I can't remember the last time I
a bullseye match in El Paso where only six had a malfunction with one of them. I did
contestants showed up. The following have some trouble with my pin gun at the
week I shot an IPSC (International Practi- Bianchi Cup match, but I only had the gun
cal Shooting Confederation) match and for two weeks prior to the tournament. We
there were 50 or 60 shooters, many of eventually worked the bugs out, and now it
whom were former bullseye shooters. functions flawlessly. That's a good lesson
JW: To what do you attribute this? for anyone; if you've got a new gun, make
JP: I think there are several factors. First sure you wring it out thoroughly on the
of all, most people seem to find combat practice range before you use it in a match.
shooting more interesting and challenging JW: How didyou first get involved in hand
than bullseye. And the cost of equipment gun competition?
for combat competition is much lower; JP: I started shooting about 10 years ago
you can buy a decent .45 auto for $600, when I was a law enforcement officer in
spend another $100 or so for leather and O.hio. A fellow officer took me plinking
some extra magazines, and you're ready to, With him and I really enjoyed it. Soon after
comp~te. In bullseye, you'd have to spend that, I joined the local bullseye club and
$800 on a wadcutter gun, another $300 on began competing in its monthly matches;
a good .22, $100 for a scope and $100 for a it's been in my blood ever since.
shooting box.These are all necessities. You JW: I think some ofour readers can relate
wind up spending $1,500 or $2;000 before to that. Thanks for the interview, and
you're ready to shoot your first match. good luck in your career

On the other hand, I can see a big future as a combat shooter.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • JANUARYIFEBRUARY 1983

By Jon Winokur .

CONVERSATION WITH A CHAMPION

JW: You've won the National Bullseye
Championship at Camp Perry twice, and
this yearyou finished seventh out ofafield of
more than a thousand contestants. What do
you forsee for the future of bullseye
shooting?

Editor's note: The author, himself an ex
pert combat handgunner, recently inter
viewed Joe Pascarella, a champion bullseye
shooter turned IPSC shooter (there is a
difference!). Pascarella, 48, lives in Los
Cruces, New Mexico, near the Texas
border. He is a Sergeant in the Texas Na
tional Guard and is employed by the State
of New Mexico as a child support enforce
ment officer. Now, the interview.
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P.O. Qox 135, AH1, Brownwood, TX 76BOI
915/646-5B27

By Jim Weller

For gun hobbyist:
inexpensive pistol rest

"Clamping the gun in a machine rest
and firing several five-shot groups

really shows what the gun is capable of
doing:'

How many times have you· read those
words or something similar in various gun
magazines? Have you ever thought you'd
like to own one of those handy gadgets to
test your loads for accuracy, but decided
the money required just wasn't available?
(The most widely publicized machine rest
is the Ransom, which costs more than
$200.)

How would you like to buy something
that, while not nearly as fancy as the Ran
som, does the job for about one-fourth the
cost? There is such a rest available, and it's
been around a long time.

Mequan Engineering markets a neat,
simple package that works great for the
gun hobbyist. I use one quite a bit, and so
does fellow gun scribbler Evan Marshall;
neither of us has any complaints with the
results obtained from its use.

Never heard of Mequan Engineering?
Sure you have. Remember Lee Custom
Engineering and the Lee Rest? Same
company, different name; that's all.

The rest itself has a cast base with three
mounting holes. I have mine pennanently
fastened to a length of board. When I get
to the range, I just use C-c1amps to attach
the board to the bench, and it's all set to go.
The other part of the rest is the carrier. It
sets on top of the base, and the holder for
the gun is attached to the rear of the carrier
bya large bolt.

Most handguns require that the grips be
removed before installing the gun in the
holder. For revolvers, the holders consist of
two large, grip-shaped halves which are
fastened over the frame by means of a
large screw. The bolt in the bottom of the
carrier is fastened to the holder and you're
ready to go. For autos, the holder is maga
zine-shaped and fits inside the magazine
well where it's held in place by a set screw.

Continued on page 85
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PISTOLSMITHING

Continuedfrom page 14

the cartridge so the bullet starts to rotate
on a true axis, resulting in better groups..
Q. The gunsmith who did my accuracy
work welded the barrel hood andfitted it to
the slide face for uniform headspace, but I
can't detect any tightening ofgroups. Ifany
thing, they are larger. Why?
A. Your problem, too deep a chamber, is
aggravated by the lengthened hood exten
sion that pries the case head even farther

'from the slide face, allowing the case to
slam rearward as the bullet starts forward.
Q. I have been taught to shoot revolvers
using the "Weaver stance." Is this position
named because the front sight weaves across
the target, or what?
A. It was named after its popularizer, if
not originator, Jack Weaver, a deputy
sheriff from Lancaster, California. He was
one of the first proponents of a two-hand
combat grip.
Q. My pistol is dirty and gritty from firing
thousands ofrounds oflead semi-wadcutters
loaded with Unique. What is the best way to
get the piece really clean?
A. Detail strip the frame and slide. Clean
the barrel with G.1. bore cleaner and a
bronze brush, followed by dry patches and
Rig on final patch. Fill a pan with a quart
of hot water, to which you have added a
small amount of dishwashing detergent
and two teaspoons of baking soda. Im
merse one part at a time. Swish, pump,
slosh and drain until each part is clean.
Blow water from holes and grooves. Dry
with a soft rag and immediately apply a
coating of Rig. (The soda will prevent rust
if you have to wait a few minutes before
greasing.) Do not clean barrels in this
manner. The method does not remove
fouling, and you could promote pitting un
der the flakes (I refer to 'metallic fouling
from jacketed bullets).
Q. Is a 21/2 pound trigger pull safe on a
combat .45 auto?
A. The factory pull usually is 5Vz pounds
to 6Vz pounds. This is considered safe for
combat shooting. Even so, you can reduce
the pull to between 4 and 4Vz pounds-and
still be safe. It's an individual preference.
Less than four pounds invites problems.
Most ranges have an established minimum
pull for pistols allowed in competition.

Any more questions from ~

you readers? ~
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TEXAS
ARMAMENT CO.

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

Hammer Strut . . .... $1.25
Hammer Strut Pin. . .20
~~U~ .~

No. 13 Barrel Unk
(For Matching Guns) 12.6x19.4

Barrel Unk Pin

Firing Pin
Firirjg Pin Stop

Plunger Tube

Ejector
Grip Screw

Recoil Spring
Magazine Catch Spring .
Firing Pin Spring .

Main Spring .

Plunger Tube Spring

Recoil Spring Plug

Grip Screw Bushing
Main Spring Cap .

Main Spring Cap Pin .

Main Spring Retainer

Slide Stop Plurjger .

Safety Plunger

Grip Safety (Long)

Hammer Pin

Sear Pin " .
Ejector Pin

Main Spring Housing Retainer Pin
Mairjsprjng Housing (Flat)

Mainspring Housing
(Gold Cup Style)

Recoil Spring Guide

Disconnector .

Trigger (Long) .
Trigger (Short) .

Trigger (Adjustable Match,
Aluminum)

Trigger (Adjustable Match,
BlueSteel) 10.95

Sear Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . .95
Hammer (1911A1) 8.95
Barrel Bushing 5.95
Sear 6.95
Magazine Catch Lock. . . . . . . . . 1.25
Magazine Catch . . . . . . . . 5.50
Grips (G.!.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Magazine 5.95
Slide 65.00
Rear Sight 1.50
Front Sight 1.50
Extractor. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.75
Thumb Safety 6.95
Slide Stop. 6.95
Barrel . 3$.00
Pin Set 1.50
Spring Set . 2.50
Please include postage. Texas residents
please include 4% sales tax. COD and
Visa and Master Charge orders accepted.

Write or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.
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$1095

#GL8036

All-new articles plus a 24-page 4-color
section of guns and gun-related items!
Some of what's in store: a technical analy
sis of the effects of shooting on the human
ear; a review of the best loads and loading
techniques forthe 357 Magnum; discl.!s
sion of the Biathlon, the rifle marksman
ship/skiing competition; a round-up of
what's available in double action .45
autos; coverage of the latest line of rifle
scopes from manufacturer Carl Zeiss;
testfire reports on the new Llama Omni
pistol; the latest Weatherby shotguns
and the WWII MP-40 Schmeisser sub
machine gun, plus much more. And our
extensive catalog of guns and accesso
ries with curr.ent retail prices and specs.
344 8'12" x 11" pages,

1983 GUNS ILLUSTRAtED
::.:~ ~d~~~: A. Murtz ~~.

, ..../' ~

1983 GUN DIGEST t\
37th Edition ~~
Edited by Ken Warner ~ ---"",,,,,""',,,,,,,"_
This edition is the t.>est yet, with great new
articles and 24 additional pages of
guns and accessories in full color!
Leon Day picks holes in turn-of-the<cen
tury theories on handgun stopping power;
Roy Dunlap waxes nostalgic with "How It
Was In The Medium-Good Old Days"
when $15 bought a Colt single-action;
Don Simmons examines the Sauer 38H;
A.B Pedersen explains how shotgun
choke works; John 1.Amber describes an
unfamiliar rifle, a combination 22 Hornet
and 357 Magnum; mu<:;h more. We've
~dded coverage of shotshells and black
powder to our regular sectiol'1s and up
dated our catalog section of specs, illus
trations and prices on all U.S. and import
ed firearms. 472 8%" x 11" pages.
(Incl. 24-4-color pages.)

#PR5936

PISTOL AND .
REVOLVER DIGEST 'i\~
3rd Edition
By Dean A. Grennen
Much is new in handguns and
accessories since the 2nd edition was
published. Grennell reports on the
state of the art and recent trends.
Surveys scopes and sighting systems.
Evaluates terminal ballistics; variable
factors and their effects. Discusses
the characteristics of available pow
ders. Compares the performance of
various factory loads.Covers reloading,
both at bench arid in the field. How to
teach someone to shoot a handgun.
A look at combat competition, plus
what to collect and how to protect
handguns from theft and other hazards.
288 8 '12"x 11" pages:

#SA4216

$995

Gun Digest Book Of .

SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS
~'\

~~~.
By Jack lewis

Lewis explores the history, folkl9re and
fascination of the controversial, but ven
erable single-action revoiver from the
days when cowboys carried "burying"
money rolled up in the empty chamber
to prevent accidental firing to the intro
duction of the modern transfer bar sys
tem which added significantly to its
saffity. Covers the minis and the maxis,
the commemoratives and the collect
ibles. Surveys the guns of the "good"
guys (the Mastersons, the Earps), the
bad guys (the James boys, the Daltons)
and those favored by such early movie
cowboys as Tom Mix. Reviews custom
grips, holsters, loads, much more. Ex
tensive catalog section.
256 8'12" x 11 " pages:

Using ordinary workshop tools, 'Wood
teaches gun owners how to replace
and repair broken parts without weld
ing; tighten shotguns arid revolvers;
repaint firing pins and auto pistol strik
ers; makesimplegrips,and much more.
Simple small-shop procedures perfec
ted during his 30 years of gunsmithiQg
9re explained with step-by-step photos
and illustrations. For the gun owner
without sophisticated equipment, the
shop operator without a resident gun
smith, the collector and professional
without available parts.
288 8'12"x 11" pages.

#RG2816

8995

RIFLE GUNSMITHING r\
By Jack Mitchell ~.•~~~.~•
How to perform most of the functions~ I
of a rifle gunsmith, both simple c;lnd _ RiflE I
complex. Begins with the special tOOlS. UNSMITHING
needed, reviews locking systems, ex-
traction and ejection systems. Examines I
proveri designs such as Sharps 1874,
Winchester High Wall and Model 70,
Remington 141, Savage 99, Mini-14, -
M-1 Garand and others. How to make
bolt handle alterations, adjust for head- •
space, install scope mounts, bed and 'f
barrel an action, reduce recoil, install slingt~
SWivels, polish and blue. Covers tnggers, If!
safeties, metallic rifle sights, barrel rifling ~.
and crowning, bolt jeweling, stocks and
forearmS, stock woods and finishes,
care, maintenance and restoration.
Much more. 256 8'12" x 11" pages.

GUNSMITHING: THE TRICKS
OF THE TRADE ~~"r\~.".,(';,.~._ .._
ByJ. B. Wood ~.""~

II 111m
l~ ~Ii ",""-i' '"
I~(
I~
i<
I~
I;
l'

SEE DETAILS ON FOLLOWING PAGES iii"'-_~
I • . •
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Gun Digest Book Of ~,

EXPLODED FIREARMS ~\t
DRAWINGS ~:J~~
~rd Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
The 3rd edition has been greatly
expanded to include over 470 firearms
from Astra to Zoli- handguns, rifles
and shotguns, both modern and col
lector's. Among the many additions are
new drawings from Marlin, Interarms,
Weatherby and Savage; the Charter
AR-7; the UZI submachine gun, to
name a few. Each firearm is depicted
in exploded or isometric view, each
part is clearly identified. There's also #EX9336
a directory of importers, distributors,
manufacturers and suppliers of parts 81295
and tools. 480 8'h"x 11." pages.

KNIVES '83
Edited by Ken Warner

The best and brightest of blades pro
duced in the past year and new techni
cal solutions to field problems. Reports
on trends and the state-of-the-art in
straight knives, folders and specialty de
signs, adhesives, lock design for lock
blades and integral construction design
for straight knives. Displays of custom
designers and their work. The updated
and expanded directory section in
cludes lists of all available knife and
accessory sources... custom knife
makers, specialty cutlers, general cut
lers, knife retailers, mail order sources
for unique collector knives, knife-mak
ing equipment and suppliers, even dir
ectories for such specialty artisans as
scrimshanders, sheathmakers and en
gravers. 224 8'h" x 11" pages.

#KV9836

METALLIC CARTRIDGE f\
RELOADING ~~~~
Edited by
Robert S. L. Anderson
A wealth of invaluable technical
data by Ed Matunas, Ken Howell and
other outstanding reloading experts.
Covers components, propellants,
pressure, safety, bullet casting,
troubleshooting, benchrest loading,
reloading for accuracy and a Q&A
section on reloading problems. 256
easy-to-use load tables for over 70
rifle and pistol calibers. Included for
each cartridge are its complete history,
applications, and an illustration show-
ing all pertinent technical data #MC2706
Emphasis is on modern rifle and
handgun cartridges as well as selected 81095
obsolete ones: 320 8'12 x 11" pages.

#BM9526

By Sam Fadala
Major chapters are devoted to the
importance of the patch, loading
metallic cartridges and shotshells, with
a special section on shotgun loads
and patterns. Other chapters cover
black powder propellants, their varia
tions and pressures; how to load for
accu racy or for power; how rate of barrel
twist affects load and much more. FUlly
a third of the book is devoted to load
table data on the most popular black
powder guns, organized into easy-to
use, readable tables. This section alone
is worth the price of the book! 224
8'h"x 11" pages.

GUN DIGEST . f\
BLACK POWDER ~~~
LOADING MANUAL

PISTOLS OF .~ ~~, ~6\ti\o(\

THE WORLD \~e,,\f,e~~f;f~~
By Ian v. Hogg &John Weeks
This fully revised, single volume
encyclopedia begins in 1870 and
follows the development of the hand
held firearm into the highly sophisti
cated weapon we know today. Never
before has the spectrum of repeating
handguns bE1en presented with such
authority and in such detail. 2000
handguns are described and over 600
illustrated, providing a comparative,
visual history of the appearance and
workings of every model worthy of
note; appendices give basic data for
the pistols and their ammo. In addition,
a cross-index facilitates ready location
of any individual pistol. 304 81295
8'12 "x 11" pages.

MIUTARY SMALL
ARMS O'F THE 20TH
CENTURY 4th Edition
Edited by
Ian v. Hogg &John Weeks
The cover features the Austrian Steyr
5.6mm AUG automatic rifle, just one of
many new or modified weapons includ
ed in this fUlly revised edition. A few
of the others are the Heckler &. Koch
4.7mm G11 automatic rifle, the revolu
tionary Hughes Chain Gun, the MR73
in .357 Magnum, the new Soviet AK-74
assault rifle. It's the most comprehen
sive illustrated encyclopedia of those
small caliberfirearms currently in use by
the world's armies, those used during
two world wars, and those destined to
see service in the '80's. 288 8V2"x 11 "
pages.

#ME9146
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A B C
I'm Buying Retail Send These

These Price FREE!
$

Book I Book I
$

Book I Book I
$

Book I Book I
$

Book I Book I
$

Book I Book'
$

Book' Book'
$

Book I Book'
$

Book' Book'

Name. _

City· Statc Zip _

Address, _

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

IO-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
ALLOW 4-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

This offer expires on February 28,1983.
Valid in U.S. & Canada only.

Check or money order must accompany order.
Please do not send cash.

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. T384

t
One Northfield Plaza

Northfield, L 60093

THE COMPLETE GUIDE
. TO GAME CARE

AND COOKERY
By Sam Fadala

Fadala's unique approach
covers everything from har
vestmg and preparatIOn to
cooking and serving. Learn
to butcher, bone, can, smoke,

~. age, but, best of all, enjoy.
~ 288 8W'x II" pages.

.- #GM7526 $8.95
r---------------------------,
lWO BOOKS FOR PRICE OF

ONE! POSTPAID!
HERE'S HOW!

Buy one ofthese OBI books and getanotherOBI book
FREE! Now you can own any of the books shown in
this ad FREE!
(a) Buy any bookCs) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad 0/ the same price
or less FREE!

(c) We pay all postage and handling costs.
(d) This offer is restricted to purchases made by mail

order from this ad only.

PART IV: CENTERFIRE
RIFLES
.CR8646 $9.95

PART V: SHOTGUNS
.SR8656 $9.95

PART VI: LAW
ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS
• LW8666 .. $9.95

THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK

By Sam Fadala
Everything from proper lubes
and nfling twist to d0-H-your
self accessories. Plus surefire
loading methods, ballistics,
safety, successful shooting
tips. 320 8W'x II" pages.

#BL8326 $9.95
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
GUNSMITHING TOOLS...
AND THEIR USES

By John E. Traister
Introduction to virtually everv
professional gunshop tooL
Hundreds of informative,
explanatory photos. Covers
all the fundamentals plus
many tips for the expert. 256
8W'x II" pages.
#GT8816 $8.95

ABC'S OF RELOADING
2nd Edition

By Dean A Grennell
Step-by-step instruction on
powders. shells. shot and
loading density. Covers
handgun. rifle and shotshell
procedures. New ballistic
mfo and reload testing tech
niques. 288 8y," x II" pages.

#AB5636 $9.95

LAW ENFORCEMENT
HANDGUN DIGEST
3rd Edition By Jack .Lewis
All that's new for on and off
duty weapons: shotguns, spec
ial weapons, ammo, leather and
body armor. How SWAT
works, combat shooting, a visit
to S&W's Police Academy.
288 8W'x II" pages.

#LU5236 $9.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
9th Edition

Edited by Ken Warner
Loaded with all-new how-to
articles on every aspect of
loading rifle, .pistol and
shotgun ammo. Covers tools,
technilJ.ues and materials.
ExtenSIve directory of com
ponents. 320 8W'x II" pages.

#HA2096 $9.95

FLAYDERMAN'S GUIDE
TO ANTIQUE AMERICAN
FIREARMS And Their
Values 2nd Edition
All the basic tools for iden
tifying. valuing and collecting
antique Amencan guns. Over
3400 models described. 576
8y,"x I I" pages.

#FG5426 ..... $15.95

PART I: AUTOMATIC
PISTOLS
.FP8616 $9.95

PART II: REVOLVERS
.FR8626 $9.95

PART III: RIMFIRE
RIFLES
.RR8636 $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
KNIVES 2nd Edition"
ByJack Lewis& RogerCombs
Covers the complete spectrum
of knives, foldIng and fixed,
custom and factory. Pioneer
custom makers and new faces.
specialty artisans. Kits for
both fixed blade and folding.
288 8W'x II" pages.

#KN9626 $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
PISTOLSMITHING
By Jack Mitchell
Covers smoothing, tuning.
timing,joining, metal temper
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot
ing, accurizing, installing/al
tering sights..,making reprace
ment parts.1\.its for a 45 auto,
rebuildinl1 ajunker pistol. 288
8W'x II ' pages.

#PS9546 $9.95

BLACK POWDER GUN
DIGEST 3rd Edition

Edited by Jack Lewis
All-new articles on black
powder shotgunning and loads.
Whitworth original/reFlica
comparison, round bal de
formity, improving shooting
skills. Make a powder horn,
rifle cover, customized rifle.
256 8~"x II" pages.
# BP9446 . . . . .. $9.95

Gun Digest Book of
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/
DISASSEMBLY B

ByJ. . Wood
Field-stripping and complete
takedown and reassembly of
20 I popular firearms with
photos and text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320 8W' x II"
pages. •

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

RELOADING FOR
SHOTGUNNERS
Edited byRobert SLAnderson
The psychology of trap and
Skeet reloading, wildcatting,
home defense and slug reloads,
patterning, much more. Plus
over 70 pgs. of load data for
10, 12, 16,20,28 and .410
bore shotguns. Catalog section.
224 8W'x II" pages.
#RS2606 $8.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
MODERN GUN VALUES
3rd Edition, By Jack Lewis
EX{landed to include all non
military guns introduced in the
U.S. between 1900and 1978.
Thousands oflistings andover
1800 photos. Current market
values, full specs·and descrip
tions. 384 8W'x II" pages.

#MG5836 $9.95

. CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD 4th Edition

By Frank C Barnes
Completely up-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the
dimensions, performance para
meters, physical characterist
ics for over 1,000 different
cartridges in one, well-organ
ized book. 384 8W'x 11" pages.

#CW,5046 .... $1 0.95
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Most 7mm pistols will not equal the 7X57.
Much has been written as to how wonder
ful a big game cartridge the 7X57 is, and
how it's a shame hardly anyone makes it
anymore. But do you know anyone who
hunts with a 7X57? I've never seen one in
the field. I've owned several, but have
never fired a round with one at big game.

BULLET PERFORMANCE
Reports of7mm effectiveness in the field

vary. Very possibly, bullet performance
may be the culprit in the 7mm.

Beginning with .30 caliber, the bullet se
lection for big game is practically inex
haustable. From personal observation, I
can assure you that the l65-grain Hornady
will expand on deer-size game at 400 yards
with a muzzle velocity of around 2,400
f.p.s.

It's difficult to find a bullet over .30 cali
ber that doesn't do an effective job, even if

it doesn't expand.
The most popular hunting caliber in a

bolt gun is the .308 Winchester. Bal
listically, a l5-inch XP is 10-14 percent un
der what the same cartridge is in a rifle.

As game size goes up, so does the
requirement for bore diameter. The .358
Winchester, particularly when top loaded
with the 250-grain Speer, is flat-shooting,
accurate and capable of taking any game
in the United States.

The same cartridge maximized for case
capacity and opened to .375 adds more
effectiveness. Called the I.R.S. (Jones
Rhino Stomper-hell, we can't be serious
all the time!), it's capable of knocking
down any animal.

I've heard it said these guns aren't effec
tive and accurate. Many say they are big,
hard to shoot offhand and difficult to con
veniently carry. Others say they are power
ful, accurate and effective. Basically, no
one will argue with you; they'll just figure
you're crazy, and leave you alone.

I figure something around a .300 Savage
to be about the bottom line for calibers
effe~tive on big game. You 7mm fans that
disagree, keep those letters coming. But
let's have something to back up what yo.u
say. In essence, so far, 7mm performance
from a handgun has been sporadic. About
the best ballistically that can be accom
plished with the 7mm in a handgun is
about what the 7X57 will do from a rifle.

J.D. JONES

HANDGUN HUNriNG

A s for hunting handguns, the Tie is
ft. versatile, effective and popular. .

•What about the XP-lOO? The custom XP
is by far the most popular unlimited sil
houette gun. It can be safely chambered
for virtually any cartridge. There are many
XP customs around in calibers suitable for
hunting. The XP is easily and inexpen
sively scoped. The .221 Fireball and 7mm
BR are great varmint cartridges.

A while back, considerable material on
these guns was carried in the publication
of Handgun Hunters International. Some
members felt-and still feel-that single
shot pistols are really rifles. Some disagree,
saying they are handguns under the law
so why penalize technology?

The custom XP in many calibers offers
weight, technological excellence, work
manship, accuracy and, in some calibers,
recoil.

SINGLE-SHOT HANDGUNS OFFER
HUNTERS GREAT VERSATILITY••

PAT.PEND V

• equipment for all calibers

• special presses & dies
• lead wire, jackets

• books, accessories
••nd,3 to, HendboolclC.tlllOfl
FI". boole """'ry '30

A low profile fixed rear sight for all Colt
Government Model and Commander, G.I.
issue 1911 and 1911-A 1 and the Browning
Hi-Power. Shrouds the rear of. the slide
affording a clean, combat sight picture.
Adjusts for windage and requires some
fitting. Comes with complete instructions
for installation.

The original patented Swenson Ambidex
trous safety, for use on all Colt Government
Models, Gold Cup, Ace, National Match,
Mark IV Series, Commander and USA G.I.
issue 1911 and 1911-A1, plus all copies of
these firearms. Easily i[1stalled with some
fitting required and converts the thumb
safety to lefthand operation. Comes with.
complete instructions for easy installation.

~~

For use on the
above models and
simply replaces
the issue or fac
tory thumb safety.
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The .458X2-inch is about as much as
anyone can handle in the recoil depart
ment, and maximum 500-grain loads
should be worked up giving due considera
tion to recoil.

'PISTOL MORE COMFORTABLE'
In general, the recoil of the same car

tridge in a light rifle versus a pistol shows
the pistol more comfortable to shoot. The
ability to "give" with the handgun is much
greater than with a rifle, which results in
less pain and strain.

The recoil tolerance of most individuals
can be exceeded with the .458X2-inch and
probably other cartridges, too. I feel that
anyone who weighs more than 125 p'ounds
should have no trouble with a .375 J.R.S.
and a 270-grain bullet at 2,100 f.p.s. muzzle
velocity.

Stocks should be small enough to grasp
and work well in the offhand position, such
as those offered by Lee Six (Six
Enterprises, 6564 Hidden Creek Drive,
San Jose, CA 95120). Thumb-hole stocks
are poison. Wood is prone to breakage, un
less reinforced. Some stock designs just let
the gun get a running start at your hand.
Mag-Na-Porting, or any effective muzzle
brake, improves shooting comfort consid
erably. And the added weight of a scope
makes a tremendous difference in felt
recoil.

Excellent iron sights are available.
Scoped, and weighing in at little more

than a Redhawk or a Dan Wesson .44, the
custom XP is expensive. But that doesn't
stop competition shooters from using
them.

Why not hunters?
You tell me. I'd like

your comments.

SPEAK OUT

Continuedfrom page 5

Search for shoestring
holster ends in Conn.
Since you (Don Shuman. September
October American Handgunner) said in
your article that you knew of no one
who currently manufactured a
shoestring holster. I felt compelled to
send you one manufactured by us. so
that you would know that your quest
has ended I hope you find it
satisfactory
Joseph T Vorisek
President
Armsco Marketing Co
POS 384
Canton. CT 06019

Continued on page 22

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT JETFIRE .25 CAL.

No extractor
blowback
action
only pistol
with instant
breech cleaning
double safety
features.
Minx M2-Cal. 22 short. Overall Length 4¥.!",
Length of barrel 2W' ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety ... Half cock safety

Jetfire-CaI. 25 ...Overall Length 4¥.!" Length of
barrel 2W' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ... Half cock safety

Galef COMPANION folding single with ventilated rib.
Here's an outstanding all purpose shotgun. Tang safety, 12
and 20 gauge chambered for 3" magnum, suitable for 23f4"
shells. Also 16 and 28 gauge for 23f4", 410 gauge for 3" and
2W' shells. Hand checkered rolled engraved receiver.

Distributed exclusively by For full details, write Dept. D-1

J L GALEF &SON INC and include your dealer's name and address.
• • • 85 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y. 10007

The~R.,Coliection from ADVENT

477

U\3f
\'09 '~3\
SUf~\ \
S\>j\es ,

• 440 Stainless Blades· Full Tang· Leather Sheaths with BeltlBoot Clip·
0408 Survival/Combat Knife 12". Serrated 7" Blade. Non-slip Black Aluminum Handle-S22.95
o 416 Not Shown. Same as 408. except Blade has serrated tip-S22.95
o 373 The Force 12", Double-edge Blade, Handle of Stainless Steel and Leather

Spacers-S22.95
0407 The Force 9'1.". Same as Above-S21.95
o 384 Double-edge Blade. 8"..' Overall. Non-slip Black Aluminum Handle-S19.95
o 415 Not Shown, Same as 384, except Blade has one edge serrated-S19.95
o 435 Mini Boot Knife, 7". Non-slip Black Aluminum Handle-S13.95
0437 Genuine Stag Handle, 9'1.", Double-edge Blade-S27.95
o 436 Genuine Stag Handle, 7". Double-edge Blade-S23.95
0477 New! Mini Diver's Knife, Double-edge. One Touch Sheath-S22.95
o 456 T-Handle Push Dagger. 6", Double-edge. Non-slip Handle-S15.95
o 473 New! Boot Knife, Bronze engraved Handle, 6V," Overall-S13.95
0474 New! WALLET KNIFE, All Stainless, 3", Credit Card Case-S12.95

• Add S2 Shipping-Checks, M.O., or C.O.D. Accepted (FL add 5% tax) •
• NEW COLOR Catalog, S2.00-FREE with Order! • (305) 561-5410 •

ADVENT SALES CO., DEPT. AH, P.O. BOX 11795, FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33339
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SPEAK OUT

Summertime Humidity Is
Ruining Valuable Equipment

Continuedfrom page 2J

Safari Arms' Enforcer is
'a beautiful little gun'
Shortly after your (Len Davis) letter of
April 5, and our phone conversation a
few days later, I received a beautiful
brochure from the Safari Arms factory
and a note from Dianne Cochran She
asked my preference in matenal and
finish and promised delivery of my
sweepstakes pnze in 60 to 90 days.

My Enforcer arrived last week. I can
only say that my anticipation and
impatience were well rewarded. As you
said on the phone, it is indeed a
beautiful little gun I went that evening
to a local indoor range for sighting-in.
It is also a pleasu re to shoot

Thank you and the entire staff of
your fine magazine.
John S. Carothers
Birmingham, Alabama

Sixteen-year old reader
is off to a good start
I'm 16 years old and enJOY reading
every issue of your magazine. Having
two older brothers who hunt a lot,
I've been raised around guns I have
quite a few nice nfles and a fine
shotgun.

I've always been interested In

handguns, but lately my interest has
greatly increased. My mother now
feels that I'm capable and
responsible enough to have a
handgun This is where you come in.

I have narrowed my deciSion down

Continued on page 86

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now on your newsstand!

Wants to see more stories
in AH on PPC competition
I recently attended the regional NMSS
match here In New Hampshire and
was the recipient of a subscription to
the American Handgunner, which you
so kindly contributed.

It's only through the active support
of companies such as yours which
make these matches successful As a
shooter, I thank you for your Interest in
helping to promote these events.

I've long been an avid reader of your
publication, which ranks among the
best in firearms publications Would
like to see more articles on PPC
Competition; IPSC appears to be the
"only game in town"
Albert M. Stangler
Manchester, N.H.

Power Tools
Lab.lnstr.
Flim, Slides
Clothing. Leather
DO,cuments
Etc. elc.

HYDROSORBENT WILL PROTECT:

Compact Unit: Aluminum canister
designed to withstand years of use
contains 40 grams of silica gel. For
individual gun and camera cases,
tackle boxes. silver drawers etc.
Protects 3 cubic feet of enclosed
space. When monitor "window"
turns pink, unit can be easily re
activated in any oven.
54.95 postpaid.

Electronics
. Guns

Oplical EquIp.
Cameras
Medicine
Silver

2000 Gram Canister: This heavy·
duty, self·contained unit lasts a life
time. Reactivates indefinitely. Only
4" x 16", yet can protect 144 cubic
feet of enclosed space. Used on
naval vessels. Ideal for camper
trailer, large closets. darkroom,
gunroom, workshop. Steel con
struction with precision,cut side
breathers to silica gel within.
Built-in indicator signals when unit
should be reacti- , _

vated. (Reactivates I To: Hydrosorbent Co., Box 675, Rye, N.Y. 1058~
easily in any oven.) Please send postpaid:
This unit can pre- I 360 Gram Units S 8.50 each
vent thousands of ,-
dollars of damage - Compact Units S 4.95 each (NY Residents i
due to rust. damp. 1_ 2000 Gram Units $37.50 each add sales lax)
ness and mildew. I Please Prinl TOTAL ENCLOSED S __ I
A liletime of pro· , I
lection. , NAME I

537.50 postpaid. I ADDRESS ,,
______~~E__ ~I-=- _-=--==-,

Now Available!
You Can't Miss is the most comprehensive book
ever devoted to practical handgun shooting.
Written by twice-IPSC National Champion John
Shaw, You Can't Miss is a Master combat
shooter's book of trade secrets, a system for
learning the art of practical shooting,

"Using the system he developed, John Shaw became
the U.S. Champion twice and leader of the U.S. Gold
Team. He wasn't a super athlete with golden hair, either.
John Shaw is the champion you can be."

M....d F. Ayoob, author
In The Gravest Extreme

"John Shaw is indisputably blessed with a great natural
talent, which accounts in part for the explosive manner
in which he has dominated combat competition. The
rest? Hard practice and the personally worked out
innOvative technique described in his book.

Bill Jord.n, firearms authority
and author of
No Second Place Winner

"There are many excellent shooters, but few possess
the rare ability to pass this skill on to others. John has
the ability.

Send me copies of YOU CAN'T MISS @
$8.95 plus $1.00 p'listage and handling each .
Name _
Street --,- _

City State Zip _
Send Orders To:
YOU CAN'T MISS - AH
503 Stonewall
Memphis, Tennessee 38112

Jim CI.rk, master gunsmithCourses In comb.t
pistol .nd shotgun
shooting .re
• v.lI.ble from
John Sh.w .t the
Mid-South Institute
of Self-Defense
Shooting.

Write for det.lIs.

Only $8.95
Plus $1.00 postage
and handling

A substantial
discount is available
to dealers

Once marred by corrosion, no oil,
rust remover or chemical can re
store the value of fine guns, instru
ments or other precision-finished
objects. Now you can protect them
with the same government spec
silica gel used on naval vessels.
The desiccant of choice by gov't
and industry, silica get creates a
shield of dry air within any
enclosed area. Reactivates indefin·
itely. No electricity required.

~ ~ -----.......-
Stop rust, mildew with
silica gel that "drinks"
dampness from the air.

360 Gram Unit: Ideal for eliminating
dampness in gun chests, display
cabinets, safes, large storage con
tainers, etc. Protects over 27 cubic
feet of enclosed space. Built·in in·
dicator signals when unit should be
reactivated. (Reactivates easily in
any oven.) 58.50 postpaid.
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Taurus Beretta Colt
Large-Frame X X X

Semi-Automatic
Used by the Military X X X

World Wide
9MM Parabellum X X X

Cartridge
Plastic or Wood X X X

(extra) Grips
Double Action X X
Lanyard-Style Hammer X X
15-Round MagaZine X X

Capacity
Chamber-Load X X

Indicator
Combat Trigger Guard X
Rear Sights X

Adjustable for
Windage/Elevation

The
PERFECT

TEN- .
~

I

You can bet your life on the
performance of your Taurus pistol,

and it costs substantially less.
Two models-PT-92 (fixed sights,

thermo plastic resin grips) and PT-99
(walnut grips, adjustable rear sight)

Compare three top combat pistols
the Colt Government Model,

Beretta 928 and Taurus PT-92/PT-99.
You'd want all of them on your

side. Big, tough, t(ley pump out the
rounds during the most

miserable field conditions. But
Taurus is the only one that's

a perfect 10-a slim margin over the
nearly-identical Beretta, but

a perfect 10 makes the difference
Check these 10 important points.

On a
Scale of

1 to 10,
Taurus

Is the
Combat

Pistol
That Scores a 10.

For
further
information
contact:

International
Distributors
Inc. P. O. Box 557566

Miami, Florida 33155 Phone: (305) 264-9321
Cable: Inldis!.

Match fees donated
to fight Cal. gun bill
By Len Davis

The fastest time/best score with an
auto was fired by Roy Bohmfalk of San
Diego, who swept across the targets in
1.62 second.

Close behind with a wheelgun was
Don Flores Jr., also of San Diego, with
1.63 second.

Shooters started with the muzzles of
their guns resting on a waist-high
bench. Time was clocked between the
start signal and the sound of the fifth
shot.

More than 70 combat shooters par
ticipated in the day's activities, which
included an IPSC-type match won by
Seth Nadel, a U. S. Treasury Depart
ment agent stationed at San Ysidro on
the Mexican border south of San
Diego.

Wayne Jenkins, a Rolls Royce me
chanic from Palm Springs, finished sec
ond. San Diego County Deputy Sheriff
"Mac" Clough was third.

Prizes were awarded by the American
Handgunner.

The range is owned by Lou Duncan
(a former Marine Corps Rifle and Pis
tol Team shooter) of Duncan's Gun
Works, Inc., Poway, California.

The Oceanside (California) Combat
Pistol League collected more than

$200 in shooting fees at a recent match
in Rainbow and then turned over the
entire amount to a coalition fighting to
defeat Proposition 15 on the California
ballot November 2.

(By the time you read this issue, the
outcome of the proposition-a strict
gun control measure-probably will be
fait accompli.)

Bill Hahn, director of the match held
at the Rainbow range (situated about
60 miles north of San Diego), said the
highlight of the match was the "Panic
Burst" course at five yards on five sil
houette targets spaced about a foot
apart.

Shooters fired five-shot strings (for a
buck apiece) with either wheelguns or
autos and were judged on both time
and accuracy.

Zip

Fullyadju,table,

one size fits all.
Very popular with
trap and skeet
shooters.

HODGDON POWDER COMPANY
7710 West 50 Highway
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66202

o Please send me __shooting
caps at $4.50 each.

Name

Address _

City -'-' _

State

When you only
get one chance
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HANDGUN lEArHER
AL PICKLES

HOLSTER MAKERS DON'T 'KNOCK OR
DOWNGRADE; THEIR COMPETITORS

If you read the American Handgunner,
it's safe to assume that guns are not just an
idle hobby. You are really into handgun
ning, and that probably means .you own
more than a few shootin' irons-maybe
even more than your budget can spare.

Each new acquisition usually requires a
holster rig or two if you are going to do any
work with it at all. A fine gun absolutely
deserves fine leather, and really fine
leather is expensive. Sure, you might buy
an El Cheapo with internal rivets poised to
scratch and mar your custom autoloader,
but that drives your investment down, in
stead of up. Junk holsters could also get
you killed.

NEW SHOULDER RIG
John and Joan Parlante of Cobra

Gunskin are out with a new shoulder rig
they call the Countach and it solves much
of the problems presented by multi-gun
ownership. They have designed the
Countach so that one holster will fit a vari
ety of guns, revolvers or autoloaders. For
exampie, the one I am now wearing is a top
of the line shoulder rig which will take a
four-inch Model 19 Smith & Wesson, or an
M-S Safari Matchmaster .45, Browning
Hi-Pow.er, H&K. P9S, Beretta 92 and just
about anything else of the same general
size. It balks a bit when it comes to the big
Smith & Wesson N frame, but with a little
home modification it will work. I don't
know about thenew S&W L frame which,
as few people realize, is longer and heavier
than the N fraine, given the same barrel
length.

No, you are not going to get a glove fit
with each gun. That would be almost im
possible. It will, however, give a good
serviceable fit and I would not hesitate to
sally forth into Hogan's Alley with the
Cobra Countach.

Cobra also offers the Countach in a size
that will handle most revolvers with two
or three-inch barrels, as well as most me
dium-size autoloaders, such as the Walther
PPK, Astra Constable, Mauser HSc, and
others of similar size. By purchasing just
two different size Cobra Countachs, you
could have shoulder rigs for most of your
present guns and many more that you
might buy or acquire later.

There is no need to worry about quality
when dealing with the Parlantes at Cobra.
I have examined almost everything they
make and have never been concerned with
workmanship, servicea bili ty or looks.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JANUARY IFEBRUARY 1983

SCHULTZ LEATHER

Another nice trait shared by these men
is they never place a line of executive buff
ers between themselves and their custom
ers, including gun writers. If you want to
chat with the top man of a holster com
pany, go to the SHOT Show or to his plant.
Ifyol'l have any ideas or suggestions, write
to him personally; most of the time he will
answer, promptly. So, it is with these good
vibes in hand that I set forth on an evalua
tion of some really interesting new combat
type holsters. It won't be all roses, but I
don't think any of these people are above a
sincere and objective critique.

D uring the many years I have been
evaluating guns and related equip

mel\t, and writing for various police and
gun publications, I have enjoyed some
pleasant relationships with various com
pany executives. Ifyou are an honest eval
uator, however, it unfortunately follows
that some hostile encounters ensue:. no one.
enjoys seeing his product criticized in
print, and it seems to matter little how well
deserved the critique.

In all these dealings, however, I have
never met a bunch of people nicer, as a
group, than the presidents of various hol
ster manufacturing companies. I have met
and talked with almost all of them.

Unlike some other segments of related
industries, I have neVer heard one leather
maker knock or downgrade the products
of another. On the contrary, John Bianchi
often lavishes praise on his competitors'
products. So does Tex Shoemaker, Bill
Rogers, John Parlante, Gene DeSantis,
Don Hume and all the others-to a man. I
don't know what it is that makes these men
so different. Maybe it's working around
the good smell of fresh leather, or possibly
the secure feeling when one has confidence
in his product. There are so many really
good leathercrafters that the shoddy
worker just doesn't last long.

TO ORDER: Please give us gun make, model (if avail
able), caliber barrel length (measured from front of
cylinder to tip-on revolvers), On belts give us your
waist size, caliber for loops, right or left hand. Allow 3
to 4 weeks for delivery.

Send cashier's check or money order. Texas residents
add 5% sales tax. Add $2.00 for postage and insurance.
Give us name, full address and zip.

Treat your gun to the
finest! Handmade, Glove
Leather Lined Holsters.

For years we have used these holsters
and have found them to be the very best. We
were so impressed that we bought the com
pany. Our production is totally handmade.
Each is signed by the maker. You will find these
holsters to be of the highest quality.

ABOUT THE HOLSTER: The design is the
traditional western style high ride favored by'
lawmen for over 100 years. Each is made with
the proper thickness oak tanned leather of the
best grade available.

The lining is top quality glove leather
arid made so the smooth side is next to your
gun. The lining is treated with. silicone to
prevent rust.

The lining is sewn on the top outside of
the holster. Then rolled over so no stitches are
exposed to wear. It is then bonded to the
inside, a full welt is inserted and the holster is
sewn and lock stitched with waxed linen
thread. A drain hole is put in the bottom to
allow debris to fall thru and air to circulate up.
Each holster is hand finished and hand fitted
to our shop gu n io assure proper fit and cross-
over strap tension. •

Unlike pressure molded holsters which
are hard and stiff due to compression, ours is
very pliable and will hold your gun snugly,
preventing it from moving while holstered.
This type of design and construction virtually
eliminates bluing wear. Also the holster does
not squeak when worn or when the gun
is drawn.

Wear tests for the past 8 years have
shown this design far superior. Available for
most high quality handguns; but not recom
mended if gun has a sharp front target sighi.
Available in natural or black, right or left
hand - same price.
Small autos and revolvers with
2" barrels $24.95
Regular autos and medium frame revolvers -
2" or 4" barrels $29.95
Large revolvers up to 6V>"bbl $34.95
Revolvers up to 7V>" $39.95
Revolvers up to 8¥8' $44.95
Belt, 1'14" wide, no lining $14.95
Belt shown, lined (loops exrra) $24.95
Basket .... add $5.00, Carved add $10.00
Shell loops, add $8.00 per 12 loops

P.O. BOX 12736 SAN ANToNIO, TIt 78212

Alamo
Leather
Goods
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FREE
Adetailed set of plans and

instructions showing you how
to build aSmokerlrom an 11old relrigerator

YES! When you choose eilher .'
. or both of these new original ' ..

screen printed tee shirt designs. we will send you plans
for a Smoker that will keep you in smoked fish. meat & .

chicken All Year Long' .

Ifl. . . ,,"..
~....

I YOUR I QUANTllYMETAL CALIBER PRICE

Sliver (.9998ne) $25.00 Each, 6/$125.00

Gold (24K-pure) I I I $400 Each. 61$2200.00

• SPECIAL jewelry Pieces Can B:e; Mailed Direcdy To Your Home·

Weara~leSilverjewelry Projectile $30.00 Each

Wearable Go'<ljew~1ryProjectile I I I $450.00 Each

. Diamond Polm (available on jewelry or buUeL") Add $50.00 Each

EXTRA lARGE BULlETS EXTRA CHAR~E

Subtotal

; Call (303) 221.4009 Federal Exci~To (11 %)

1II111111111
Colorado Residents ~dd 3% Tax

TOTAL

. '. ,

Since time immemorable. the futest projectiles ~~Uablehave been cast ofprecio~meta~.As excellent
ballistics are inherent to these b~llets. they have beera used (as the stories go) efferov.ely against vam
pires, werewolves, etc. - even y~ur favorite childhood western hero used them when confronted by
human outlaws! ,

These beautifully finished. projectiles of pun lolid silver and PI1ft' lolid 14K. lold are of jewelry
grade yeru••ble in your favorite weapon. Of course we wouldn't expect you to make them your everyday
ammunition. but as "sining"l~ad, conversation pieces or unique gifts, they ~re unbeata~le.Available in
silver or gold. with or without diamond points. Take advantages oftoday's lower metal prices - you'll
treasure them for years 10 come: .

QUICKLINE™
SIGHT FOR COLT .45

PYTHON AND DIAMONDBACK
"AS QUICK AS POINTING YOUR FINGER"

~OLT.45 CONVERSIONS
AND PPC REVOLVER~

GUTRIDGE, INC.
2143 Gettler Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311

Custom sights, Complete Gunsmithing Service
Long guns, Silhouette, Bluing, Stocks, Muzzleloading

Send 40¢ in stamps for information-219-865-8617·

Tax Me, DrafUle,
Bug Ille, Shaft Me,

~
#1

Address

Credit Card

~~~~:~~~i~:ture---------------------- "OUR POLICY IS

~~~~de'('I-tu..) ---------------------- org:~i:o.~~yName _

e®
rkeS hold unless dra.o;tic nuctualion. All checks MllST dear. ALI. ORDERS SHWPE~TO YOIIR DF.Al.ER (IT'S THE L\.W!).

~ B""HE TO INCWDE YOUR DEAI.ER·S ATF N"MBER AND ADDRESS. Deale' Inqulrie> welcome.

\:to
. 0

The Ranger
Cartridge
Company
P.O. Box 1121

Fort Collins. CO 80522
(303) 221·4009

* PRINT· 0 Expertly screen printed (not a sticky transfer) our Original One-of-a-kind
. . designs 0 Will never crack. fade. peel or make you sweat 0 Both designs

tell it like it is 0 UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED! .* THE S·HIRTS 0 The highest quality American made 50% cotton. 50% polyester no shrink
fabric 0 Printed black ink on It. blue & white ink on black 0 Sm .. Med .. Lrg ..

Extra Lrg., (xx·Lrg .. white ink on B!ack only, add $3.00) 0 Super Heavyweight. long sleeve with a pOCket for
ammo. Comfortable 100% cotton. Available in Black only 0 Sm .. Med .. Lrg., Extra Lrg. (please add $5.00)

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED'
I I 1'1 ' • ••

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY YES! I understand fhat if I am nof Iickled with· my new shirls .&
Fill in order blank below sfaling shirt design #. Color smokehouse plans my money will be cheerfully refunded.
S..i_ze';"-'&rQ;..u.;.a_nl__iITy_w..,a,..nt;..e.;,.d_.--''''---' 'T'"__-,IEnclosed is my L: Check I~ Money Order tor $ _

~~~~~r ;~i~ Size :~y s~:~~e ~::~ Price TOTAL Please charge my l.: Visa 1_; Mastercard
~=I-=-+-lF~:::.:.:.ji-=:::::..j--'T'"+----11 Signature
1--1-r--+-lf-+--lI--l--+-+----1ICard No. Exp Oafe _

~=t==::j:~t:+:~~~==+::t:==~1 Print Name -------- _

~=!'::_::=~~~~,.._,_''_:_--'--......+---11 Address
Fla. Residenfs Please Add 5% Sales Tax City

WE PAY All POSTAGE AND HANDLING 0,,,,,,, ....
Make Check or Money Order Payable To: PIN,.." $3.00 State :-:---:-:,......,c::-----,-,=- Zip .--:-----,-:-----,-,
BB GRAPHICS DeptAHf .po. Box 2653. Stuart. Fl 33495·2653 Allow 4·6 weeks lor delivery BB'G,I9~~" Dealer Inquiries Invited

Send a buck for their catalog t<;> Cobra
Ltd., 1865 New Highway, Farmingdale,
NY 10013.

THE SCHULZ BROTHERS
I have found a new friend in the holster

industry in the person of Larry Schulz
who, along with his brother, runs Schulz
Leather Company. The firm has, under
preceding generations of Schulzs, long
been engaged in the manufacture of other
leather products, such as shoes and instru
ment cases. When the brothers-a gun
oriented pair-inherited the business they
swung it completely around to a gun-re
lated operation. Seeking to satisfy pre
viously unfulfilled needs in the -law
enforcement sector, they consulted mem
bers ·of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Office.
What they came up with is interesting; in
one case, it quickly satisfied a need I have
had for the last 30 years as a cop.

Basically, I'm as lazy as the next cop, or
maybe that should read "as tired:' To this
day, when the good spouse asks me to run
down to the .store for a gallon of milk, I
simply stick a short-barreled something or
other down the back of my pants and trust
the love handles will keep it from falling
down my pants leg. This is commonly
called "The Mexican Carry."

Schulz offers a square, pocket-shaped
leather holster that completely fills the rear
pocket. It will take any small-frame re
volver with a two-inch barrel. (In my case,
a Charter Arms stainless steel Undercover
loaded with Albert's reloaded Hydra-Shok
bullets.)

Since the gun fits snugly enough to stay
in the holster, you might suspect the whole
works would come out of your pocket if
you had to draw. Not so. At least not with
the guns I have tried. The rough surface
outer leather seems to form a friction hold
with the inside of the pants pocket. It must
get an assist from fanny pressure, so possi
bly a real skinny dude would have trouble.
For me it works and fills a long time need. I
just leave my Charter Undercover in the
holster and shove the whole rig in my back
pocket, just as easily as sticking the naked

Continued on page 32
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812.95

$19.95
85.95

S21.95
$360

812.50

COMBAT ACCESSORIES
Wilson Combat Commander Style Hammers. . ..... 816.95
Colt Factory Ambidextrous Safetys. . $28.95
SAW Trigger Guard Shoe. squares trigger
guard. Installs/rp.moves in seconds
SAW Recoil Spring Guide Assembly, for 1911
type autos. Includes 18V,# spring
SAW .45 Magazine Base Pads, 6 pack
SAW ENTENOEO BUTTON Magazine re
lease, complete.
HKS Speed Loaders, all
SAW VIOEKI NATIONAL MATCH TRIGGERS

SIGHr SEn'INGS
LUCY CHAMBLISS

GUN OWNERS OF AMERICA IS A SOLID,
EFFECTIVE PRO-HANDGUN GROUP

INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC.
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ventions have a harder time working their
way into the sport.

Aimpoint has helped us with the sights;
now, on to something to release the trigger
before we can disturb the sights. Frank
Green and his electric Free Pistol made a
good start in this direction more than 10
years ago. But I have not heard much
about it lately.

Bill Greif dragged out his biggest dic
tionary to get a lot off his mind to me

in his letter published in the july-August
"issue of the American Handgunner.

Too bad Bill didn't take up his grievance
with me during the three years we sat
within 12 feet of one another as NRA di
rectors. Certainly my views on the neglect
of the competitive shooter have been well
known for the last 20 years that I have been
writing and speaking on the subject.
Really, Bill, I am easy to talk to and inter- NEW AWARD STATUE
ested in what you as a non-competitor, The Outstanding American Handgun-
non-shooting N RA director have to say. ner Awards Foundation dinner in Phila
Sorry you let my naturally serious expres- delphia in April of 1982 was as great an
sion and reserved personality scare you event as I told you about in 1981. A
away from discussing an important issue. milestone was reached in 1982, since this

On to more important subjects. The was the completion of the foundation's
Aimpoint sight was used in the 1982 10-year plan. A new award statue will be
Bianchi Cup Match, having previously developed for 1983, and a new chairman
helped Joe Pascarella win the 1981 Na- will take over. J. D. Jones, who I am told
tional Pistol Championships at Camp made a supreme one-man effort the last
Perry. Everything I have heard about this few years to keep the awards going, is
sight has been good, but I have not tried being replaced by Joe Tartaro, publisher of
one, mainly because they are not allowed Gun Week. The 1983 dinner, ifpast custom
in the Internation;il pistol matches. is continued, will be held in the same city
However, with the credentials it is gather- and at the same time as the NRA annual
ing at Perry and a good showing in Practi- meetings, to benefit from this traditionally
cal Shooting-and provided its cost is not large gathering of shooters, industry repre
prohibitive-many shooters undoubtedly sentatives, hunters, and others. I believe
will be buying an Aimpoint. I was not sur- the dinner will be held in Phoenix, Ari-
prised to see such a sight in bullseye zona,
matches. Fifteen years ago people were ex- By placing sixth out of27 finalists at the
perimenting with scopes on handguns at U ,So International Shooting Champion
Perry, The main problem then was finding ships in June, I earned a berth on the eight
a mount that would not shake loose, and a woman Sports Festival IV Team and will
scope with simple magnification, be going to Indianapolis.
Obviously, Aimpoint and others have The 1982 Black Canyon matches in Ari-
solved the mount problem. zona ran smoothly under the direction of

I was surprised to see such a sophisti- NRA Coordinator D.l. Boyd. As you may
cated electronic device used in the "real know, Boyd is Assistant Director of Inter
life" Practical Shooting match. At the start, national Competitions at NRA, having
all competition appeared to be geared to- joined the NRA staff recently after an out-
ward out-of-the-box equipment, except standing career as a Marine and a national
for accuracy and functioning work. Evi- and international shooting champion. As a
'dently the experts and rulemakers in that competitor, Boyd understands and solves
sport think you can holster and draw an many problems before they occur,
Aimpoint "on the street;' so they allowed it I am looking forward to shooting the
in the competition. Sports Festival pistol event; advance infor-

American shooting sports seem to be mation says we will be housed at Butler
plagued by starting with simple and fairly University and shoot at the Eagle Creek
inexpensive equipment, and then rapidly Park Range. The people of Indiana cer-
aG,celerating to complicated and expensive tainly knew how to conduct a good match,
equipment that shoots higher scores. Do when we fired the Police Combat Matches
you keep it simple, or go for perfection? in Bloomington at Indiana University in
There has to be a balance of both, other- the 1960s.
wise we'd still be using spears. It seems to One of the Indianapolis range people
me the International equipment rules lean told me several months ago at Ft. Benning,
more toward fewer gadgets, and new in- where he was firing as a competitor, that
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IS YOUR
LIFE
SAFE?

WE CARRY A
FULL LINE

OF
JACKASS
LEATHER
30% OFF

Retail
on

Complete Line
Wallet Holster for Hi-Standard derringer,
Barrettta Jet/ire & Minx $13.98
SSII Shoulder Holster System for A5's &
39/59 and other small autos 84B.95

Send 50¢ for brochure, we carry many other shooting supplies

at DISCOUNT PRICES!!!
SA W Inc.

P.O.Box 140845
Nashville, TN 37214
Phone (615) 889-3597

coo & Credit Card orders taken 24 hours a day Mallin orders. M 0

or certified checks. personal & busmess checks held tor clearance All
prices FOB Nashvllle.TN.lnclude suffICient postage & handling'& IllS

TN residents add sales lax MAIL ORDER ONLY

Now you can join the champions, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton, in the latest, most improved techniques
in the arts of self defense, competition, or just those
who must carry a pistol daily. Classes are now forming
with the personal supervision of Mickey and Mike at
their new facility in So. Cal. These international experts
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, with the
mental conditioning to attain pin-point accuracy and
fulfill your personal goals!
Send $1,00 Postage and Handling For Full Descriptive Brochure To
International Shootlsts Inc. P,O. Box 5254, Mission Hills. CA 91345
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ARMS,INC.

REDUCE RECOIL
& MUZZLE JUMP

(u.s. Patent No. 3808943) .

For Greater
Firearm Control

Ten years of success in
the Recoil Reducing
business. Many imitators
try to copy our process,
but never succeed. Insist
on the first, the original
Mag·Na·Port'" Process.
Contact your dealer or write

30016 South River Road
Mt. Clemens, MI 48045

(313) 469·6727

Please send $1 for our illustrated price lists

e
.· CYLINDER &SLIDE SHOP,INC.

'r:=J lil p.o. BOX 937
FREMONT, NEBR. 68025

": Ph: (402)721·4277
PLEASE! nocalls after 12:00I10OI1C.S!

AMERICAN DERRINGER CORPORATION
P.O. Box 8983-Waco, Texas 76714

STAINLESS STEEL DERRINGER .45 COLT
•.45 Colt • .45 Auto •.44 Mag • .41 Mag. 9mm

• .44 Special •.38 Special •.357 Mag •.223

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion u.s. Patent
Douglas 1·10 twist BBl 1,()$)" Dia. 6" Long

Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.

H.B.W.C. only

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET, • Reduced Leading
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT • No bullet jump Fred SChmidt

. Reduced recoil Tel: (004) 7_
X·Ring Accuracy 5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Each gun inclividually built Mechanicsville, Va. 23111

CUSTOM 'SMITH PROIIU,

American Handgunn.r-Jan./Feb. 1983

eBrowning eColt

eRemington eWeatherby

Authorized warrant¥ repair

eColt parts distributor

3Frrba ~ttl1 §11UP
CUSTOM COMPOlllON HANDGUNS

BROWNING HI-POWER

• Bo-Mar, S&W,or Micro sights installed
• Polish barrel ramp for improved feeding
• Complete accurizing
• Trigger jobs
• Cylinder&slide-s own wide trigger,

extended slide release, and
extended mag. release

• Your choice of finishes

We offer all popular combat
modifications for the
Browning Hi-Power_

Merely handling a handgun can
cause corrosion. Fingerprints can leave
acids and salts on the metal. The salts,
when exposed to moisture, will begin.,
the rusting process immediately. After
handling handguns-both blued and
stainless steel fmishes-they should be
wiped thoroughly with a dry cloth, then
with an oily one.

GUN OWNERS OF AMERICA
I have been getting some interesting cor

respondence from Gun Owners ofAmerica
(GOA) in Alexandria, Virginia. Its let
terhead lists John E. Bianchi as secretary
treasurer, Col. Charles Askins as a board
member and some pro-gun Senators and
Congressmen I recognized.

An informative GOA letter concerned
Senate Bill S-1630, or the Criminal Code
Reform Act. This piece of legislation had
some pro-gun legislators fooled into sup
porting it. Then Sen. Jerimiah Denton, a
Vietnam war hero, wrote a pro-gun
amendment that entirely reversed the anti
gun bill. Enclosed with the GOA letter
were ready-to-mail postcards addressed to
Florida's senators and representatives ask
ing them to vote against the legislation. I
mailed them and have since received many
detailed replies, which make me think the
lawmakers had received a great many of
the GOA cards. Basically, the bill was one
of the worst that anyone has tried to sneak
by. For example, all former BATF agents
would get Secret Service badges, give them
new powers to arrest you, search your
home and seize your personal property
anytime they wanted to.

GOA's address is Landmark Towers,
Suite 112, 101 South Whiting Street, Alex
andria, VA 22304. Usually, when I receive
such mail from associations other than the
N RA, I ignore it, thinking that time or
money splintered off the NRA is unwise;
but this particular group's prompt infor
mation on this hideous bill got my favora
ble attention.

A story in the July 2 Washington Post
reported that a U.S. District Court Judge
had overturned a jury verdict that would
have required the NRA to pay more than
$2 million in damages to the family of a
man killed with a pistol stolen from an
NRA office. This ruling, that the NRA was
not negligent, is encouraging. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'

dividers between shooters and wind pro
tection that I had written about being ab
sent in Syracuse (1981) would be installed
at the Sports Festival matches in Indi
anapolis. A suggestion made well in
advance often can correct something over
looked in the last minute rush of getting a
range ready. Eleven years as an NRA
Combat Regional Director taught me
there are two sides to this handgun com
petition we enjoy-working a match and
shooting in one.
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HANDI.OADING
DAN COTTERMAN

BIG BORE ACCURACY SUFFERS AT
MAXIMUM EXPANSION VELOCITIES

Reproduced from actual target
sent by Mr. Reelles writes -

CUSTOM WORK PISTOl & REVOLVER
REBARRELING & CHAMBERING

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION
Dept AH, 106 North Harding Street

Owen, Wisconsin 54460

LIGHTEN DOUBLE ACTION S & W & COLT
HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST OLD & NEW
LUGER REBARRELING & TRIGGERWORK

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN
EAST HARTLAND, CONN. 06027

TEL. 203-653·3901

The factory also furnishes loaded ammo
that uses cavity-nosed 142-grain .357 bul
lets, and factory loads with the awesome
heavyweights we're examining here, the
latter being loaded into .44 Special hulls.
The .357 is said to expand to .60 inch, with
.44 to .70 inch when fired into Duxseal, a
dense, clay-like materiaL

There's no disputing the fact that Man
Stopper slugs expand according to plan,
By all plausible theory (and recorded prac
tice), a highly-expandable bullet is supe
rior to a bullet of low expansion. However,
the dispute arises when we realize that, in
using artificial test media, we're dealing in
subjective comparisons.

Straight-talk from Terry Murbach of
Maumee, Ohio, reveals some interesting
experimental work with the .45 ACP

"My personal .45 ACP;' he writes, "is a
1962 Colt National Match pistol. Every
body calls it a Gold Cup, but those words
appear nowhere on the gun. It has Accro
sights, a solid-beveled bushing, arched
mainspring housing, a Bar-Sto buffer and
a Wolff hardball spring, I've shot nothing
but hardball equivalent or hotter hand
loads through it. My standard loads are
WCC 66 or 71 brass, 6.5 grains of Unique,
452374 lead bullets or 230-grain jacketed
bullets; seven grains of Unique, 452460
swaged .452 inch, and eight grains of
Unique, 185-grain Sierra JHC. CCI 300
primers were used for all loads. This pistol
will shoot the center out of any target you
turn it loose on and has never
malfunctioned-providing I use Colt
magazines. Most all .45 magazines, except
Colts, are junk in my opinion. They've
given me nothing but trouble-including
those expensive stainless steel Laka maga
zines. I bought three Laka magazines,
none of which would feed correctly, nor
drop from the gun when released, I sent
two back. Their R&D must be slow, It's
been five years, at least, with nary an an
swer. The idea of stainless magazines
however is very appealing.

R ough-stuff components and straight
• talk abound. The straight talk on re

loads and components continues to hail in
from reloaders all over the country, Mean
while, there is an endless succession of re
loading products received for testing. My
objective is to provide a maximum amount
of information, based upon personal
experience and data samples supplied.

Among the most interesting of compo
nents received is a supply of 192-grain .44
caliber Man Stopper bullets, made by Man
Stopper Products Corp., RT 3, Box 401,
Continental Road, Warwick, NY 10990.
The maker says these bucket-nosed, soft
lead bullets will expand to diameters that
exceed ,80 caliber, and that they will yield
this remarkable expansion at low ve
locities. Since Jerry and Mark Alberts, of
Alberts Bullet fame, are credited with con
tributing their knowledge, expertise, and
counseling to the development of these
bullets, I was anxious to see how well they
performed.

Ten rounds were assembled in once
fired .44 Special brass, using five grains of
W-W 231 with standard primers. The bul
lets were seated flush with the case mouth,
and a moderate crimp was applied. This is
the load suggested by Frauke Rosenthal of
Man Stopper Products. Velocities for the
loads I put together averaged 840 fps from
a Charter Arms Target Bulldog with a
four-inch barrel. This is quite a moderate
load, but my objective was to determine
bullet expansion at relatively low
velocities, .

Lacking, at the moment, a more formal
test medium, I used a couple of volumes of
the Los Angeles Yellow Pages, thoroughly
water-logged after soaking about 30 min
utes in a bucket of water, The first three
shots mutilated the front volume, but did
not penetrate completely. Switching the
positions of the volumes, I fired another
three shots before destruction rendered the
soggy pulp useless for further testing.
Average bullet expansion was ,79 inch; the
largest was ,82 inch. Understandably, less
expansion occurred as the test material de
teriorated, so that the final bullet fired ex-
panEled to only .69 inch. "I also use an RCBS taper-crimp die. I

Rosenthal reports expansion of .90 inch set it by running it down nice and snug on
when one of the .44 bullets is fired into a military hardball round and I haven't
water, at a somewhat higher velocity, from had to touch its setting since. That had to
a Ruger Super Blackhawk, He says, be 10 or 12 years ago, and it works per
however, that accuracy suffers at velocities fectly."
necessary for this amount of expansion. Continued on page 30
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Lanark, IL 61046~7 Lanark Ave.

!~"~S~in~ce 1937
. tools &:

• Reloading

accessont~ tools &:
• Gunsrnl

gages der loading
• Black pow

tools '1" rret Press
• NEW ,u

"I Have Never Before Been
Able To Do This - !"

Harold is excited with the results he had
after using .38 caliber Zinc-Base Bullet
Swage Dies (available only from C-H).
Write us for full information, or better
yet -
Send $2.00 for complete Reloading
Equipment catalog. We'll give you
$3.00 back on your first order of
$2500 or morel

.,.--;

- literature $1,00

-- High Quality Contemporary
Styled Inline Action Muzzle
loading Rifles & Pistols

~
~~~jjJ~~ ';j~m~~!:J~) J~!;.

Ii)." 1449H Blue Crest Lane San Antonio. Texas 78232
1-512-494-3063
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BULLSEYE
SH-OOTING AIDS

n
• Ideal for home

gunsmiths and
hobbyist alike

• Used by many
competitors in National
Matches.

• Reduces trigger pull on
Single Action, Double
Action and Automatics
up to 45%.

• Look for this display at
your Local Dealer.

____ AVAILABLE
NOW! ~~

Bullseye Shooting Aids
18717 E. 14 Mile Rd.

Fraser, MI 48026
(313) 792-0133

I V1S4 I a division of Trapper Gun, Inc. [.1
Credit Card Only 1-800-242-5042
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HANDGUN RELOADING

Continuedfrom page 28

"It used to tickle me to see the constant
questioning of the Gold Cup's durability.
My Colt has had just shy of one ton oflead
run through its barrel and I'll be damned if
I can see a whole lot of difference in it from
when I bought it. And my figures do not in
clude hundreds of rounds of military hard
ball fired through it. A Colt .45 ACP is
plenty tough. You won't wear one out, if it's
taken care of properly."

I'll back Murbach's testimonial in be
half of Gold Cup durability. Mine has
been in constant use for more than 20

I years and, except for periodic cleaning and
oiling, I've devoted little time doing any
thing with it but shoot.

Jack Imsdahl of College Station, Texas
has some comments on reloading. This
time, the potential of DuPont's relatively
new SOOX is the object of some prelimi
nary testing.

He writes: ''The stuff seems to be a
whisker faster than Unique and much su
perior to PB for low- to mid-range loads.
Loading 3.6 grains behind a 250-grain
round-nose in .45 Colt brass yields a pleas
ant cl..:an-burning, though slightly smoky,
load that shoots really well. Three grains
behind a 160-grain fiat-nosed slug is a fiile
load for .3S Specials. Interestingly, no ex
cess smoke was noted in the smaller cases."

Also tested was a load of 3.2 grains of
SOOX in the 9mm Parabellum, using a 115
grain full-patch bullet. lmsdahl comments,
"This one would not, for reasons un
known, function well in a Smith & Wesson
Model 39, but it shot fairly well when it
fed. Approximately one round in 20 mis
fed. I think the load might have been too
light."

Too light is right in this instance. Du
Pont's new SOOX is said to be of the same
basic chemical content as their long-used
700X. The flake size of SOOX is, however,
somewhat larger than that of700X. For
this reason, SOOX takes more time to burn
and release its energy. Imsdahl might have
increased his starting load of SOOX with
the U5-grainer about SIlOths of a grain (to
four grains) for more consistent function
ing of the Model 39.

Looking at data that reveals 940 fps for a
200-grain jacketed bullet in the .45 ACP
with a charge of S.3 grains of SOOX, it is
obvious that SOOX burns more slowly than
700X. For example, I've found that it takes
but 4.7 grains of 700X to net just over 900
fps for a 200-grain jacketed bullet. Ac
curacy is good with 700X loads, but SOOX
promises to gain a lot of popularity, be
cause of its versatility in a broad range of
handgun cartridge reloading. We'll be
looking forward to sharing more informa
tion on SOOX.

P.B. He also uses a pair of Pacific 00-7's
to load much of his ammo..,-

"Consistency," says Frank, "is really the name of
the game. I rely on Hornady Bullets because round
after round, lot after lot, they are consistent. Hornady
accuracy is always there, whether I'm shooting my
Wichita with the 30 cal. 168 boat tail, the Contender
with the 7mm 154 and 175 spire point, or the 44 mag
240 jacketed hollow point." Howell is the current
Florida State Champion and thus far in 1982, he's won
the Florida Sun Shoot and posted the first Florida
Production 40 . He's a member of the President's 100
and 140 Club.

, Join the

Illor:n.adyTeam
Hornady Mfg. Co., Dept. AH-1, Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802
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DUXSEAL EXPANSION TEST (BLOCK THICKNESS: 10")

A .45 hardball round usually stops in a human torso; it went through the
lO-inch block of Duxseal.

A .357 Magnum ISS-grain bullet usually goes through a human torso; it
stopped in 43,4 inches of Duxseal, with good expansion.

A .41 Magnum 21O-grain lead bullet usually goes through a human torso and
does not expand; it stopped in 4% inches of Duxseal, with good expansion.

(A) Jacket tore on one side, bullet tumbled.
(B) Jacket tore on one side, bullet fragmented.

Velocity Penetration Expansion Channel Dia.

;1\1 \\

\\\\\1\
'\\\ \\~"\'\1\\ 'II \~\\\\\\\\~
FURY .45 AUTO

SHOULDER RIGS
MODEL 8-4 for all large frame autos
similar to Colts Govt. Mod. 45, also
AMT45, Crown City, Brownings9mm
Hi Power, Star & S&W Mod. 39 & 52.
MODEL 8-4XL for extra large frame
autos Brownings BOA 45, Beretta
Mod. 92 SandS&WMod.59.lndicate
make and model when ordering.
All rigs are jet black and individually
hand tooled in basketweave design
on 8 oz. top grain cowhide.
To order send $34.95 (Certified check
or Money Order ONLY). Handling, Ins.
& shipping included. 10 to 14 days
delivery. Left hand models available.
Dealer inquiries should include two first
class postage stamps & FFL copy.

FURY LEATHER-AH
2204 NIAGARA STREET

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. 14303

1112"
2"
1112"
13,4"

.575"

.620"
(A)
(B)
None
.750" 23,4"
(Fragmented)

Complete penetration of 10" block.

43,4"
5"
5"
51,4"
8112"
3112"

media, are highlighted on the chart (be
low) and represent Stengel's conclusions.

If you have reloading data or ex
periences with reloading techniques of in
terest to other shooters, write me at
Handloading, POB 222, .....
Pinon Hills, CA 92372.'

1200 4%" .625" 3"
1020 41's" .615" 2"

950
940
970
1020
959
1000

.45 Auto 230-gr. Fed. Hardball 850

Caliber Bullet

.357 Mag. 158-gr. W-W

.41 Mag. 170-gr. jacketed
cup point

.41 Mag.21O-gr.lead R-P

.44 Mag. 240-gr. lead FP

.45 Auto I 85-gr. R-P JHP

.45 Auto 185-gr. R-P JHP

.45 Auto 200-gr. cast SWC

.45 Auto 200-gr. Speer HP

Tom Ferguson of the San Antonio,
Texas Police Department sent the results
of test-firing conducted by Richard
Stengel, SAPD Firearms Examiner. The
dilemma of choosing a meaningful test
medium, along with the subjectivity of
conclusions based on the use of artificial

",I"",, .n' to,,, 10, ,,,~I p'''_ '"" ,h. pnon,"" ,. ''''""",.,...",,,.rt<l,,,,,,,,,...ru,,,,""mr,,,,,,,h,od,,,,",,,
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Name _

Please send me my advance copy of COMBAT HANDGUNS.
Enclosed is $19.95 per book plus $2.50 each postage/handling
for books.
$ check or money order enclosed.
Please charge my credit card No. E~piration date _

D BA/Visa D MasterCard DArner. Express

Learn what the professionals
demand in a weapon for self
defense.

Just owning a handgun
is not enough ~~.~~

Here is the experts' guide to selection, loading,
tuning, customizing and maintaining a handgun.
The first defensive work of its kind, this is a
complete reference volume on handguns, revolv
ers, and autoloqders plus their ammunition and
accessories.
Evaluation of 25 production models,
including 6 with a perfect score. Full
specifications, detailed iilustrations
and/or exploded drawings of each
handgun.
George Nonte could not have left a
finer legacy. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for
delivery.

Address -'-- _

City --,-- State Zip _

Mail to: Handgunner Books, Dept. 31-H1
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108
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gun inside my waist band. It's certainly
easier than playing with a painful inside-
the-belt holster. .

A slight drawback is that it does position
the gun a few inches lower than waist
carry, but if your "outside the pants" shirt
has shrunk that much it's ti~e to treat
yourself to some new clothes.

HANDGUN LEATHER

Continuedfrom page 25

'PURSE·WITHIN-A-PURSE'
Shulz also offers a unique purse carry

system for women that will hold snubby or
four-inch models, cuffs and five spare
rounds. It is not a heavy duty rig, nor is one
necessary since the whole works will re
pose within a purse. It is definitely not a
speed rig; rather, a light, simple way of
keeping your tools of the trade together
and uncontaminated by mascara, store
coupons and whatever else fills the average
woman's purse. Leather, cut, and stitching
are basic but really all that is needed for a
purse-within-a-purse. Cost is low-about
$6. I would suggest that, should you buy
one, you patch a small piece of light
leather over the inside of the snaps.

Schulz makes many other fine items, in
cluding a pistol rig (or case, ifyou must call
it that) made ofleather and fleece-lined. It
takes second place to none and already
holds one of my most-prized guns. The ad
dress of Schulz Leather is 16247 Min
nesota, Paramount, CA 90723.

Gene DeSantis of DeSantis Holster and
Leather Goods specializes in the true glove
fit moulded to your particular gun. You
can look at one of his semi-hard leather
holsters and tell exactly what gun, or varia
tion, it was meant to house. I can't see how
he does that and still turn out enough hol
sters to make a profitable venture.
Undoubtedly, there is a degree of automa
tion, but you sure can't tell it from looking
at a DeSantis holster.

I have a Heckler & Koch P9S in .45 ACP
that I wanted to carry for a thorough test
and evaluation. It is really neat, and ex
pensive, for a double-action .45 auto
loader. I started asking around within the
leather industry in an effort to find a rig
tb,at would best fill my needs. Would you
believe the DeSantis rig-for that
particular handgun-was recommended
by presidents of other holster companies!
One said, "AI, you have just got to see
Gene's work on this. It's superb!" I have
known the DeSantis people for many years
and their work has always been right up
with the best. If it's a glove fit you require,
contact DeSantis at 1601 Jericho Turnpike,
New Hyde Park, NY 11040.

The design and quality of holsters has so
improved over the past decade that I can't
imagine what manufacturers will come up
with next. How about a catalog that smells
like the product? Sort of the ___
"scratch-and-sniff' concept. ~

$1495
Black $16.35

• Fully lined with
vegetable-tanned
cowhide.

• FITS 95% OF ALL
GUNS.

• Heavy "jungle" duck.

Model UC

CAMOUFLAGE
holster

NEW!

Secured two ways from shift
ing. 1. By elastic "sa-spend
er" above. 2. By padded strap
at holster. Both Velcro closing,
adjustable. Gun held secure
but releases quick by thumb
break snap. Smooth tan cow
hide. Order. Ankle.
Made for .25, .32, .380 and dbl.
bbl. Remington-style Derringer and
2 in., small frame revolvers.

Lightest, most secure
ANKLE holster

S.W.A.T. Sho..-Ider Holster
for Big Revolvers

Your gun stays secure through the most
violent physical action. But-the draw is IIghtnin'
fast because the holster swivels down so you
draw straight out. Beautiful quality with molded,
heavy top grain cowhide body and soft, sueded
leather lining. Russet color. For revolvers, 6 in.

bbl. and over. $6500Model S . .

GUARANTEED to
fit YOUR GUN
Over 100 sizes in stock, to fit
99% of all guns made since
1861! Each holster biocked to
make, model, barrel length.
Proven design, patented years
ago. Holster snaps off belt
loop for convenience, safety.
Best 9 oz. top grain cowhide
in Russet or Black, smooth or
basketweave. Model H.

Two models. One with
stainless steel, spring
thumb-break plus se
curity strap. And one
without. Both are soft
natural brown heavy
gauge, sueded cow
hide, with chromed
steel spring clip. For
nearly all guns from
.25 to .45 auto.

Model EE INSIDE-TIfE
wlt~out r.
thumb break PANT •

holster

FANTASTIC fit
f9r your revolver
Exactly fits all standard
Ruger, Colt, S&W revol-
vers. Wet-molded at
5400 psi to actual $1'1'95
makes, models, bbl. ~~
lengths. Hand-selected, Over 4 In,
hand-'rubbed top grain bbl. $24,95
cowhide in smooth Rus-
set. Comes unlined, or .
lined with sueded cow- Lined
hide. Fits 2, 2'12, 3, 4, $29,95
6, 83/8 in. revolvers, Over 4 in.
,45 auto Model BB. $32.95

America's No. 1
SHOULDER holster
Secret agent design for
.maximum concealment.
Fits all but a few unusual
guns. Gun-grip bulge
eliminated by cross strap
on front, plus loop on hol-

1 ster bottom that snaps to
I; \ belt. Spring clip hoids
~~ .\ gun secure, allows quick
\..j} release. Oil finish leather.

For lined holster add
$ftft95 $9.00. Model K. $1825
~7 Over 4" bbl. $31.95 With "sa-spend-er" $23,60

Available in your Police Store.• When ordering (1) state holster mOdel (2) state make, model, bbl. length of gun (3)
state color and finish for Models H and OW.• Add $2.50 per holster for hdlg. & shpg .• Get Brauer mini-catalog
$1.00.• Check or·M.O., no C.O.D.• Missouri add 5% tax.• Money back if not satisfied.

B~AUE~ B~OS. MFG.(§.
·Dept. AH-1, 2012 Washin~ton, 5t. Louis, MO 63103

~~UE~ B~~ SHOWCASE OF

HOLSTERS
. .. Law Enforcement
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Looking down the barrel of this .44
Special snubby, loaded with 5 rounds,
can be a somewhat frightening experi
ence. Yes, snubbies do "shoot super."

seems to have been beyond liS-Up to now.
The first glimmer of light into this

dilemma came with the introduction of the
Charter Arms Bulldog in .44 Special cali
ber. A five-shot, double-action revolver
that weighed only 19 ounces, it wasn't a
true snubby; in factory issue, it sported a
three-"inch barrel and rather large grips for
a concealable handgun. Still, it was a place
to start.

My desire for an adequate snubby sim
mered on my mental back burner for a
number of years. During that time, I saw a
few articles on experiments revolving
around the Charter .44. None of the
finished products met what I considered to
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Shown here is a big bore snubby for
size cOmparison with CI Walther Model
pp in .22 caUb,r. The five-shot .44
Special is a customized Charter Arms
revolver with a shortened" barrel.

Many years ago, J. Henry FitzGerald of
Colt, pioneered two-inch barrel revolvers
by cutting down a pair ofNew Service .45s.
But these still remained large, heavy
sidearms-despite the surgical
accomplishments of this colorful innova
tor. Old Fitz carried both guns in his rein
fOrced trQuser pockets. FQr a time, the Colt
factory would make up these guns on spe
cial order. Included were cut-away trigger
guards and cut-off hammer spurs, and
two-inch barrels. They were called, and
are known to New Service collectors today,
as Fitz Specials.

So, we see tbe need for snubbies has al
ways been felt, but to have an authoritative
caliber without undue weight and bulk

until the moment of use. The snubby is
rugged and will continue to give good serv
ice with a minimum of care, and in some
cases, outright neglect. Easy to swing in
tight places, such as across a steering
wheel, they more than earn the high regard
and affection we have for them. Neverthe
less, we are left with the power problem.

We have several legitimate uses for the
handgun and the most important is protec
tion. Through unpreparedness, mentally
or materially, I may not do well on the
pistol range and my penalty will be a low
score, loss of reward and esteem. Failure to
be properly prepared in a serious social
confrontation can exact a far greater
penalty, loss of life. In our quest for ade
quate protection, map.y situations and
weather conditions dictate the lIse of the
snubby. For the off-duty officer and the
armed civilian there are times when a
larger piece is not feasible.

Ken Hackathorn, an informed small
arms weapon authority, once noted that in
dividuals who carry small, concealable re
volyers do so from fear of trouble, not

Smooth walnut stocks and Tyler T-grip
make this big bore snubby ideal for
concealment, and light enough for an
ankle holster if ~esi';ed. Empty revolv
er and 5 cartridges weigh 22 ounces.

expectation of it. This gets to the heart of
the matter. Ifwe expect trouble we will do
well to equip ourselves with something
more appropriate for the occasion. As
most daily situations bring no threat of
great violence, or expectation of trouble,
the armed citizen and off-duty officers can
be well served by light, easily carried, short
barreled revolvers.

But t!J.e tantalizing thought remains,
wouldn't it be nice to have a snubby of ad
equate power? An effective big bore
snubby that could place its large slug
exactly where needed, with the same con
cealability and easy handling characteris
tics of the smaller caliber guns. It became
my dream to have One.
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With primer power loads...

LIVING ROOM
MARKSMANSHIP

4

2
1

3

I.

~
i"e

~ r-.

\JI
C:: ..

1 Reusable Cartridge case

3 Pyrotube

2 Pellet

4 Primer

E Revolver Cylinder

-------------
.. 7E?

o "0" Ring

C Barrel Liner

Here is the unit assembled in the au
thor's favorite S&W M'9 .357 Mag.

i - ........'I"'iII"I",I"Ill'rllll
\ !

~1!!!!II Il!!I!!I -~,j

Diagram, above, shows how device is assemb'ed. Be'ow, the components: bar
re' liner (top), empty cartridge cases and.' 77 caliber pellets (center) and
primer tube / primers (bottom). Kit includes cleaning rod and accessories, top.

Actually, such loads exist. The firSt com
merically available product (that I know
of) was introduced by Speer about 20 years
ago. Consisting of plastic cases and bullets.
in .38 and .44 caliber, the reuseable car
tridges are powered by primers only. These
are still around, and they've just been
joined by a new system: a ..I77 caliber
pellet-firing device from Barnett Interna
tional Ltd., POB 226, Port Huron, MI
48060.

Barnett's sub~caliber device is tailored
to Ii specific caliber and barrel length of
gun. The sample reviewed here fits four
inch barrel .38 and .357 Magnum re
volvers. The kit includes a barrel liner, 15
cartridges, 100 primer tubes, a special car
tridge case to aid in priming the tubes, a
box of pellets, and cleaning rod with ac
cessories. All parts except the pellets are
reuseable; they say 50 times for cartridges,
10 times for primer tubes; but that's con
servative. They will do more.

I've used the Speer product at various
times for teaching beginners and for in- .
door practice when I couldn't get out. The
system is good for close range work, but it
does have limitations: Though bullets and
cases are inexpensive-each are $3.40 for a
box of 50-they do wear out or get lost.
You'll probably use two· boxes of bullets

Continued on page 91

'7"ou're relaxing, half-watching televi
.1 sion, but most of your attention is on

the new handgun you are holding. You
aim at the bad guy on TV and squeeze the
trigger. It'll be several days before you can
take the new shooting iron to the range,
and you're anxious to see how it performs.

Wouldn't it be great, you think, to have
an ultra-low power load that you could fire
safely in your living room.

By Dave Reynolds

Sub-caliber device
makes ilidoor shoot
ing safe, easy, inex
pensive, practical.
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Simple and fast...

DILLON'S NEW
RELOADING
PRESS
The RL-450 is a high-volume unit
offered at an affordable price.

Continued on page 72
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holder, priming punch and feed tube. Add
another 10 minutes or so to adjust the dies
and the measure, and you're ready to load
another box of brass.

A unique primer feeder is mounted on
the front of the press, to the right of the
a-frame, to feed primers into tl;1e priming
punch that is positioned under station one.
Well, that's not quite true, as the priming
punch is on the slide, and it moves; out to
pick up a primer from the feed tube and in,
to its position under station one for primer
seating. This approach eliminates one
transfer of the primer-and one potential
jam.

A powder measure of Dillon's own de
sign comes with the reloader. It uses an
adjustable slide to meter the charge and
transport it to dump down the drop tube.
Two. charge bars are supplied, large and
small, and the bars ahd measure base are
hard, anodized aluminum alloy for effort
less operation. The measure has to be ad
justed by trial and error as it lacks any
form of graduations. This measure is used
on the RL-lOOO and is quite consistent in
charge weights on that machine (as it is on
the RL-450, if you develop a machine-like
consistency of operation). I finally decided
to give the slide a short rap before cycling
to settle the charge. If I do this, my charge
weights show very small variations. In test
ing, the maximum spread was .0 grains for
ten 3.4 grain charges of Bullseye, and .3
grains for ten 24.2 grain charges of HllO.
Oddly enough, I get about the same varia
tion with short stick powders, such as
H4227 and H4895.

ONLY 20 MINUTES

The RL-450, like the RL-300 before it,
uses multiple dies; but they don't rotate
the cases do. A circular, four-station shdl
holder plate sits on top of the large diam
eter ram, and it rotates to bring each case
under a die station. Loading operations
are performed on all four stations, simul
taneously. This is the key to the RL-450s
effortless speed; once the stations are full,
each cycle of the handle produces a loaded
round'.

The loading stations are spaced 90 de
grees apart and the first is positioned 45
degrees to the right from the axis of the
O-frame. Empty cases are inserted at the
first station, where they are deprimed and
primed. Bottle neck cases are also ex
panded to proper neck diameter at this sta-
tion. .

At the second station (to the left),
straight-walled cases are expanded and
flared and all cases are charged with
powder.

Bullets are seated at the third station,
and the cases can be crimped if desired.

The fourth station provides a space for
case crimping, should you prefer to sepa
rate" that operation from bullet seating.

Standard 7/8Xl4 dies are used in
stations one, three and four, and a special,
Dillon-supplied die holds the powder
measure at station two. This die drops
powder into the case through a hollow ex
pander stem for straight-walled cases, and
through what is essentially a funnel for
bottle-neck dies.

By Philip C. Briggs

Deloading is an interesting and satisfy
ft ing hobby; but once you experiment
yourself into that one best load for each
pistol, all that's left is cranking out loaded
rounds so you can get in that needed prac
tice. Or, maybe you only reload so you can
afford to shoot a lot, and the quicker the
loading's done the better.

If you're one of these folks, or for some
other reason need a lot of ammo loaded in
a short time and don't have thousands of
dollars to spend on automatic reloaders,
stick around. Mike Dillon, inventor of the
fantastic RL-lOOO reloader, has deveioped
an equally innovative press-just for you.

The RL-450 is Dillon's second effort at
building a high-volume reloader that the
average shooter/reloader can afford. The
first-the RL-300-had been in production
about a year when Dillon decided he could
do better. The resulting reloader is rated at
a higher cyclic rate-and costs less.

The RL-450 is a large a-frame press
with the a aligned perpendicular to the
front of the bench. It employs a toggle
linkage to develop greater leverages for
more power at the top of the stroke for
sizing cases, and minimal leverage at the
bottom to provide better feel while seating
primers.

The handle has a ball-shaped grip t9
allow operation of the handle through fu'il
stroke, without changing your hold. The
ram is quite large in diameter, and it's at
the top where the press is different.

Most turret presses hold multiple dies
and the die holder is rotated to perform Changeover to a different cartridge
successive operations on a single case. takes only about 10 minutes for dies, shell
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For under $200"..

.,AURUS MaS 3"
UNDERCOVER
RWOLVER

For distribution in Brazil, the 85 is made
with a two-inch barrel only. For the U.S.
market, a three-inch barrel was needed to
give it enough AFT points to permit it to
be imported. Taurus didn't tool up for a
longer extractor rod: it just added to the

barrel length. I'm sun; some enterprising
people here will be chopping them back to
original size. .

The literature that comes with the 85
shows oversize grips in both round and
square butt designs that look very practi

COlltinuedfrom page 66

moved and replaced without removing
any other action parts. This is possible be
cause of the unique hand spring built into
the trigger assembly.

A transfer bar ignition system is used.
The transfer bar pins into the left side of

Features several design innovations,
fine double-action pull, well-h~ned parts.

the trigger, using the same hole that hand
pins it in from the right side. The trigger
return spring can be captured by pinning it
when compressed. The spring assembly
can then be lifted out of the gun. Because
it's so easy to remove and replace parts, the
85 is a pleasure to work on. .

The auth()r touches off one at 25 yards: Tight hold and lightweight bullet
(J25-grain NycladJ causes Taurus to shoot low. Holes in barrel not author's.
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By Dave Reynolds

Without that little bump to work
around, the polisher can do a better job
with less effort. The assembler doesn't
have ~o file the bump down fo keep the cyl
inder from dragging on it. And the shooter,
who finally buys the gun, finds that it loads
easier and works smoother because there is
no bump there for the cylinder or car
tridges to b,ind on.

The 85s cylinder is held onto its shaft by
a collet bushing. The shaft has an internal
grpove near its back end, which a ridge
around the front of the bushing snaps irito
when it is pushed into the back of the cyl
inder. The extractor, when inserted into
the cylinder, prevents the fingers of the
bushin~ from flexing inward. The cylinder
cann()t be removed while the extractor is jn
place.

The action design shows evidence ofstill
more innovative thinking. A screwdriver is
needed to remove grips and sideplate; but
the only other tools, needed to completely
disassemble the action are pins to capture
the mainspring and trigger return spring.
No tools are needed for assembly. Another
unusual feature is th;lt the hand can be re-
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D own at Taurus in ~razil, they have a
lazy frame polisher or a smart en

gineer, or bot~.

The recently announced Taurus .38
Spec. M85 revolver snows the results of
some c!ever thinking: A unique way to
hold the cylinder onto the yoke. This elimi
nates the need for the little bump sticking
out from the frame, at the lower-left comer
of the cylinder window.







loads-is capable of producing Ph inch
groups at 100 yards.

He said SSK makes the customized
handgun in 60 calibers, ranging from .14
through .58.

"The most popular caliber;' he added,
"is the .45-70 Govemment, followed by
the .375 JDJ (for J.D. Jones), a.444 Marlin
necked-down to .375. caliber?'

Designed for big game
hunting and long-range target
shooting, it's equipped with a
14-inch barrel and 2X scope.

By Len Davis

A magnificent handgun for big game
hunting and long-range target shoot

ing has been produced by SSK Industries
of Bloomingdale, Ohio.

It's a customized TIC Contender in
.45-70 Government caliber, complete with
a rust-resistant 14-inch barrel and the new
Leopold & Stevens anodized aluminum
2X scope.

The gun is finished in SSK Khrome
(a hard chrome with a Rockwell hardness EASILY HANDLED
of 72-73/C-scale) and has handsome Jones explained that the recoil, with a
Pachmayr neophrene grips and fore-end. scoped gun that has been Mag-na-Ported

On it, SSK has installed its full-length, or equipped with an SSK muzzle brake,
vent rib scope mount base and three rings and firing 400-grain bullets developing
to hold the scope firmly under the heaviest velocities in excess of 1,600 feet per second,
recoil. can easily be handled by any shooter "who

SSK produced the 14-inch barrel from a has hands large enough to go around the
blank made by the McGowen compaIJY of grips?'
St. Anne, Illinois. Its 1-14 inch twist pro- The anodized aluminum scope, with ex
duces maximum stabilization of 500-grain tended eye relief, is 8.1 inches long and
jacketed bullets, for example, up to a range weighs just under seven ounces, making it
of ab.out 200 yards, according to J.D. one of the shortest and lightest handgun
Jones, SSK president. scopes on the market.

Jones told the American Handgunner Equipped with the Duplex reticle, the
that the gun-with big bore hunting scope makes sighting simple, quick and
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precise-even in low light conditions,
according to a Leopold spokesman. Op
timum eye relief is 12-14 inches.

Except for color, it is identical to the
Leopold standard 2X extended eye relief
scope.

In extolling the virtues ofthis big hand
gun, Jones said he killed a caribou in
Alaska in 1979 with one like it, at 150 yards,
using a 4oo-grain jacketed Speer bullet.

"He was running hard and it took two
shots to down him;' said Jones, who noted
that when the two slugs were removed
from the animal and measured they miked
.88 and .92, and each weighed 385 grains.

"How's that for expansion and weight
retention!"

For more information on Jones'
customizing work, write to him at SSK
Industries, Rt. I (Box AH), Della Drive,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910. His telephone
number (unlisted) is (614) 264-0176.

If you want to know more about the
scope, write Leopold & Stevens, Inc., POB
688 (Dept. AH), Beaverton,
OR 97075.
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By David R. Corbin Do-if-yourself...
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Technique involves standard
bullet swaging equipment,
which enables you to control
expansion, penetration and
velocity with one bullet.

This .38 bullet shows one multi-;acket style. Outer ;acket houses a shorter/
smaller ;acket placed upside down within it. Core fits inside smaller ;acket. Shown
are results of impact into dry magazine stacks at 600 fps to J000 fps.

Principal of dual ;acket, internal partitioned bullet is shown in cutaway of .30 cal.
bullet with 6mm ;acket inside / seated. Internal ;acket does not touch bottom of
external ;acket. Core contacts outer ;acket; inner expands to fit.

_. -- ---- -- --------- ------- ------- ------- -- ------- -- ------ -- --------------- --- --------------- ---- ---- --- ----- ------- ---- ---- -- - -- --- -_.. - ----_..--~--~_..._--- - .. _-...~- ------ ----- ------ --- -- -- ------- --- -- . - -------------------------- ------ -- -- ---- ----- -- -- -------------- -- -- ---- -.-.. ~--

T here is a bullet design that lets you tai
lor the amount of expansion or pen

etration you want to the velocity and kind
of target material you will be using.

With the same external shape, and the
same weight of bullet, you can change the
kind of performance at will by using this
design in your handloads. It's almost like
having two bullets in one: the outer form
gets the projectile to the target and delivers
whatever degree of expansion or penetra
tion you planned at the terminal velocity;
then, the internal construction goes to
work and finishes the job by either stop
ping the expansion or controlling it, by
means of a solid wadcutter sub-caliber
projectile released from the efficient ballis
tic windshield of the external bullet.

The technique involves standard bullet
swaging equipment normally used to
make jacketed bullets at home, but used in
a special way with a couple of extra parts.
The same technique can be applied to rifle
bullets; but tha+,s a different story. The
handgun bullets have no counterparts
available anywhere. The only way you can
get them is to make them yourself

The basic concept is to make a bullet
that has two jackets, one inside the other.
The outside jacket can take on the form
you like best to deliver the bullet to the
target, and can have the kind of point that
gives either fast expansion at lower speed,
or penetration at higher velocity, or any
thing in between. Inside the bullet is the
upside-down base of a smaller caliber bul
let jacket, nested over its own swaged lead
core. This rather heavy solid wall ofgilding
metal is more than just a partition; it is a
complete bullet in itself, of the solid-point,
open-base type.

The tools necessary are standard bullet
swage dies,with one special part made for
the job, and one standard die that is used
in a very non-standard way. The compo
nents are regular bullet jackets.

The bullet swage equipment consists of
a Corbin Bullet Swage Press, Model CSP-I,
and'the desired caliber of dies in the three
die set designated Model FJFB-3. In addi
tion, one needs the next smaller caliber of
core swage die that will make accurate lead
cores for the jacket that is inside the outer
jacket. For instance, for .45 and .44 caliber
multi-jacket bullets, you would want either
the .44 or .45 caliber die set, plus a Model
CSW-l core swage die only for .38 caliber.
To make multi-jacketed .357 or .38 bullets,
you would want the FJFB-3 die set in .38,
plus a CSW-l die in .308 caliber.

There are three dies in the FJFB-3 set:
the CSW-I core swage, the CS-I core
seater, and the· PF-I point forming die.
Each has both an internal and an external
punch with it. The CSW-l core swage is
made with a straight hole to accept a cast
or cut wire section of lead considerably
smaller than the diameter of the bullet.

For the.38 caliber, the core will be about
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5116 inch in diameter. This is because the
lead core has to slip easily inside the jacket,
which can have a wall about .017 inch thick
near the base. The jacket must be made
undersized from the bullet diameter, so it
will easily slip into the swage dies and be
expanded under high pressure to bullet
diameter.

A typical .38 jacket starts out about .353
inch diameter, and.with .017 inch walls on
each side, this leaves only a .319 inch inside
diameter. A core of about .312 inch diame
ter slips quite easily into this.

Another version of .30 jacket inside .38 is with core made longer, so end of .30
jacket forms pari of ogive. Shown are Impacts at 800 fps from light-frame re
volver III to, left to right, clay, dry magazines alld wet sawdust packing.

Typical bullet jackets are, left to right, .45, .44 and .38 caliber; Keith SWC
length for .38, and half-jacket for .38 to .45. A new silhoueHe jacket is avail
able in .45 caliber, and soon will be made in .38 and .44 calibers.

This Corbin Mode' CSP- J swage press, with automatic ejection, and fJfB-3 die set
is used to make multi-jacket bullets for handguns in any caliber. full.floatillg
alignment punch holder is being adjusted with jacket I core in seating die.
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ARTILLERY SHELL CONCEPT
The multi-jacket idea cari be used also

with normal weight bullets having long
windshields to protect wadcutter solids in
side. The long .45 caliber jackets can be
filled with a .38 jacket and core, inverted sO
the base is toward the mouth of the longer
jacket; the total weight remains the same
as with Ii standard round-nosed bullet, yet
the ballistic coefficient is much higher
due to the shape.

The thin, relatively fragile windshield
crumples when the projectile strikes its tar
get, and the internal shape does whatever
work it is best designed to do. The wadcut
ter bullet within the long ogive is thus de
livered at high speed over a longer range,
and is much more effective at delivering a
healthy dose of energy to the target, with
out tumbling or excessive penetration.

A Charter Arms "Undercover" .38 was
also used for tests with similar resuits.
Groups were larger, but still showed the
same proportion Of increase for the best
loads with each of the bullets.

In a handgun, multi-jacketed bullets
cause no noticeable difference in accuracy
over the same quality of handload with a
single~j acketed bullet. In a rifle, using a
much faster twist and with higher muzzle
velocity, the error becomes noticeable.

Manufacturing your own multi-jacketed
bullets at home is entirely practical and
opens up new fields for your exploration.
In addition to being able to control the
powder charge and velocity, you can also
control the bullet weight to precise limits
and the very construction of the bullet,
both inside and out.

Instead of compromising with a bal
listically efficient design that is not quite
what you had in mind for knock-down or
game-stopping ability, you have the option
of designing both features into one bullet
as long as the velocity is high enough to
disable the windshield when the bullet
impacts.

Since this seems to occur at speeds of
from .800 fps to 1200 fps in most of the
heavily moisture-filled mediums tested, it
would be logical to assume that at sil
houette ranges, or handgun hunting
ranges, the velocity could be high enough
with most calibers to activate the physical
mechanism of the multi-jacket bullet.

Tools, jackets and dies are available
from Corbin Manufacturing Co, IIiIIIIM
POB 758, Phoenix, OR 97535. ~
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Former national champion compares

MATCH SHOOTING

The author disp'ays his match-winning
stance at Camp Perry, Ohio in J94 J.

By Lee E. Echols

Editor's note: The author won the Na
tional Trophy Individual Pistol Match at
Camp Perry, Ohio in 1941 with a score of
283 X 300; at that time, it was the second
highest score ever fired over that tough
course. Echols won the match as a mem
ber of the U. S.';'Treasury Department
team (he spent 26years with the Treasury
Department, as a special agent in the
Customs Service). .

In the gruelling 2700 Match, about
which he writes in this article, Echols
fired a blistering 2599, in 1940; then,
2599 was a match-winning score.

His background includes 12 years as a
CIA Agent in Latin A merica, five years
as a field manager (Western States) for
the National Rifle Association, and one
term as sheriffof Yuma County, Arizona.

He is the author of Dead Aim, a
humorous book about pre- World War II
pistol shooters.

Echols is retired and lives in Chul-a
Vista, California.
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Back before World War II, it was hard to In October of 1937, the lovable old Jake
. win a bullseye pistol match again-st Engbrecht of the Los Angeles Police De-

the sharp lads who were plying their trade partment set the National Course record
all over the Western hemisphere; but now- with a score of 286-and he did it with a
adays, it's tougher than jail-nouse meat to tight, but unaccurized, gun.
do it. In 1939, Sergeant Mark Wheeler, also of

In 1970, Steve Ferber, one of the good, the LAPD, raised this to 287. This was
close-holders who came along after the done with a gun tightened up somewhat by
war, wrote that the pre-World War II shoo- "Buck" Buchanan.
teTs had tendencies to strive for scores too In 1940, the year Steve Ferber said a 285
low for their capabilities. He said that in would have established a national record,
1940, a 285 over the National Match Al Hemming of the Detroit Police Depart
Course with the .45 would have estab- ment broke Wheeler's record-twice; first
lished a National Record and an indivi- with a 288, then with a 290. This was done,
dual shooting then knew a 'score of 285 I believe, with a gun accurized by A. E.
would be "fantastic," so he shot in terms of Berdon. That year, there were scores of285
wha.t was relative then. to 288 fired all over the United States.

Ferber went on to say that a shooter If a man won a.45 match with a score of
back in 1940 trying for a 285 was happy 275 in 1940, it would have had to have been
with a 275, since he probably won the in Gotebo, Oklahoma, one mile from
match. Resume Speed, and they would have had

He should have briefed himself a little to keep it as quiet as a Steubenville f].oating
better before writing about us old-timers, crap-game; or some bat-headed Marine
as it wasn't quite that easy-even then. nobody ever heard of would have shown
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Another factor was that we fired
revolvers in the center~firematches. We
did this because no one had come up with
an automatic which could fire as
accurately.

Nowadays, in the National Match
courses, there are few shooters on the line
who can even cock a wheelgun sufficiently
well to get off a string of five shots rapid
fire. This is because the automatics, both
.38 and .45 calibers, can outshoot them,
and the competitor can devote all his time
to aiming and squeezing, instead of utiliz
ing part of his scant 10 seconds cocking the
hammer.

There is a vast difference in the ammo
used to'day, as opposed to that of yester
year. Factory .45 calilber semi-wadcutter
ammunition was unknown until 1947. If a
shooter in the early 1940s wanted to shoot
factory ammunition to assure himself he'd
be getting a uniform charge of powder in
every cartridge, he had to fire 'a round
nosed bullet, weighing 230 grains with a
muzzle velocity of 850'feet per second.

This put a recoil shock into his shoulder
which would activate the bile juices in his
liver, and froth up the glands in his gall
bladder, to where I don't see hC!w he stayed
on the ground long enough to fire five of
them rapid fire.

Because of this, the top shooters fired re
loads. But everyone couldn't get the same
amount of powder in each and e\;'ery shell.
I was one of these unfortunates. Nothing
mechanical ever worked' for me, and after
I'd sized and lubricated my thumb in
Puerto Rico in 1936, I quit even trying to
reload; instead, I bummed rounds from
anyone gullible enough to let me have
them. Occasionally, I would get a few from
someone that would almost stack up on
one another out at 50 yards; but more
often, I would get a couple of flyers in the
bunch, which would bring my score down
to where I'd stay away from the score
board, sick and sulking.

When factory wadcutters came out, the
scores began to go up and the 185- and21O
grain bullets, loaded with abQut three
grains of Mennen's Baby Powder, helped,
too.

And then there's this thing in bullseye
shooting called mechanical aids. In 1939, a
tall and gangly Floridian showed up at the
Tampa matches with an elongated front
sight on his .45, which gave him about
three more inches between his front sight
and rear one. I remember his name was
Neff, and they almost boiled him in oil.

Continued on page 68
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Shooters today are just as dedicated as they
were 40 years ago, but far superior in racking
up consistently higher scores, due to better
guns and ammo.

Shooters fire from sitting position
during Practical Pistol Course match.

Harpe and others. They improved the
guns, but none could tighten them up like
the highly skilled armorers active today in
the Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine
Corps.

In 1940, "Pop" Ward, also of the Los
Angeles Police Department, won the
National Individual Trophy Match with a
score of 285, shooting hard bullets with
about a quarter-pound of dynamite in
them, and using a gun that rattled like a
Conestoga wagon when he shook it, which
wasn't often. I beat him by two points,
theoretically. But, as was my custom back
then, I obligingly fired my last five shots on
an empty target next to mine, losing 50
points.

In those days, aside from an occasional
red-hot Marine team, there were few Serv
ice teams of top caliber. But when World
War II ended, and the military's Advanced
Marksmanship Training Units began to
operate, it didn't take long for the situation
to reverse itself. Police officers and civilians
couldn't find the time, nor the money, for
the kind of training the service personnel
were getting. Within a few years, only a
handful of2700 aggregate matches were
won by anyone other than shooters from·
one of the armed forces.

And while we're talking about the high
2600 shooters of today, let me explain a
thing about the .22 automatic, which aided
them no small amount in shooting scores
we thought were unattainable. When we
were shooting, 40 years ago, the old Colt
Woodsman and High Standard automatics

up and quickly beaten him by 12 or 13 had their rear sights on the slide, which
points, and then quietly slipped off with kept them from lining up the same way
the trophy. each time the slide slammed back into

Ferber went on to say, "Today, if any of battery.
us fired a low-X 300, we wouldn't even set Now, High Standard, Ruger and Smith
a national record. A 285 or even a 295 just and Wesson make automatics with the
won't cut it." front and rear sights on the same piece of

Well, he's certainly got something there. metal. It is probably a moot question
A.45 wizard named T. D. Smith of the Air whether these guns, in a machine rest,
Force, back in 1962, shot a 300 possible shoot better than the old ones; but this isn't
with 17 Xs; now, Bonnie Harmon holds the a matter of sight alignment by the shooter.
recorq with a 300 and 19 Xs. But how many When the shooter lines up his sights
people have you seen shoot 300 over the thinking they are in the same alignment
National Match Course with a .45? Those with the barrel as they have been~and the
295s still win some mighty big matches. rear sight is slightly off, he doesn't get the

Of course, as Ferber brought out, auto- center-X he is holding and squeezing for,
matics are a far cry today from the ones we and possibly could roll one out into the
were shooting some 40 years ago. ". nine ring, or worse.

Probably the first experimenter in doing Would any competent rifle shooter fire
an accuracy job on a A5-at least on the with his rear sight loose on the receiver?
West Coa.st-was a machinist named That's what we used to do with our .22
Johnson, in 1934. He didn't do very much automatics, and it was also one of the sev
for them, though. Then came "Buck" eral things which kept our scores out of the
Buchanan, Frank Pachmayr, Berdon, Jesse 2600-plus bracket.
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S&W CARIRI E
Still going strong!

THE

More than 100 years old, it is accurate and has suffi
cient power for defensive purposes-in the right gun.

By B.R. Hughes

Top of page: Colt Police Positive was one of the better revolvers to be cham..
bered for the .38 S&W. Note shorter cylinder of .38 S&W Terrier, below, com
pared with the .38 Special cylinder of the early Bodyguard / Airweight, top.
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\
"A38 S& W! Who's interested in that

old relic!"
Such was the response I got from a gun

club buddy while I was doing some work
with this old-timer. In all honesty, I can't
say that I was surprised.

This chunky cartridge was introduced
around 1876, as a result of Smith &
Wesson's desire to' develop a hull with suf
ficient punch to be used for defensive pur
poses, yet not exceed the limited strength
ofa small, break-top revolver they were in
tent upon bringing out.

When reviewing this cartridge, it must
be constantly kept in mind that the ballis
tics were hampered right up front by the
design of the gun for which this round was
intended. As a result, there is nothing note
worthy about its performance, which orig
inally featured a l45-grain slug measuring
around .359" and pushed along at around
730 fps., which figures out to about 170
foot-pounds of energy.

Perhaps the fact that it has survived for
more than a century testifies that the round
does possess at least a minimal level of
effectiveness. Only the .38 Long Colt and
.45 Colt are older among those cartridges
still on the loading lists. Some of the .38
Colt's popularity probably stems from the
fact that it can be fired in a revolver cham
bered for the .38 Special, thus providing
owners of such guns a reduced power.1bad
ing. The .38 S&W doesn't have that
advantage; it had to hold on with nothing
more than its own merits.

A host Qf people have made revolvers
chambered for the .38 S&W, including
Colt, Harrington & Richardson; Iver
Johnson,' and Smith & Wesson. For many
years, most ofthes'e revolvers were com
panitively fragile break-top guns, gener
ally chambered for only five rounds.

Much of this changed in the 1920s when
Great Britain switched to this cartridge as
its official service round. Webley & Scott
made a large number of excellent re
volvers so chambered, and while these

In the late 19705, Ruger made several
4-inch Service Six revolvers chambered
for .38 S&W cartridge (for Indian gov
ernment), top; another revolver cham
bered for .38 S&W is H&R M925, below.

guns lacked the sleek lines of most U.S.
wheelguns, they were superbly made. The
British developed a load featuring a 200
grain bullet, ambling along at only about
630 fps., which churned up only about 115
foot-pounds of energy. However, they
found the old .38 S&W, which they termed
the .380, to be extremely satisfactory, even
in the hands of elite troops, such as the
crack commandos of World War II fame.

For many years, the .455 was the official
British sidearm, and many of them were
still in use during WWII. Thus, there was
ample room for comparison between the
effectiveness of the .38 S&W and the .455.
Those troops issued the smaller gun were
reportedly well satisfied.

When WWII broke out, America's gun
manufacturers began turning out a num
ber of guns for British use, including the
S&W Military & Police model, which was
dubbed the Victory Model. This is found
in both .38 S&W and .38 Special calibers..
These guns flooded the market during the
1950s, and generally sold for less than $30.

For a brief period of time during that
era, I worked as a field agent for the
United States Department of Agriculture,
and my job frequently took me into re
mote, sparsely settled areas. I carried a

. handgun in my jalopy, even though regula
tions frowned on this practice. Quite a few
cottontails and many water moccasins suc
cumbed to the charms of a Victory .38
S&W with a five-inch barrel that was my
"one and only" handgun for quite a spell. I
wasn't into handloading in those days, so I
shot only the standard factory hulls.

I was newly-married in 1957, and my
wife and I were awakened one night by the
sound of someone attempting to come
through a window in our guest room, un
occupied at that time. I investigated,
armed with my S&W Victory, and
frightened off whoever it was. I can still re
member that and although I had pre
viously owned .38 Specials, 9mm's, and
even a.44 Magnum and a .357, I didn't feel

at all underarmed with that .38 S&W.
My father-in-law once had a very nice

Colt Police Positive chambered for the .38
S&W, and I shot it quite a bit. I wish he still
had it, but somewhere along the line he
traded it for a .22 revolver. This brings to
mind the fact that Colts were usually
marked ".38 New Police:' which is just an
other name for the .38 S&W.

SCARCE RUGER

Back in 1978, Ruger made a large num
ber of four-inch Service-Six revolvers
chambered for the .38 S&W and
earmarked for the Indian government. I
tried to obtain one of these revolvers, but
to no avail. To the best of my knowledge,

THE .38 S&W CARTRIDGE

Designed by Smith & Wesson for its
hinged-frame revolvers introduced
about 1876, the .38 S&W has been used
aU over the world.

England began using it as an official
service cartridge prior to World War II.

Large numbers of Spanish-made re
volvers in this caliber are used in Mex
ico and South America, but it has never
been very popular in Europe.

It is also known as the .38 Colt New
Police, and with a 200-grain bullet, the
.38 Super Police.

Colt, Harrington & Richardson,
Hopkins & Allen, Ruger, Iver Johnson
and S&W have made revolvers of this
caliber in the United States.

The British service load, for Web
ley & Scott revolvers, is called the
.3801200.
. The Britishclaimed that the shocking
power of this cartridge, with the 200
grain bullet, was about the same as
their older .455 military cartridge. In
actual combat, this proved correct, thus
permuting the use of lighter revolvers.

the only remaining specimens in this coun
try are in the Ruger museum.

Smith & Wesson made the Regulation
Police and the Terrier in .38 S&W caliber.
The latter, a petite five-shot dead ringer for
the more famous Chiefs Special, is possi
bly the best revolver ever made for this
particular hull, in view of the capabilities
of the cartridge itself. The Terrier has a
slightly shorter cylinder than the Chiefs,
and hence it weighs just a tad less than its
more famous brother. If memory serves
me correctly, I have owned five Terriers.
The first was in 1959, and the last is still in
my possession. Thus, during the last
20-plus years, I have seldom been without
at least one .38 S&W.

At the present time, no American re
volver is currently manufactured in .38
S&W caliber, but a visit to almost any large
gun shop should turn up at least a Victory,
Police Positive, or Terrier. Generally, only
the Terrier fetches an inflated price, as in
deed do all S&W snub-noses in this day

Continued on page 74
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By Mike Barach

More practical than wood One company-Bianchi-offers its two
models in dark brown only. Hogue's
Monogrip comes in white, a brown wood
tone, or black. Some synthetics may react
to solvents, but those common to gun
cleaning haven't caused any problems, to
my knowledge.

The neoprene rubber grips tend to drag
heavily on clothing and some car seats,
presenting problems to those who carry a
handgun in the course of their work, or
even while hunting. The "tackiness" of the
grip surface varies, depending on the man
ufacturer, and it seems to make a dif
ference with respect to the dragging effect.
Since I prefer to use a crossdraw holster,
instead of a hip holster, I've never had a
problem with snagging the car seat. I have,
however, noticed a drag on my shirt at
times when retrieving the gun.

One of the major complaints I've heard
is that of a poor fit of the grip to the frame.
This isn't necessarily the fault of the stock
manufacturer, as variations in the dimen
sions of the grip frame by the handgun
manufacturer cause mayhem for many
aftermarket makers. From what I've seen,
the rubber grip companies are doing a fine
job of fitting their stocks to various
handguns.

TRY 'EM OUT
Because of differences in the size of

shooting hands, specific use of the gun and
variations in the "tackiness" of one make
over another, what feels right for me may
not be a good choice for everyone. If you
are on good terms with a gun shop owner,
try some of the different models he has in

. stock. You could also talk to some of the
local handgun shooters who are using the
synthetics and ask if you might try them.

Neoprene needs some type ofreinfofce
ment for strength. The manufacturers
solve this in various ways. In the Pachmayr
grip, a steel reinforcement insert is used.
This offers superior strength, as well as
more weight and bulk, although I person
ally don't notice it. Two models of the
Pachmayr are available for the .45 ACP:
combat and regular. Retail price is $17.50
for either model. Grips for a variety of
other autos are also available.

Supreme Products offers its version of
the .45 ACP grips, using metal washers
centered over the four screw holes for rein- .
forcement and covered with black neo
prene. The finish has a textured design re
sembling stippling. Retail price is $9.95.

Caraville Arms offers basically the same
grips for the .45 ACP with its insignia on
each grip half. Retail price is $12.95.

Sile offers a checkered grip for the .45
auto, using no reinforcement inserts,
which reduces both weight and bulk. The
grips come in black finish and retail at
$10.95.

Mustang offers its Rangefield model
grips in two versions for the .45 ACP: one
standard, the other combat. Like the Sile,
the Mustang grips use no reinforcement
and are made of soft neoprene in a black,

Rogers combat grips are made from a
virtually indestructible synthetic
material, with a grain pattern that
looks like wood. Further information
was received too late for publication.

must be trimmed for the use ofspeed-load
ing equipment.

The selection of rubber grips, although
growing, isn't as large as we'd like;
however, there are far more offered today
than there were three or four years ago. If
you don't own a popular make of hand
gun, chances are that a rubber grip isn't
available.

The color of a grip is unimportant tome,
but two companies offer their revolver
grips in colors other than standard black.

They're not new, but
their popularity
remains high. We
present here a
detailed look at
some cu rrent styles.

'RUBBER'
HANDGUN
.GRIPS
~___e...ci"";'i!) i

THE NEGATIVE SIDE
On the negative side, rubber stocks can

not be custQm made to fit an individual's
hand. Molds are expensive and it's impos
sible for a maker to stock thousands of
molds for every particular size of hand. If
you've got an exceptionally small or oddly
shaped shooting hand, you're out of luck
with the synthetics. Some rubber grips

SO

S ynthetic, or "rubber," grips are not
new; they were made and used in Eu

rope before World War II. It's only been in
the last 10 years or so that rubber handgun
grips have been available in the U.S.

Wooden grips are still standard on the
majority of handguns, although Charter
Arms offers its own on several models. I
understand Colt is contemplating the use
of rubber grips on one of its handguns..

This changeover has long been overdue.
One of the most ignored or overlooked as
pects of handgun design has been the grip

'design and the materials used in making it.
There are, as with most anything else,

several pros and cons when it comes to the
\ use of rubber grips. I am in favor of their
\"se, providing they fit the hand properly.

What is referred to as "rubber" actually
is neoprene, a synthetic material that is
strong and resistant to both oil and heat.
Neoprene will not rot, as natural rubber
does, from the effects of the sun.

The use of rubber grips offers the hand a
better hold on the gun, which in turn per
mits the shooter to maintain better control
throughout the entire sequence of shoot
ing. The grips don't slip or slide in recoil,
and the hand and grips work in unison,
rather than opposing one 'another. This re
sults in better accuracy.

Today's synthetic stocks fit a variety of
hand sizes. Call them a universal fit, if you
will, but there's a limitation to which this
hold true. The synthetic materials used in
construction of the grips allow them to
compress to some .degree, giving that
"good feel" to a variety of hand sizes.

Sweaty palms, mud, rain and snow, for
example, do nothing to detract from the
"gripability" of the neoprene handgun
grips; in addition, they are practically in
destructible. As a bonus, a set of rubber
stocks on a handgun serves as a buffer or
shock absorber, in the event the gun is
accidentally dropped and hit on the grip
surface.

Rubber grips have a tendency to com
press to some extent, not only when
gripped in the hand, but also during recoil.
In the lighter calibers it may go unnoticed;
but in light-frame .357s, the .41 Magnum
and the .44 Magnum, recoil is heavy
enough to make a fair comparison. In ad
dition to absorbing recoil, rubber grips are
lighter than those made of wood, less
bulky, don't affect balance, are less expen
sive and almost maintenance free. Al
though wood produces some beautiful
grips, I feel that rubber is far more
practical from an overall performance
standpoint.



wide-checkered finish. Either model costs
$16.50. One style of grip is also offered for
S&W models 39 & 59, at the same cost.

BIANCHI'S 'LIGHTNING GRIP'
Bianchi's excellent Lightning Grip for

the .45 ACP is the only model that offers
finger grooves. A metal reinforcement in
sert is used, and it comes in open style only
with a dark brown, checkered finish. Retail
price is $24.

Revolver grips made by Mustang and
Hogue have two different methods of at
taching themselves to the grip frame. Mus
tang's Rangefield grips are secured by five
small plastic pins (called the "Pinlock Sys
tem") that lock into mating holes in each
grip half. The center retaining screw is
done away with in most models offered,
and will be deleted in all models shortly.
Removal and installation of these grips
takes only a few seconds. The grips come
with checkering, finger grooves, palm
swells, covered backstrap, front filler, and
butt extension. Finish is black and these
have no reinforcement inserts. Retail price
is $16.50. They are currently offered for the
S&W J, K, & N frames, the Colt
Diamondback, Colt Detective Special,
Colt Mark IiI Series, Colt Python frames
and the Ruger Security-Six.

Hogue's Monogrip is constructed of re
inforced nylon in a one-piece design. The
grip is secured to the frame with a patented
stirrup device. It slips over the bottom
strap in a horseshoe fashion, allowing the
grip to pull against the frame when the
screw is tightened. The monogrip has a
matte finish with a cobblestone texture re
sembilng stippling, palm swells, and finger
grooves. It is designed for a high hold,
which lowers both the boreline and bullet
impact, while reducing the muzzle rise in
recoil. Since this grip is constructed of hard
nylon it won't drag on clothing or car seats.
On the other hand, it doesn't have the
"squeezeability" of the other neoprene
grips, nor the ability to absorb some of the

recoil. Presently; the M onogrip comes in
one style in a choice of three colors-black,
dark brown wood-tone, or white. The
Monogrip is offered for the S&W J, K, L
& N frames, the Colt Python, Ruger
Security-Six, and Ruger Speed-Six. Grips
retail at $18.95.

UNIQUE SHROUD
Biarichi also offers its Lightning Grip for

revolvers. The unique feature of this fine
grip is the shroud that extends upward
along the sides of the hammer, completely
surrounding its spur. This feature not only
protects the hammer, but also prevents it
from snagging on clothing. The neoprene
grips have metal reinforcement inserts, a

Bianchi offers its Lightning Grip for
two handguns only-both well designed.

brown checkered finish, and feature finger
grooves. Currently, the grips are available
for S&W models 36 and 60, the S&W K
frame and S&W models 19 and 10 (round
butts). Retail price is $23.

Sile markets a line of rubber grips for
revolvers using a nylon-fiberglass rein
forcement insert for strength, while reduc-

ing both bulk arid weight. These come iri a
black checkered finish with finger grooves
and are relieved for all speedloaders. The
Sile grips are available for the Charter
Arms round butt, the Ruger Security-Six
square butt, the S&W J frame round butt,
and the S&W K frame square butt. All
grips cost $10.95.

Pachmayr's Presentation neoprene
stocks are among the best known. Its line
of rubber grips is extensive. If you're look
ing for a set of rubber grips for even a
fairly popular make of handgun,
Pachmayr probably makes one. This com
pany offers three styles of grips
Presentation, which is its standard style
grip; Compacs, for small frame revolvers,
and the Gripper, which has finger grooves.
The Gripper is the newest addition to the
Pachmayr line and is presently available
for most S&Ws, and Ruger, Dan Wesson,
and Charter Arms revolvers. Pachmayr is
the only manufacturer of a neoprene grip
for the Colt and Ruger single-actions, and
the TIC Contender.

Supreme and Caraville do not make
grips for revolvers.

The names and addresses of the makers
mentioned are:
Pachmayr Gun Works, IilC., POB 15053,

Los Angeles, CA 90015.
SHe Distributors, Inc. 7 Centre Market

Place, New York, NY 10013
Mustang Grips, 27616 Tyler Ave.,

Romoland, CA 92380.
Caraville Arms, POB 4545,
. Thousand Oaks, CA 91359.

Supreme Products Company,
1830 South California Ave.,
Monrovia, CA 91016.

Bianchi Leather Products, 100 Calle
Cortez, Temecula, CA 92390.

Hogue Combat Grips, Inc.;
POB 2036, Atascadero, CA 93423.

Rogers Holster Company
1736 St. Johns Bluff Road
Jacksonville. FL 32216

Pachmayr is the only company that makes rubber grips for the TIC Contender,
top, and Ruger and Colt single-action revolvers. That's a Ruger, at bottom.
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5ile produces rubber grips for many pop
ular makes of handguns, shown above.
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Despite loss of both feet ...

CLAUDE KINARD SETS NEW
METALLIC SILHOUETTE RECORD

By Bert Stringfellow

The 1982 International Handgun Metal
lic Silhouette Association's (IHMSA)

tournament held recently in Fortville Indi
ana will go down in the handgun shooting
book as a truly memorable event-for
several significant reasons.

First, one of the major events-the AAA
revolver category-was won by a man who
lost both feet in an auto accident shortly
after the 1981 shooting season: Claude
Kinard of Puyallup, Washington, who shot
a possible 80 using a lO-inch barrel .44
Magnum Ruger Super Blackhawk. He be
came the first person to fire a perfect score
in this category.

If that wasn't enough, he went on to win
the standing international category with a
67X80, using a .30 Merrill pistol. Last year
at the IHMSA matches, Kinard shot a
69X80 in this category-a record that still
stands.

This year's six-day event set a new, all
time attendance record: 1,525 entries. It
was the largest pistol match held-
anywhere. .

Still another reason made the 1982
IHMSA tournament a truly memorable
event: there were 22 possibles (80x80) shot
in the unlimited category.

Despite rainy weather, several outstand
ing scores were fired by winners of all
classes, or categories.

In the four-gun aggregate match, Bruce
Adamchik shot a match-winning score of
285x320.

In a 22-man shootoff at an array of tiny
targets, including snuff cans painted white
and laid flat, Joe May came out on top to
become the 1982 International Champion
with a possible 80 in the unlimited cate
gory. He fired a Sinclair .308.

There were two production international
category scores of 80X80 shot by Dick
Folz, Alaska state director (IHMSA) and
Mike Averre, the 1981 unlimited category
winner. In the shootoff, in growing dark
ness, Folz was the winner. He fired a TIC
.30-30.

High woman's aggregate champion was
Anne Clark with a score of 260X320.

High junior aggregate champion was
J. J. Barlett with a score of 224X320.

High aggregate family team was Josie
and Bob Engle, with a score of 537X640.

Here are the winriers of other categories,
with their scores (all out of a possible 80)
and the guns they used:

Shoots possible 80 in
~ revolver category
at IHMSAs 1982 tour
nament; also wins
standing international
class, in a record field
of 1,525 competitors.

Spotting scopes help the shooters here
on the firing line at Fortville, Ind.

Robert Brissette (production AAA
category), 77, .30 Merrill.

Mike LaPoint (unlimited AAA), 80,
Wichita ~308.

Roger Wilkerson (unlimited AA), 80,
XP-l00 (7BR).

Larry Hofmann (unlimited A), 68,
XP-l00 (7IHMSA).

Larry David (unlimited B), 51,
XP-l00 (7BR). .

Gail Johnson (unlimited C), 48,
XP-l00 (7BR).

Paul Schmid (production AA), 70,
TIC .30-30.

Lloyd Hudgens (production A), 59,
TIC (7TCU).

Thomas Zahn (production B), 46,
T/C7.

Cecilia Zimmerman (production C)
34, TIC .357

Gary Wrigley, (AAA standing), 52,
T/C7.

Greg George (AA standing), 51,
T/C7.

Robert Crocker (A standing), 41,
T/C7.

Kenneth Bricker (B standing), 27,
T/C7.

Arthur Lavalle (revolver interna
tional), 77, Dan Wesson.44 Mag.

John Ander~on (revolver AA), 77,
Dan Wesson .44 Mag.

Richard Powell (revolver A), 57,
Ruger .44 Mag.

Paul Lee (revolver B), 57, Ruger .44
Mag.

Tom Bellersheim (revolver C), 34,
Ruger .44 Mag.

The more than 400 members who at
tended the annual banquet contributed
$3,700 to help fight the California initia
tive (Proposition 15), Elgin T. Gates,
IHMSA president, and the Federal Cart
ridge Corp. each contributed matching
amounts, to be given to the NRAs Institute
for Legislative Action (lLA), in the name
of IHMSA.

Bob O'Conner, president of Dan Wes
son Arms, donated an engraved, gold in
lay, stainless steel DW revolver (in a caliber
of the winner's choice) to be auctioned off,
with all proceeds to be transferred to the
ILA account for use in its California gun
bill fight. The high bid was $5,000.

Gates told the American Handgunner
that IHMSA members and its friends in
the firearms industry collected more than
$16,000 to help defeat ....
Proposition 15 in California. ~
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Collected by Jon Winokur

Practice With An Air Pistol
There are many advantages to practicing with on air pistol: Because of the length
of the barrel and the relatively low velocity of the projectile, sight picture and
trigger control are criticol. Because there's virtually no recoil, it's easier to practice
"following-through", i. e., I'\eeping the sights aligned for a split second after the
shot. And it's on economical form of practice that can be done on a regular basis
regardless of weather or light conditions. Practice regularly with on air pistol and
your competitive scores are bound to improve.

EDITH ALMEIDA Ladies IPSC World
Champion-1979 and' 81, Ladies [3ianchi Cup
Champion-1980, '81 and '82, Ladies South
African Champion-1980 and '81.

@Jon Winol~ur 1982

,
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Simulates field conditions

e,

Shooting a possible 40 at steel chickens,
pigs, turkeys and rams takes real skill

-and the right equipment

By Robert M. O'Brien

W hile reading our Slinday paper's olit
doors section, I came across an invi

tation for a .22 metallic silhouette shoot.
The invitation, from a nearby gun dub, .

stated the event would be very casual, be
cause they were "just starting out" in this
type of shooting. The club also said the
niles would be explained and instructions
made available, so that even if you never
had any shooting experience you were in
vited. Guns would be provided for those
who didn't oWIi one. Non-shooters and
family members were welcomed (this
shooting sport is most appealing to
spectators). .

After reading about metallic silhouette
shooting for so long, here was a chance to
try my hand at it.

My son and I had recently started shoot
ing together and following some basic
safety training we began to really enjoy a
bit of informal targetshooting and tin-can
plinking. A silhouette match would make a
logical Iiext step. We made our own paper
targets and practiced for a couple ofweeks.

On the day of the shoot, we arrived early
and met dub members and got a look at
the metal animal cutouts. We helped set up
some of the metal animals.

I expressed concern over whether my
low velocity ammo would knock over a
heavy ram, but was assured that if! hit one

Here is author's version of the Creedmoor style of metallic silhouette shoot
ing. This position takes some getting used to; once mastered, it is steady.
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holdover is not the way to go. The meet di
rector told us that the'common method is
to set up four sight settings in practice, by
keeping track of the number of clicks be
tween each target. An alternative method,
and one which is very accurate, is to use a
feeler gauge between sight and frame and
write down the difference between each
setting. The idea is to keep a six o'clock
hold at all ranges. You will find that even
the 100-yard rams seem easier to hit using
this method.

There were many types of ammo used. I
fired Remington low-velocity cartridges
because my gun was tuned for it. The low
velocity .22 LR ammo proved powerful
enough to knock over even the rams, if the
target was hit properly.

High-velocity .22s also worked fine and
have a little more knockdown ability, plus
a slightly flatter trajectory. The light, ultra
fast .22 Stingers and Yellowjackets really
pushed the chickens over, knocking them
back hard and fast. They did well on the
pigs and turkeys, too, but they seemed too
light to knock over the rams consistently.
The lighter bullet appears to break up be
fore its energy is transmitted to the target.
The best bet seems to be either low- or
high-velocity .22 LR ammo that shoots
well in your gun. I suggest trying several
brands to find which are the most accurate
for you.

The shoot I attended went even faster by
the use of mini-bikes to get down range
quickly to re-set the targets.

There are classes for the novice on up, so
you don't have to worry about being out~

gunned or embarrassed.
Why not take your .22 and have a go at

it. Bring your son or daughter along. If the
clang of the metal does not get ~
you, the look in their eyes wilL ~

Although designed for bullseye shooting, the .22 High Standard Victor auto
is a good choice for shooting either paper or metallic silhouette targets.

those great shooters were a state away at a
big meet.

The .22 LR cartridge has fine
knockdown power, all ranges.

'IT GETS IN YOUR BLOOD"
After everyone had finished shooting,

one woman asked if she could try her
hand. She did well. While she was firing
the course, the meet director asked if my
son would care to shoot just the chickens
(at 25 yards) for practice. His kind offer
was quickly accepted and appreciated.

and he was disappointed with his shooting This ended our first silhouette match.
performance, he quickly bounced back It was one of the most enjoyable shoot-
and vowed he'd do better next round. ing sports I have ever been involved in.

There were 40 shooters, and after all had There is something about the first clang
fired the course, about 35 ofus signed up to and seeing the target going over. It gets in
shoot again. This time, when my turn your blood. Everyone who shot agreed and
came, I was rewarded with hits on the first said they would be back.
five chickens; I missed two of the next five. Silhouette shooting reminds me of
Things started going downhill after hitting shooting gallery type fun. But the dis
four of the first five javelina; only one fell tances (25; 50, 75 and 100 yards) simulate
of the second five. Turkeys were next and actual field conditions. I have always en-

, seemed to be the most difficult targets. joyed target shooting and will continue to
Only two fell in each stage. The rams were do so; but even though the competitive-
next, and again only two fell in each stage. ness is still there, silhouette shooting seems
This is when I found out only good hits re- more laid back and friendly. It may be the
sult in the silhouettes going down. It hurts fact that the crowd participates more than
to hear a hit and see the target just wobble in most shooting sports.
and remain standing. Hitting five targets in a row was met with

My score card read 21 and ,even though the same kind of enthusiasm as a touch
it was only a little over half of the possible down or homerun. This is something that
points, it was the top score of the second has been lacking, up to now, in most shoot-
shoot. ing sports: Audience participation.

A score of 21 seemed pretty good until The handguns used varied. Single shot,
we overheard one of the club memb(irs autos and revolvers were all evident. After
talki.ng to another about getting ready to checking the rules, I thought my High
shoot. It seems the club invited several ex- Standard Victor would work beautifully.
perienced .22 silhouette shooters to tryout I've used it for years, and ifthere is a miss I
the range, in an effort to iron out the bugs know it is me, not the gun. This auto is set
before the first open match. There was a 40 up to fire low velocity ammo at 50 feet.
fired and several high 30s. We looked at I fired with the sight setting unchanged.
the 21 in a new light and felt lucky that It became clear that guessing at the proper
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properly it would topple right over. When
we were told by some of the club members,
who had previous silhouette experience,
that we would be lucky to get five for our
first shoot, I think we both got a little
nervous.

When the shoot began, I went first and
my son acted as spotter. I fired the
standard 40 rounds for a score of only 11. A
guy who usually shoots in the 90s in the'
standard target matches should have done
better. It looked so easy. When I learned
that the high score was only 15, I felt better.
We sat out several rounds, while waiting
for my son's tum, and tried to pick up any

, pointers we could. I felt that although'the
Creedmoor style had been my choice as
the best position, the prone position would
be safer and steadier for my son.

This style of shooting, with a spotter
positioned next to the shooter, is perfect
for the more experienced marksman to
make sure proper safety procedures are
followed, while performing his spotter
duties.

Although my son's score was only three,

,.,.
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TEST-FIRE REPORT

n&R
Revolvers

By Dave Reynolds

More years ago than I care to remem
ber, I set about the serious business

of learning how to shoot. My battery <;on
sisted of a .44 Special S&W, a .38 Special
single-action Colt rebuilt with parts from
Christy Gun Works, and a .22LR Har
rington & Richardson top-break revolver.

All available daylight hours were spent

They're strong durable,
stylish; butdouble-ac
tion trigger pulls have
Superman Iet-off.
shooting. Evenings were reserved for cast
ing bullets and reloading. The H&R
usually came into play only after all ammo
for the big guns was expended, because its
double-action pull wasn't nearly as good
as the Smith's, and it didn't have the bal
ance and feel of the Colt. From then until
just lately, I paid little attention to H&R
products.

The first glimmer of interest came when
I noticed what appeared to be a stainless
steel H&R revolver. It wasn't really
stainless, but rather the firm's new electro
less nickel finish. Th.e gun was a M930,
2Y2-inch barrel.22LR with a swing-out cyl
inder and transfer bar ignition-a nice
looking little gun.

58

An H&R M829 (.22 LR), 3-lnch barrel, is shown above with 10-meter target. The
H&R M904, right, is no more accurate than the Circa 1950 H&R M922, left, and
chronographs 100 fps slower with .22 LR Stinger ammo. Both have 6-lnch barrels.

The next H&R to catch my eye was a These have swing-out cylinders, adjustable
M686, a western-style, two-cylinder sights, and ribbed, heavy barrels with four
(.22LR/.22Magnum) revolver sporting a inch and six-inch tubes. Models 603 and
fully-adjustable rear sight. With its com- 604 are chambered for the .22 Magnum.
bination blue and color case-hardened Models 903 and 904 shoot the .22LR car
finish, it is a handsome piece. tridge. The difference between the 03 and

The M686 was quickly followed by the 04 is in the barrels. The 04s have heavy,
other models that I'll call the 03-04 group. Continued on page 76
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A NECKED-DOWN .45 ACP

THE POTENT
.41 AVEIGER

S9

big-game. "J. D." founded Handgun Hunt
ers International and edits its paper, The
Sixgunner.

When the kit arrived, my first problem
was to install the new barrel in a .45 auto.
Most standard guns will require no fitting,
if the drop-in kit is ordered. Fortunately,
my barrel was the oversize type in chrome
moly, because I wanted to get a good bead
on accuracy. Fitting the barrel turned out
to be so easy and the results so fine that I
believe many shooters can do the job
themselves, if they have an accurate, tight
.45 to convert. Or, they can have a
gunsmith do the job, the resulting gun
being well worth the added cost.

I decided to put the barrel into an old
model, well-worn Colt Gold Cup .45,
which has a Bo-Mar sight rib and still
shoots close to one-inch groups at 25 yards
from a machine rest. The barrel could not
be pushed into the slide because the barrel
extension, or tang, was too wide. The tang
was narrowed with a fine-cut needle file by
keeping the sides of the tang parallel to the
link, until the barrel slipped into the slide
with the locking lugs fully meshed. The fit
was still tight (the tang was a bit long), so I
shortened it with a hard Arkansas stone.
The barrel then dropped easily into the
slide.

The barrel/slide assembly was run onto
the frame, leaving out the recoil spring
guide and spring. The barrel bushing in
the kit would have needed fitting to the
slide, but the old bushing gave a nice fit.
But when the slide stop was inserted, the

primers. The barrel can be ordered either
as a drop-in unit or made oversize for best
accuracy fitting.

The basic kit contains a match-quality
barrel in either stainless or chrome-moly
steel with a fitted barrel bushing and link, a
set of Pacific reloading dies, and a h.eavy
duty hammer spring for use with rifle

A new kit for about
$235 converts .45 au
tos to this new caliber
and beefs-up muzzle
velocity and ene·rgy.

By Russ. Gaertner

The consensus of most semi-auto ex
perts is that.4() or .41 is the best caliber

for a big-bore handgun.
This diarpeter combines the stopping

power of big bores, with the superior bal
listics of smaller calibers. That's on the
receiving end.

For the shootf!r, .41 means l70-to
220-grain bullets at higher velocities and
muzzle energies, but less "felt" recoil than
the .45 ACP. Advantages are easier control,
faster repeat shots, better practical ac
curacy, and deeper, straight-line penetra
tion: A host of good reasons, whether your
interest is self-defense, IPSC (Interna
tional Practical Shooting Confederation)
competition, bowling pin matches, or sil
houette shooting and hunting.

No. .40 or .41 caliber semi-auto round J.D. JONES 'BRAINCHILD'
has been generally available to those My first comment when I heard of the:
shooters who like the idea. The most .41 Avenger was, "Why didn't I think of
publicized of the new breed is the Bren that?" Once you've seen the little .41 case,
10 (10 mml AO caliber) with a straight- it seems obvious, but so do a lot of other
walled case firing a 200-grain bullet ~t up firearms inventions-including John
to 640 foot pounds of muzzle energy from Browning's famous .45 automatic.
a fiv.e-inch barrel. Production of the Bren The .41 Avenger is the brainchild of
10 is promised soon. ." J. D. Jones, one of our most able handgun

Now. we have a new conversion kit writers. More than just a writer, however,
(made by SSK Illdustries) which does "J. D." is a pioneering designer, having in
everything the others have promised. Op- vented the JDJ series of "hand cannon"
tions are available to convert either a Colt cartridges for the Contender, (also pro
Combat Commander or any of the stan- duced by SSK Industries, of which "J. D."
dard ,45 autos to .41 Avenger, a necked- is president). These are super-magnums
down .45 ACP round.· for silhouette shooting and the biggest of
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Author, left, found Avenger milder, more controllable than Gold Cup. Above,
Avenger loads for Sierra J70-grain JHC in .45 Win. Mag. or .45 ACP cases. Note
longer case crimps into bullet cannelure; the ACP case is too short to crimp.

slide tended to bind in several spots and it
stopped cold a quarter-inch from lockup.
The link was a bit too long.
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Gold Cup barrel (lower) and
slide with Avenger oversize
barrel. Easy fitting pro
duced match accuracy. The
SSK Avenger conversion kit
(left) contains match-grade
barrel, link / bushing, set
of Pacific dies and heavy
gun springs. Available op
tions convert any .45 auto
to the potent caliber, either
on a do-it-yourself
basis or by. a gunsmith.
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"jl.! arlO i"r.lf'::l_~"~ ~,.,oetlJY or lh~ .• ;' Aef> b, 30\. Ihe: Av,."v"'s p<,""f'll"ticn
a"J 'O'\H,;ndj"9 ~Q~,~bilI11.... ar!~ .. ;>.~ .. 11 ...,t.
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ally ..~11. Th(' s(on<!l.l,d 1911 ma9clZl"<" Is "H'd wlthu"t madifin:dlofl.

SLIDE CYCLED SMOOTHLY
The link pin was punched out and the

holes in the link were slightly enlarged,
using a cut-down, fine-grit Cratex tip in a
Dremel Moto Tool. The link sides were
also polished with the Arkansas stone and
the slot in the lug, in which the link pivots,
was polished with a flat needle file covered
with 600-grit metal polishing paper. Re
placing the pin and reassembling the gun,
the fit was super tight, but the slide cycled
smoothly by hand. I placed a Wilson Shok
Buff washer on the spring guide to protect
it against heavy loads, retaining the stan
dard Gold Cup Spring. I lubricated it with
Break Free, and the gun was ready for
testing.

The job was done quickly with no altera
tion to the gun or clip, and 045 inter
changeability was fully retained. As a
self-taught pistol butcher, it gave me much
satisfaction to have the work turn out so
well.

Before outlining handloads, let me de
scribe my first eye-opening session with
the Al Avenger. I made up 13 different
hand loads u'sing three bullets, three
powders, and brass formed from either
Federal .45 ACP or .45 Winchester Mag
num cases. The charges were taken from
the data sheets with the SSK kit. Due care
was employed in assembling these rounds,
but no special accuracy methods were in
volved, although I did accurately weigh
each charge.

I had two objectives in that first session:
I wanted to check functioning and han
dling by shqoting rapid fire strings, and I
hoped to find a few loads which showed
the Avenger's accuracy potential. As it
happened, I got much more than I bar
gained for.

First, I fired a series of five-shot strings,
two-hand, standing. The gun was defi-
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Eight different.41 Avenger 'oads printed these 25-yard machine rest groups, averag
ing on'y 1. 19 inch. They show potentia' match accuracy of the Avenger.

locities ranged from a mild 854 feet per
second to a hot 1,287 fps.

VARIOUS LOADS
Now, let's consider specific handloads,

picked to show the versatility, power a,nd
accuracy of the Avenger. My favorite bul
let in this caliber is Sierra's nO-grain jack
eted hollow-cavity (JHC), because it is
very accurate and it can be pushed to max
imum power with mild recoil. For in
stance, a nice medium load was 6.5 grains
of Winchester 231 powder in Federal A5
ACP brass with CCI # 350 magnum large
pistol primers. This gave that fine .89-inch
group at 1,027 fps. Winchester 231 is clean
burning and often yields exceptional ac
curacy. In the same brass, 7.0 grains made
the .84-inch group at 1,072 fps. These loads
have fine target potential, but I have yet to
confirm or optimize them.

The maximum charge of Winchester 231
with the Sierra nO-grain JHC bullet was
7.5 grains in my gun, in .45 Winchester
Magnum-type cases. CCI # 350 primers
are a bit soft for this load and cratered too
much; even so, the load clocked 1,162 fps
and I had two groups of 1.38 inch and 1.34
inch yielding 510 foot pounds of muzzle
energy. With harder CCI #200 rifle prim
ers, the cratering was nil and the same
charge gave 1,155 fps and produced a 1.54
inch group; but eight grains was too hot.

Although all the loads listed here are
based on SSK data, my velocities were def
initely higher than the data indicated, and
my maximum reasonable charges were
smaller. This points up again that heavy
loads must be worked up carefully for each
gun.

The differences were so sizable and con
sistent that they require comment. A major
factor undoubtedly is temperature. My fir
ing was done in 80-90 degree summer
weather, and each degree adds 2-3 fps to
velocity. Also, the chamber and bore of my
gun may be tighter than the original barrel
used for the SSK tests.

Mild cratering of primers is acceptable,
although such loads should be limited to
stronger, full-length brass-not the weaker
A5 ACP cases. I had no blown primers or
brass; but it is possible that some cases
might bulge or blowout in the unsup
ported area around the extraction groove.
None of my cases bulged, but brass does
vary in strength and resiliency.

The use of harder primers, such as
Winchester-Western's (W-W) 7M-l1lF
magnum large pistol or CCI # 200 rifle
primers, is best for heavy loads. Heavier
gun springs also help to prevent primrr
cup extrusion into the firing pin hole. For
the heaviest loads, I substituted Wolff
springs in my Gold Cup: a 22-pound recoil
spring, a 28-pound hammer spring, and an
extra-power firing pin spring. The gun
would not cycle with light loads, but the
springs protect it and make acceptable
loads out of touchy ones.

Continued on page 77

no reason why most any other shooter
could not h~ve done as well, using the
same hardware and methods.

•••,•.
••
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Hand cyCling shows chambering of a .41
Avenger round in a Co't automatic.

Only one conclusion was possibl~: the
Al Avenger is a great caliber. In later fir
ing, I have seen nothing to lower that opin
ion. If anything, it has become even more
solid.

I also made a load with a 21O-grain cast
semi-wadcutter; it printed a 1.5l-inch
group. The average size for all 13 groups
fired that day was a splendid l.33-inch.

.,That is far better than many custom ac
curized .45s will average with factory
match ammo.

Such results cannot be accidental, or
lucky. One or two lucky groups, yes. But
13? Everything has to be just right. Yet, I
had done nothing beyond my usual hand
loading and test-firing methods. There is

~; .'

nitely more controllable than the same cine
using A5 ACP with loads of similar power.
In fact, I fired one 2.2 inch group and sev
eral other good ones, and I don't shoot that
well. Then I got down to serious bench
testing, knowing that my pistolstnithing
had produced a smooth, reliable gun.

TEST FIRING
Mounting the gun in a Lee machine rest,

I fired five-shot groups on a reversed target
at 25 yards, clocking each shot over the
Oehler Model 33 Chronotach Skyscreens.
I have confidence in the Lee rest and my
ability to turn out reliable, repeatable re
sults with it.

The first group was 1.56 inch, measured
center-to-center of the widest hits. Then
they began to get even better: 1.38 inch and
1.20 inch. The fourth was 2.12 inch, but it
was definitely overpressured,judging from
the primer cratering. In fact, several of
these loads caused cratering of the CCI
# 350 magnum large pistol primers.

The first four loads were in full-length
A5 Winchester Magnum brass; then I
switched to a series in old Federal A5 ACP
cases, expecting poorer accuracy.

Here are the groups which followed, in
order: 1.51 inch, .89 inch, 1.25 inch, 1.36
inch, 84 'inch, 1.16 inch, 1.43 inch, and 1.11
inch. Eight straight groups and all different
loads with two· different bullets. And all
grouped into 1.5 inch or less. That may be
the best series of diverse handloads ever
fired from a big-bore semi-auto. The ve-
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Continuffdfrom pagff 35

SNUBBIES

be ess~ntial requirements. I ordered a
Charter Arms .44 Bulldog through my fa
vorite dealer and began to research my
planned modifications and load design.

Factory ammo then consisted only of
146-grain lead round nose bullets, loaded
by Remington and Winchest~r. It was cer
tainly more potent than the ubiquitous
.38s; but I wanted something better. This
turned out to be a must, for in later experi
mentation the factory loads oft~n jumped
the crimp in the lightweight gun and
would bind the cylinder.

I decided that 14,000 c.u.p. would be my
ceiling in the Charter. As I studied the
lQading manuals and factory data, two ob
vious advantages of working with the .44
Special emerged. First, shortening the bar
rel length doesn't lead to drastic velocity
losses as it does with high intensity car
tridges, such as .357 mags and "hot" .38s.
Secondly, adequate power is available
without high pressure. This really cam~

home to me in a practical way when I acci
dentallyleft my hearing protection off dur
ing experimentation, and my ears didn't
ring.

The Charter .44 arrived and after a few
factory rounds to cheCk functionability it
was off to the gunsmith. I had discussed
my ideas with Austin Behlert of Mon
mouth, N.J., who agreed to handle the
project. I ordered the barrel cut to two
inches, a duty action job, chamfered cylin
der chambers, smoothed and polish~d

chambers, dehorned hammer and a
smoothed and polished trigger. I had con
sidered porting the two-inch barrel but de
cided against it when I read that porting
pushes the muzzle flash upward in dim
light situations. The original front sight
was silver-soldered onto the shorter barrel
and later filed down when load choice was
finalized. (The finished front sight has the
same appearance as the Charter Arms
two-inch offerings in .38 and .32 caliber.)

I had originally thollght that I would use
the Pachmayr neoprene grips for my new
creation, but when looking up the correct
order number I found that the grip size
was the same for all Charter revolvers.
This was good news and a real break
through, for that meant all Charter's alu
minum grip frames were the same size.
And that size was small-small as the
round grip on the S&W Chiefs Special
M36. Charter only hung bigger pieces of
wood on the larger caliber models. I had
verified all this ob. my own .44 before send-
ing it out for smithing.

I was elated at my discovery and or
dered a set of smooth grips from Charter
Arms that would normally ride on its .38
snubby. I still invested in the Pachmayr's,
but also sent for a Tyler T-grip.
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L1.25
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NEWI,

Vibra-Tek
Brass Polishers and Cleaners

. Ten times faster than the

EI
tumbler method without dam-

.
'~.,. . . ~ging"c.ases l cleans inner and

. Quier surfaces, even primer
< ' pockets. Leaves no residue. No

"_ ' moving parts to repair or re-
, ,=', place. LIFETIME WARRAN-

TY! Load always visible while operating. COlllplete
with media and extra tub for cleaning with solvents.
REGULAR VIBRA-TE~ 4 1/2 lb. load capacity, 2 lb.
media $69.95. MAGNUM VIBRA·TEK with 12 1/2 lb.
load capacity with 5 lb. media $138.00. extra 5 lb.
media $13.75. All Pre-paid. .

HAYDEN-HOLMES COMPANY, INC.
1844 Arroya Rd., Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906

your order as personal checks must ciear betore
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

-E

CUSTOM
~tNG~u"~~~!!

Micro, Bomar front sights.. 18.50
B. King's Bushing Wrench. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00
C. King's While Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... 5.50
D.. Kin'g's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35
(specify Government or Commander) ... 25.00

E. Magazine Base Pad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.95
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety - no alteration

to frame (specify Gov't or Commander). 22.50
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainleSS steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) . 24.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as
stop, Gold Cup Width. . . . . . . . . . .. . ... 12.00

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45, 38, 9mm .8.50
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel

RC30-35; 45,38, 9mm ... 15.00
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto . . . . . . . .. Set 29.00
L. King Hard Ball Sight Set 18.00

King's Hard Ball wlWhite Outline. Set 21.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety 18.00
N. King's Extended Slide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator - with National

Match Bushing, machined from one piece .416
stainless RC30-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.00

P. King's Ramp Kit - specify color: Red, Orange,
Yellow or White:
Standard, one color, % oz. material, will do 25

sights, standard accessories.. .. .. .. .. 9.95
Deluxe, one color, 1f2 oz. material, will do 50

sights, deluxe accessories. . . .. 20.00
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws

.416 stainless
(Also available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Gunsmithing al lIs fln"sll Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

Please give street 'address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if neces~ary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

For Inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S GUN WORKS 18.. 37 W. Glenoaks Blvd.· Glendale,
. CA 91201·(213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only), MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA. R!;SIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.

M
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Special Shins
for Shooters

Box 55045 Dept. A Little Rock, AR 72205---------

*Gold on Royal Blue
* Hand screened on Hanes T-shirt
* Men's sizes S, M, L, XL
*Satisfaction Guaranteed

* Just $7.50 plus $1.25 postage
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CLASSIC AMERICAN FIREARMS
DISPLAYED ON BEAUTIFUL LAMPS
Each lamp comes with literature describing the story behind
the gun. Perfect for desk or table, shatterproof & a perfect
gift idea! Includes shade and bulb. Hand-turned hardwood
top and base. Your choice of:
Full color reproduction:
I. Colt Model 1860 Anny Revolver, Caliber .44
2. Starr Revolver. Caliber .44
Hanlwood Stain:
I. Natural light 2. Natural dark
Lamp Size: (includes shade)
I. 17 inch @$32.50 (Cal. residents $35.25)
2. 29 inch @$44.60 (Cal. residents $47.24)
Add $2.50 shipping for each lamp orde,red. Please
indicate reproduction, stain & lamp size, Include all
three choices, Make check or money order payable too Marilyn's Company and mail to:

MARIJLYN'S COMPANY
3771 Christine St., San Diego, CA. 92117
Allow six weeks for delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Walch for future offers!

THE BEST
HANDGUN

INTHE
WORLD...

is worthless if you can't
grab it when you need it.

S
IMAGlNE...
You startle awake. Its pitch

black at 3AM.There really is
an Intruder in your house.

WHERE IS YOUR PISTOL? In the hall
closet or maybe in your dresser drawer
with a Pistol Pocket® from Sleep secure
you'll know your protection is only a
short reach away.
• No groping or fumbling
• Heavy duty washable fabric construction
• Velcro closures
· Inserts between mattress and boxspring
• Pistol hidden when bed made

$12 95 PLUSS1.00
• SHIPPING

(Patent Pending)

When ordering, please state regular
(upto 8" OA) ormagnum (over 8" OA).

Dealer inquiries invited
Mail to: Sleep Secure

P.O. Box 2566 Raleigh, NC 27602
N.C. Residents add sales tax

Please send Colt shirts in size .I Enclosed is $7,50 plus $1.25 postage per shirt, I
I

Name

Address I
~ City State__ Zip ~

~---------.,

675

S,90

PRICE
53.75

395
425
4.25
450
475
4.9S

THIS PROPERTY IS PROTECTED BY

ARMED RESIDENT
CRIMINALS WHO PROCEED BEYOND

THIS POINT WIU BE SHOT

~~~
" 150 PARK AVE

_ E HARTFORD CT

06108

IF YOU HAVE A
RUGER BLACKHAWK

WE HAVE A

.,

VENT RIB
FORITI

Install It youl'18lf In mlnut..... L_.....",,,,.P,,,
Super Single Six too In By,"

$16.95
Sf( YOUR DEAlER DR WRITE 1.00 postell.

STYLE FITS
GPP ..Sm 77 & 2~ Auto''),. Q/U Derr
8PP 2" Uhl<" Model 60, Colt Dect
9PP Slll,tll ~ 1,lITle Auto's (PPK 'sl
lOPP lj" Uhh. Sm. F-rdmes. S.VV Mod 34
l2PP <1" Mdq ... 45 Auto' .. & Lugers
14PP G" U,Hleh. 22 Auto' ..
lSPP 83.'H" q" Barrels
l8PP Bunthne.. dnd 10" Contenders

IfH:ludlllg ,>cope,>
20PP Thomp,>oll Center Contenders With

14" B,arrel-. HlcludHlg scopes

WHAT IF YOUR ZIPPERED HANDGUN
CASES SCRATCHED OR MARRED YOUR

FINE GUN) THINK ABOUT IT'"'

• Satisfaction Guaranteed - Made in U.S.A.
• Please add $125 for first item and 50~ each

additional item for shipping and handling.
Free shipping on orders over $25.00,

• Check, Money Order, MC, Visa. inc. all1f-'s
• We . snip UPS wnere Possible, no P.O.

Boxes please
• Ohio residents add 5% sales tax.

SHASTEEN INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 527-Dept. AH
Defiance. Ohio 43512

- Dealer inquiries invited-

Designed to shield you from the
damaging sounds associated
with the shooting sports.

For Free Brochure Contact: ,
Safety Direct. Inc.
23 Snider Way

Sparks, NV 89431 lilenll.
A.YAIIC OT.n .

• No zipper to scratch, mar, jam or run open
• Large, durable, dependable VELCRO clo

sure that really holds and is self-aligning
• Rugged vinyl exterior, foam cushioned

Inter-lining, and a soft slliconlzed lining
Seams are sewn with a neat tucked binding
Manufacturett by us to combine the best
materials and the finest craftsmanship

• g sizes available to fit most handguns
• Reasonably priced protection you can

not afford to be without

Dept. 104

P. O. Box 2710

Mesa, AZ 85204

I know some of you are beginning to
wince as you think about firing the .44
Charter with small grips. Concerning re
ports about the .44 Bulldog's recoil, I be
lieve the Charter three-inch barrel .44 to
be a victim of gun writers' ink. There is a
tendency among gun scribes to parrot pre
viously published opinions. Reports of
"wrist wrenching recoil" and "stinging dis
comfort" abound.

A light gun firing an authoritative car
tridge, such as the .44 Special, will recoil.
This we expect. But as to being "painful;'
"unmanageable," or even "uncomforta
ble;' I don't agree, and neither did the pe
tite lady who was so intrigued by the big
bore snubby concept that she came back
for another cylinder full and would have
shot even more. But we had three other
shooters trying the .44, and my ammo sup
ply was limited.

Your hand will survive quite nicely if
you don't let your head get programmed
with a lot or pre-conceived ideas on how
you are "supposed to react."

While waiting for my Charter .44 to ar
rive from Behlert, I continued to work
closely with my loading manuals and Gen
eral Hatcher's scale of relative stopping
power. I prefer Hatcher's formula over
anything developed since, because the re
sults predicted closely correlate with what
really happens in a gun fight.

My research turned up two powders
which seemed ideal for my modified big
bore snubby. The latest DuPont Reloaders
Guide showed 7.8 grains of SR 7625
powder pushed a 246-grain lead bullet out
of a 6th" barrel at 845 fps. with only 13,600
c.u.p. Winchester/Western Ball Powder
Loading Data shows similar results for 5.4
grains of 231 with only 12,500 c.u.p. This
was well within my self-imposed ceiling of
14,000 c.u.p. I made up some loads for my
new snubby, which Behlert finished in rec
ord time. He did a superb job.

I then enlisted the aid of a friend with a
chronograph. The first load tested was 6.8
grains of SR 7625, regular CCI primers
and Lyman cast 245-grain 429421 bullets.
We experienced some difficulty in shooting
an unsighted, untried piece. I only had five
rounds of most loads, 10 maximum. We
obtained four valid readings for our first
load, with an average velqcity of 692 fps.
This load rates 68.62 on the Hatcher scale.

For those readers not familiar with the
Hatcher formula, a jacketed 230-grain
hardball .45 ACP fired from a Colt Gov
ernment Model semi-auto rates around 60.
This figure is an arbitrary one, and only
has value when we use it in comparisons.

Reload # 2 combined identical
components, with an additional grain of
powder. This was 7.8 grains of SR 7625
and is a maximum load, according to
DuPont. With this load, we were only able
to get two valid readings for an average ve
locity of 795 f.p.s. and a value of 78.84 on
Hatchers. I had installed the Pachmayr
neoprene grips for all testing. This load
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Place these large 3" x 4V2" two color vinyl
stickers on your home, car, camper, etc.

4 for 55.00
10 for 510.00 WARNING

North American Tech.

DISCOURAGE BURGLARS

PROTECT FAMILY & HOME

SHOW 'EM WHERE YOU STAND



Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tie downs, 24 loops.

.Prompt Shipment,
;$59.95 p.p. Cashier's
.'check or money or
:der. Piease add $2.00
'extra for 7Y," bbi.

Specify waist
size Gun make,
bbl. length &
caliber.

Send $1.00 for complele calalog.
Dealers, please inquiFe.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt. S & W
and many other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEAUR OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee Loaders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hand·
made Holsters & Belts. Leather & Clarino.

New! IVORE» GUN G RIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Okla. 7311
01 r -654 41 Outside Oklahoma

BOLT BENDING BLOCKS
Bend Mauser. Springfield and Jap bolts with (),dtf
one sel of blocks. This newly designed 13550mille~·steel block will w,ithstand forging wi1h-
out dlsfarming or breaking. All boll camming
surfaces and locking lugs are protected trom .250Pslge
t~e heat. A basic necessity for every protes- 64-Plgl Gunsmith
510nal or amateur gunsmith. Supply C.ullg S1.00

FRANK MITTERMEIER.INC. (Est.1936)
Dept. AN-I 3577 Elat Tre...1A....., Now York 10465

CHOOSE A WINNER

Swaging bullets involves squeezing
lead into the desired dimensions and
shapes under considerable pressure,
using specially made bullet swaging
dies. Often the operation is performed
in a· regular reloading press, although
there are spedalized presses available
solely for this process. It is a highly ver
satile technique, permitting production
of bullets in a bewildering, nearly
infinite variety of weights and designs.

t---TYLER'S "T" GRIP---f
BETTER SHOOTING.......

ith this improved
ast Aluminum Grip
DAPTOR. For Colt,

S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE. PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50

was the stiffest we ran.
We then tried # 1again with everything

the same except we used magnum primers,
instead of regular. Average velocity for
these readings was 758 f.p.s. with a
Hatcher reading 0£75.19. I felt I definitely
was on the right track.

The 231 loads with the big 245-grain slug
were good, but not as dramatic as SR 7625,
except for one load I had brewed up using
Speer's 225-grain JHP in front of 5.8 grains
of 231 with regular large pistol primers.
Loading data came from Lyman's Pistol
and Revolver Handbook. It produced an
average velocity of 716 f.p.s. for three re
~orded shots and worked out to 65.15 on
the Hatcher scale.

I now knew it was possible to have a big
bore snubby with both safe pressures and
good handling characteristics.

As an interesting side note, the factory
roundnose load chronographed at an aver
age of 619 f.p.s. for three shots. It rated
49.34 on the Hatcher scale, but the last
round invariably jumped the factory
crimp to bind the cylinder. My handloads,
with hard crimp, have never moved; but as
a precaution, when loaded for protection, I
have always new, unfired brass in the
chambers, with a full crimp in place.

I brewed up some of the more promising
loads, removed the Pachmayrs and put on
the small, smooth-wood grips. I did have to
work on the grip pin holes; they didn't
align properly. (Possibly a production
change.) After carefully enlarging the pin
holes on the wooden grips in the direction
of the metal pins, they seated perfectly. I
added a Tyler T-grip and my little big bore
really began to look like something.

At the next range session, I fired with the
new grips and could handle all loads, One
alarming fact did develop, however, that
helped explain some of our difficulty ob
taining readings with the chronograph. I
noticed definite signs of keyholing on my
targets and in some cases the big 245-grain
SWC slugs went through sideways.

For some reason, the big slug wasn't
able to stabilize. All that stopping power is
wasted if we have no penetration into' the
vitals. I then tried my 225-grain loads.
They were super. The recoil was mild,
compared to earlier loads. The jacketed
slugs cut neat, round holes at all distances.
As a bonus, the 225-grain Speers printed
perfectly, as to windage. They shot low un
til I filed the top of the wide front sight;
they then produced tight groups just over
the rugged front blade. .

I was pleased to see my ideas become a
reality. I now have a big bore snubby
which is only slightly larger than a S&W
Chiefs Special M36. It weighs one-half
ounce less, fully loaded: 22 ounces, com
paced to 22lh ounces for the Smith M36. Its
cylinder is larger, but no bigger than a Colt
Detective Special with its six-shot wheel.

The load I settled on, (5.8 grains of231/
225-grain Speer JPH regular primer), uses
a hollow-point bullet. I am no fan of trick
bullets and don't expect them to expand at

Full scale long lasting Jalloy 360 long range pistol and
high powered rifle silhouettes. . . . $269.99

1/5 scale N.R,A. Small 80re rifle silhouettes ..
1 set. . . S9.98

3/8 scale IHMSA .22 pistol silhouettes. I set ~17.80

SWMS' manufactures standard or custom scaled
silhouettes for your ronge. 'or more Information,
send 25' and a self-addressed envelope to:

Southwest Metallic Silhouettes
Rt. 7, Box 82 Abilene, Texas 79605

Or Call: (915) 928-4463 or (915) 698-3281

On•••t conal... ot 4 anlmall.

Schulz Leather Co. Inc.
r;"'" lt4t4,. 16247 Minnesota Avenue
~ Paramount, CA 90723
......- (213) 633-1081 636-7718

t;, yI>' Handgunners: Send $1.00 tor catalog-
"'Pan" Get $1.00 oN any Item

This is the most revolu
tionary design for a Der
ringer Holster in years.

. This Cordura HolstE" fits
" on any web seat belt.

Velcro fasteners are ad
justed to fit over the trig
ger and trigger-guard for a
clean draw. FITS: High
Standard Derringers.

Cal. ResIdents ('7 00
add 6Y2% 'iJ.

SEAT BELT
DERRINGER HOLSTER

RANGE
CASES
$14.00

• NYLON

$23.50
Both cases feature
wide storage pockets SUEDE LEATHER
on both sides of 13"
wide by 7" tall cases. The nylon cases come in forest
green (shown) or black. The suede case comes in a
rich brown suede outside and fleece lining inside. The
inside of the nylon case is lined with Y," padded foam.
FUll-length zipper, D-ring attachment at the ends of
both cases.

Fine
Metallic Silhouettes
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COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS

(0hie ghOOtelt9 guppQy -.~ .._ .-:' . "'ttlil-:

7532 Tyler Blvd., Mentor, Ohio 44060
1-216-953-8354

AH

.45·70, .375 JDJ, ,17 Remington and 34
other CUSTOM CONTENDER Barrels.
CUSTOM CONTENDERS - CU,STOM
SCOPE MOUNTS for HANDGUNS that
will stay on. CUSTOM RIBS - HEAVY
BUllET MOLDS in .357, .41 and .44
Caliber - Spring Kits - White Outline
Sight Blades - Hard Chrome Plating _
Rechambering Custom XP 100

Conversions.
Stomp For Information.

S S K INDUSTRIES
Rl. 1, Della Drive

Bloomingdale, OH 43910

614·264·0176
SUPPORT HANDGUN HUNTERS

INTERNATIONAl

M-S Ambidextrous Safety (BI 55). .33.75
M·S or King Extended Combat Safety (B 155) ... 17.50
M·S Extended Slide Release (B/SS) . .. .17.50
M-S Beavertail Grip Safety (B/55). . 14.95
Colt Drop-in Beavertail Grip Safety 24.00
King Drop-in Beavertail Grip Safety (B/SS) 22.00
King-Tappan Combat Sights . . 28.50
Bianchi Holsters: Chapman # 50 41.00; Askins # 4 35.00
Bianchi B·9 Belt (Please State Size) . .23.50
Davis Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher # 1045. 60.00
Davis Holsters: Liberty # 453 or Machaira # 4532 .. 30.00
Davis # 114 Belt 25.00; Davis 45MP ObI. Pouch 19.95
Alessi ObI. Mag Pouch 13.00; Single Pouch 9.00
Wolf Spring Kit (State weight & Gun) 4.80
Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (Gov't/Comm) 5.50
Checkered MagaZine Pads (Black Neoprene) 1.00
Wilson T~igger 14.95; Deluxe Long Trigger 11.95
Combat Corner Quick Loader Magazine Well 6.50

JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE, Dept. AHG, Rd. #1,9518 Rt. 60,
Fredonia, N.Y. 14063

Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt. AMT and
Crown City Autos. Completely
replaces the existing release.
No drilling or -tapping
necessary. Instructions
included. $19.95 postpaid.
N.Y. res. add 7% tax. WE pay
ALL Shipping Charges.
Satisfaction or your money
back.

liARD CAST LEAD BULLETS-SIZED & LUBED

9MM 115 GR. RN. . $27.50
30 CAl. 115 GR. SPITZER. . 27.50
38 CAl. 148 GR. we. 28.50
38 CAl. 148 GR. DEWC . . 28.50
38 CAl. 158 GR. RN 29.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. SWe. 29.50
41 CAl. 210 GR. SWC . 36.50
44 CAl. 225 GR. SWC .........••.....••....... 36.50
44 CAl. 240 GR. SWC . . . . . . . .• . . . . •••. . 37.50
45 CAl. 185 GR. WC 31.50
45 CAl. 200 GR. SWC . . . 32.50
45 CAL. 230 GR. RN 36.50

0.5.5. "COPPER-CLAD" BULLETS

9MM 115 GR. RN $35.50
38 CAl. 158 GR. SWC 40.50
44 CAl. 240 GR. SWC. . 50.50
45 CAl. 230 GR. RN 47.50

All prices per 1ODD-All bullets bulk packed 500 to a box,
Special wax type lubricont- # 2 Alloy

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED fREIGHT (OLLECT.
QUALITY GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY REfUNDED

• DEALERS WRITE OR (All fOR WHOlESALE PRICE LISTS

SSK
HAND

CANNONS

Self-indexing actions utilize selective
firing pins, which move up or down
automatically to fire each of the two
super-imposed cartridges.

Other features include dual extraction,
a built-in hammer safety block to
prevent firing if the gun is dropped
accidentally, and recessed headspace for
extra safety.

For more information, write the
company at 31 Prestige Park Circle,
(Dept. AH), E. Hartford, CT 06108.

Continued on page 67

WHAr'S
NEW

to conclude this article than by sharing
with you some of Fitz's thoughts:

"I have found that it takes very little en
couragement to interest everyone in the art
ofshooting. Whether man, woman, or child,
they are all interested if the subject is prop
erly submitted to them and they enjoy it as
much as the gun-addict. Protection of self
family, and property is a very good reason
why every American citizen should learn to
shoot. Thefear ofrevolvers andpistols arises
from ignorance of their manipulation and
use; fear ofaccidents with firearms arises
from the same source. The man who knows
how to use a revolver has no fear of it and
feels a sense ofsecurity in his home that can
not be derived in any other way.

"The magic of knowing that you can
shoot quick and straight is a life-saver and
when you acquire it you will place more de
pendence in your revolver than you will in
any three friends ~

you have." ~

HI now chambers its
derringers for .22 LR

High Staridard has introduced two
derringer models chambered for .22 LR.

Available in blue or electroless nickel,
they are said to have lighter trigger pulls
than the company's Magnum models.

Both are hammerless, double-action
and have palm-filling grips for maximum
shooting control.

In summing up, there has been more
satisfaction in this project than merely
seeing ideas materialize. There is the
pleasure that comes from realizing yo.u
have in the revolver, a dependable com
panion, whether on the range or on the
highways. Slipped into an overcoat pocket,
it has been a welcome addition on evening
walks. Both my wife and I were glad of its
presence the night our car refused to start
when preparing to leave a city parking lot
for home. We were alone, except for a cou
ple of suspicious-looking types sitting on a
wall drinking beer. No problem arose, but
when we think of how it all could have
gone down so differently, we were grateful
for the big bore snubby.

More than 50 years ago, J. Henry
FitzGerald wrote a classic book called
Shooting. It deals entirely with handguns
and their use. Some of it is outdated now,
but the wisdom he shares is as timely now
as it was then. I can think of no better way

700 f.p.s., but they don't have to. They're
already big enough to dothe job.

One of the Charter's strong points,
which really contributes to the finished
snubby, is the high visibility sights. These
are fixed, as they should be on a gun of this
type. The rear consists of a generous
trough cut into the topstrap, and the relo
cated front ramp has been improved by
the necessary filing of its height. Broad and
blocky, they are quickly picked up by the
eye.

Accuracy is superb with the 225-grain
Speer bullet. Friends .who are more adept
at double-action shooting than I, !lave
printed extremely tight groups at seven
yards. The accuracY'is still present at fur
ther distances, but that is getting beyond
the practical applications of a gun of this
type. The gun can still be cocked for single
action Dring, but I do little of that, prefer
ring to stay with the double-action
method.

Concerning controllability, in my prac
tice I shoot some rounds one-handed, both
left and right. Perfect control is present.
Remember, this is with the small-wood
stocks and a TylerT-grip adaptor. I do pre
fer two hands for' most shooting, which
provides comfortable control resulting in a
deadly cone of fire.

Federal has introduced a new 200-grain
lead bullet for the .44 Special, which
breathes new life into the factory ammo
scene for non-reloaders. I have never tried
them because 'I am happy with my present
handloads and have my sights set for that
load.

Charter Arms has recently brought out
the .44 Bulldog in stainless. I haven't seen
one, but a gun of this type can well benefit
from the qualities inherent in stainless. If!
were working up my big-bore snubby con
cept today, I would look long and hard at
the stainless model.
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NMSS sponsors
handgun matches
for civilians .

T he National Marksman Sports
Society was founded in 1979 by

Charles Leslie Dees, head of the Police
Marksman Association. The founding
marked the first time a natiollal organi
zation has sponsored PPC mat~hes for
civilians, as well as for law enforcement
officers.

NMSS has four categories of shoot
ers: Police Revolver, Police Automatic,
Civilian Revolver, and Civilian Auto
matic. Each occupation category an9
type of handgun competes against the
same;

The course of fire is a 60-shot PPC
course, fired twice. It differs ftom the
NRAs PPC shooting in two respects:
the 12 shots in 25 seconds stage are fired
at 15 yards instead of seven, and at 50
yards the six shots in the sitting stage
are eliminated in favor of six shots
standing, without support.

In revolver competition, the gun
must bea .38 Special or larger, with a
barrel length not to exceed 61h inches.
There is a special "stock" category for
factory-configuration, unmodified
revolvers. In the automatic class, the
gun must be a .380 Of larger.

The location of the National com
petition changes from year to year. It
was held in 1981 and 1982 at the Allen
town, 'Pennsylvania police academy

/range. Regional championships are
held around the nation.

In 1982, Dees resigned and ap
pointed gun writer and instructor Mas
sad Ayoob as national director of
NMSS. Ayoob expanded t4e member
ship base and added two events-an
indoor course of shooting for winter
months in cold climates, and a "speed
match" to draw IPSe and other combat
shooters into the sport.

The "speed match" is a PPC course
fired with full-power ammo in half the
usual time frames: 12 shots in 13 sec
onds at seven yards, for example. The
gun must be reloaded after every six
shot string.

Observers say that NMSS shooting is
growing at about the same pace bowl
ing pin shooting did in the mid-1970s.
NMSS membership costs $8. a year or
$15. for two years. Me!Ubership infor
mation is avail.able from Massad
Ayoob, National Director, National
MarkSman Sports Society (Dept. AH),
POB 1539, Concord, NH 03301.

INFO 'QUICKIE'

TAURUS M85 SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: .38 Special
Action: DA revolver
Capacity: 5 rounds
Barrel: 3"
LOA: 71//'
Weight: 22 ounces, empty
Sight: Fixed
Stocks: Smooth wood
Finish: Satin blue or nickel
Price: About $180
Importer: International Distributors

7290 SW 42nd Street
Miami, FL 33155

Continuedfrom page 38

TAURUS M8S

cal. To my knowledge, they are not now
available here. Perhaps they will be some
day. I think the square butt grip would
make the three-inch barrel model look and
handle considerably better.

On the range, I really wished for those
oversize grips. The tiny round butt just
doesn't allow for a good hold. At 25 yards,
from the bench, the gun shot more than a
foot low. This was with a tight two-hand
hold, using Nyclad 125-grain Chiefs Spe
cic1lload. However, at the seven-yard line,
shooting fast double-action with one hand,
it printed only a couple of inches low.

For comparison, I put a few rounds
'through a three-inch S&W Airweight M37
squaTe butt at both distances. The 37,
though lighter in weight, was easier to han
dle and had less felt recoil, probably be
cause of the slightly larger, better designed
grip.

The 85 had a very respectable double
action pull when it came in. During dis
assembly and parts photography, I found
few spots that needed any attention. Ex
cept for the too-small grips and shooting
low, I'll give the little gun a pretty clean bill
of health. It should serve well for those
who want a good small-frame
revolver at a reasonable price.

In 1849, Christian Sharps patented a
four-barrel "revolver" which wasn't a re
volver but a pepperbox with barrels that
didn't revolve!

It was fired by a striker, which revolved
on a center post to hit, in sequence, the
percussion caps positioned on nipples on
the ends of the fixed barrels.

A side hammer served both as a cocking
lever and the force behind the striker.

His four-barrel "revolver" was made at
Mill Creek, Pennsylvania. In 1851, Sharps
mOlted his manufacturing facilities to
Hartford, Connecticut.

Although more than 150,000 pistols
(plus thousands of rifles and carbines)
were made and sold under his patents,
Sharps died a poor man. The value of his
estate at his death in 1874 was $341.
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Like
small ,-
groups?-

Name _

A five shot pattern you can cover with a
quarter takes on a whole new meaning
when you do it with your own cust.om
made ammo. To find out how to get Into
reloading, send $1.00 for introductory
booklet to NRMA, Suite 300, 1221 S.W.
Yamhill St., Portland, OR 97205.

©. ~
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$4.95 PLUS 77¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AU-I. 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

A TEXTBOOK BY E. fl. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

GUNFIGHTINC

AT IIOME

AND

RELATED

SUBJECTS

City ---:-:: S~t:..__-_-_-~'-_-_-_-_-

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT

I GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN
SIX MONTHSI START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME. : ••

l OUR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU: •.
• BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR. CUSTOMIZING· CHOKES

I .ACCURIZING • BLUEING· SPORlERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS. HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

I .RELOADING FOR PISTOL AND RIFLE· SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE!
PROVEN METHODS- CHARTS- EXPLODED VIEWS

I ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL
AGENCIES & BY THE VA FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 I
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 9iJO.83461- - - - Piease AUSii'iuii'info Ori'ho;i'Ca;t;comea prates1

sional gunsmith the QUICK, ~asy home study waY"1I No obligation. No salesman Will call.

I NAME AGE --I
ADDRESS __.--

I CITY STATE -- ZIP --'1
.'MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT, CG13

L! 2538 N. 8TH ST,. PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85006 I-----------



$ 8.66
13.8U
4.49

6/2400
995

14.95
16.95
1895
7.49

6/3800
1588
1995

45 Colt Auto, 10 rd
15 rd

45 Colt Auto, 20 rd
25 rd

45 S.S Mags, each

11935 Woodside AvenueP.O. Box 326·H
Lakeside, CA 92040 714-561·5800
MasterCard. Visa & COD orders welcome

BRASS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
p.o. Box 315H

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

Colt 38 Super, 2 In pouch
Colt 9mm, 2 in pouch
Browning 9mm high power, 2 mags in free

pouch, (13 rd) 19.95
Browning 9mm, 22 rd 18.95

30 rd 24.95
S&W Mod 59, 30 rd mag 24 95
9mm Luger or 9mm P·38 Walther, 2 in pouch 22.95
Colt Woodsman 22 cal. all models since WWII 1595
Ruger 22 Auto, all models, each 9.95

2 In pouch 19 95
Star'PO 45,2 in pouch 21.95
S&W M39, 2 in pouch 19.95
Star BKS or BKM, 9mm, 2 with pouch 2195

';' MOON CLIPS FOR ALL 45 CAL REVOLVERS
8 pr 200

20 pro 4.00
50 pr 8.95

Please include 1.75 minimum postage
and handling per order

9mm & .38 Super
NEW .357 MAG.

AND OTHERS

ALL MAGS GUARANTEED TO FIT AND FEED

T. F. Inc.

WE NEEDMORE
HANDGUN
ENTHUSIASTS
ON OUR
SIDE! YOUR

COPY OF
HANDGUNNER

MAGAZINE
WITH A FRIEND

Maybe they'll get their own
coPy, by using the enclosed

suhsrription card.

...•••••••.•.•.......•....•••••......
~ DREADNAUGHT ~
: 357/44 B & D :
: Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
: T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
: BAIN & DAVIS :
: 559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :. .•......•............•.....•.... ~ .....

New front and rear sights designed
especially for handgun shooters in the
unlimited category of silhouette
competition have been introduced by .
Iron Sight Gun Works, Inc.

Jerry Barlett, company president, told
the American Handgunner that the sights
also are excellent for handgun hunting.

The sights present a broad, clear
picture, designed to work well with less
than-perfect light (or less-than-perfect
eyesight).

The front sight is of Patridge design
with a rearward slant. It fits any standard
3/8 inch dovetail.

The fully adjustable rear sight is
slanted rearward; one click of elevation
equals two inches at 200 meters. It
simply screws onto a Remington XP-IOO ,
a T/C Contender 14-inch, a Wichita or
Wichita MK40. Also available is a flat
base rear sight for Sako actions (drilling
is necessary on Sakos only). Mount
screws are included with all rear sights.

Barlett said the new sights are
"providing distinct advantages" for
shooters in IHMSA (International
Handgun Metallic Silhouette
Association) matches.

"We find more and more of them in
the winner's circle," he added.

The front blade is priced at $5; the
rear sight, at $38.50.

For more information, contact Barlett
at 815 West 17th St. (Dept. AH), Upland,
CA 91786.

Continued on page 73

Compensator system
helps reduce recoil

New sights introduced
for 'sUho' shooters

A new compensator system for .45
autos provides a significant reduction of
muzzle rise and felt recoil and the
benefits of a six-inch match barrel!
bushing custom-fitted to the pistol.

Designed and produced by J. Michael
Plaxco, the system achieves recoil
reduction by re-directing combustion gas
through a ported component on the
barrel.

The system is easily removable and the
shooter can re-insert his original barrell
bushing, if desired.

The in-shop time for fitting a "Plaxco
Compensator System" is approximately
four weeks. Cost: $250.

Plaxco, a 29-year-old custom
pistolsmith, won the 1982 Steel Challenge
tournament, a combat-type match held
on the Juniper Tree range in Canyon

., Country, California. Competitors
numbered 154, from 21 states, Guam and
Australia.

For more information on the system,
write Plaxco at Route I, Box 203 (AH),
Roland, AR 72135.

AMMO NEWCOMER
The very best groups were fired with a

newcomer to the ammo field: The Amer
ican Ballistic Company's new Super Sonic
175-grain jacketed hollow-cavity .45s. This
round is listed at 1,275 fps-yet it
consistently grouped at just under two
inches. I look forward to much more ex
perimentation with this ammo from Mar
ietta, Georgia.

After I had fired my SOOth round and
silence again returned to my ranch, I
looked at the Astra A-80 with a pleased
smile. It handles and shoots every bit as
good as it looks. Were I walking into a bad
situation with my eyes wide open, I would
know with certainty that I was well armed,
indeed.

The Astra A-80 is marketed in the
United States by Interarms (10 Prince
Street, Alexandria, VA 22313).

Maybe for some of you I have left the
best for last. If you are into minor calibers
with large magazine capacity, for whatever
reasons, the Astra A-80 can also be had
in IS-shot versions chambered for the
9mm Parabellum, or the .38 Super. Price,
though high, is not out of line when
you consider the peace of mind you are
purchasing. "Made in Spain" just may
take on a whole new ~

meamng. ~

The new rib comes packed in a
complete do-it-yourself kit, which
enables the buyer to mount it without
the use of any tools.

For more information, write the
company at ISO Park Avenue (Dept.
AH), East Hartford, CT 06108.

at 25 yards. Imagine that, a gun that shoots
tighter with combat loads than it does with
target! Even some of my most meticulous
reloads, moving at relatively low velocities,
didn't group as well as the hot defensive
numbers.

Continuedfrom page 40

Poly-Choke makes new
add-on rib for TIC

A Thompson/Center Contender Super
14 add-on raised ventilated rib now is in
the line of handgun ribs produced by
Poly-Choke Company, Inc.

WHAT'S NEW

ASTRA A-SO

Continuedfrom page 65
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Continuedfrom page 45

ECHOLS

The Grand Aggregate winner at Camp
Perry, both for 1980 and 1981, was Joe
Pascarella, from New Mexico. He did it in
1980 using Oxford Illuminated Optical
Sights on his .45, and again in 1981 with
Swedish Aimpoint glass sights on both his
Smith and Wesson M42 (.22 caliber) and
Colt .45. If a man had shown up at Camp
Perry with anything like that on his guns
before World War II, he'd have been cow
hided out of camp!

However, I somehow feel that this is the
right way to go. Anything that can be de
vised which will make for more accurate
shooting than we were doing way back
then should certainly be countenanced-
and that goes for two-handed shooting.

Any of the old timers who don't feel we
should bow to progress should consider
how the handgun shooters were operating
40 years prior to our time. They couldn't
have hit a chorus line of Gibson Girls,
using No.8 shot!

I'm a great advocate of a shooter going
up against the best marksmen available
every time he can. Damon Runyon once
wrote, "If you rub up against money long
enough, some of it is bound to rub off on
you:'

And we did it back in the pre-war days,
just like they do now. Prior to 1939, it was
Emmett Jones in the West and Al Hem
ming in the East. After that, it was Harry
Reeves all over the country. I drank to his
health so many times after he had soundly
trounced me that I almost ruined my own.

And I can say, with some modesty, that I
am probably the only man who beat Harry
in a three-gun aggregate from the Fla
mingo Open in Coral Gables, Florida, in
1939, until World War II ended and a new
ball game started. I did it in the 2700 ag
gregate at the pre-Perry Matches in De
troit in 1941; and I beat him by 12 points
after he, with the same courteous thought
fulness I had shown the year before with
"Pop" Ward in the National Individual,
obligingly fired his last five shots on the
wrong target.

Trying to beat Harry Reeves in those
days was like trying to skin a live turtle
but the incentive was there. Better guns
and ammunition, and many more hours of
pr!lctice, have made the difference be
tween modern-day bullseye shooters and
we oldsters.

But now, let's get into these modern-day
whangety-bangers, the Police Revolver
Silhouette Shooters, and their tough Com
bat Championship matches.

All over the country, police are getting
away from bullseye shooting, and are put
ting in all their training time into police
combat shooting.
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Price lisr available

upon requesT.

Dealer inquiries

welcome.
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PEAMA·CHROME
803 D FOSler Field

Vicloria. Texas 77901
(512) 578-6606

2057 CLINE AVENUE
FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701

501-442-2967

RICHARD L. WATSON· PISTOlSMI~i:eA
"~~""' Q"."~, p,,,,,"d D"'"ry~

..~wATSON'S .45 SHOP

PEItMA - C"ItOME
THE BEST PROTECTION YOU CAN APPLY TO YOUR GUN

--~ /'"

The BUEHLER pistol base for Ruger
Blackhawk and Redhawk is available in
stainless steel. Installation is easy.
Just two holes to drill and tap. Strength
and durability are needed on the big 44 Magnums and the
BUEHLER system has it. See our complete line of pistol
and rifle mo'unts Send for FREE Catalog 38H.

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 RINDA, CA. 94Sb3

'ERMA·CHROME
provld.s th. followlngl
A) Corrosion Proof-Losting Protection.
B) Non-glore satin finish will never

chip, peel, or crock due to its
molecular bond. .

C) Uniform processing of internal and
external partsJof your handgun,
rifle, shotgun or muzzleloader.

D) Increased durability due to super
lubricity and hardness (Rockwell
"70" C).

BUEHLER
PISTOL MOUNT

• Highest Quality
Work

• Target, IPSe or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

68

For further information and specifications, contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

Greider's Custom .45 Shop



PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94 6"-$82

If you
want

the
best!

~u-1liil1e ~U115, ~l1C.
Depl.AH

1053 CAULKS HilL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING,
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses .have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

DAVIS
CUSTOM GUNS

..... Highest quality workmanship by a champion
competitor: •
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team. 1982
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld

Championship, 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals. 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

Since 1970 the Davis custom has been
the preferred gun for 80% of the top law
enforcement PPC shooters nationwide.

We Feature: 4 GRADES
DAVIS FRONT ADJUSTABLE RIB

ACCU·LOCK
CUSTOM HANDGUN WORK OF ALL KINDS

DAVIS CO. 2793 Del Monte St. West Sacramento, CA 95691 (916) 372-6789
Write for our free full color brochure.

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20. 32, etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel. any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

Whrrl <l9un QConuHsion

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted

to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications! .

I feel that this has come about because
the entire program can carry right on
through into their daily work. Although
they may not always use the same re
volvers they use in their daily, precarious
activities, the positions and the training
used in the program help considerably,
and they get accustomed to handling their
weapons until it becomes second nature to
them.

When this type of shooting first began
after World War II, the U.S. Border Patrol
team was a new breed of bullseye shooters,
all firing well over 2600 aggregates. They
took to this new silhouette shooting like it
had been fashioned for their sole enjoy
ment. They won the National Team
Championship two or three times; but by
then, the fad had spread throughou t the
country, and law enforcement shooters
were getting the hang of it and learning
that quick sight alignment and double
action trigger squeeze was the answer to
winning matches.

It is now, by far, the most popular type of
competition for law enforcement officers
in the country. I went to Yuma, Arizona, in
April for the NRA Regional Police Re
volver Championships, to see how things
were progressing..

It was held at the beautiful Adair Park
Range, where there are excellent ranges
for bullseye shooting (both rifle and
pistol), trap and skeet, black powder and
police silhouette firing. The range is
named for the famous old Yuma pistol
shooter, Norman Adair. Border Patrolman
Bill Hilden acquired the property for
Yuma County from the Bureau of Land
Management for a nominal sum. With his
supervision, Yuma County built the range,
which was opened in 1974.

The championships were sponsored by
the Cholla Gun Club of Yuma, in conjunc
tion with the NRA. One of the many dedi
cated workers at the match was Border Pa
trolman Modesto Cartagena, an extremely
likable Puerto Rican and one of the top
police handgunners in the nation.

Five individual matches were fired in
the Regional. Match One was from a
crouch position; two stages of 12 shots
each, fired double-action from 7 and 15
yards. The time was 25 seconds per stage,
starting with a loaded gun in the holster.
Reloading time was included in the 25
seconds.

All the shooters use speed loaders. Most
of them fired Smith and Wesson MIO re
volvers with six-inch bull barrels, although
I did see a few Colts and Dan Wessons on
the line. The double-action pull is so
smooth that they feel, to an old bullseye
shooter, like easing off a three-pound trig
ger, single-action.

In Match One, I learned that there were
124 people tied for the record with a possi
ble, both in lOs and Xs. All fired 240 with
24 Xs. At the Yuma match, two more
shooters got into the act with all Xs: John
Pride of the Los Angeles Police Depart
ment, and Joe Cordova, a Border Patrol-
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814.95
sugg. retai 1

COMBAT GUARD
TRIGGER GUARD EXTENSION

available in:

Blue - Stainless - Satin Nickel

Installs in minutes with super strong epoxy

or silver solder. Will not damage original

configuration of the ~uard.

Designed by Career Law Enforcement Armorer

Dealer & Police price - $10.00 ea or 10/$85.00

include $2.00 per order for postage/handling

Money Ord~r or Cashiers Check only please.

to: HARRY R. BALIAN, pistolsmith

4207 W. STATE AVE.

PHOENIX;· ARIZONA 85021

Ari zona res i dents include 5% sa1es tax

man from Lemon Grove, California.
There should be either a "Z" ring inside

the "X" ring, or shooters should back off
from the 7- and 15-yard positions and fire
at longer ranges, to help break the many
ties that are piling up.

The course of fire for Match Two was six
shots kneeling, six shots left-hand and six
shots right-hand from behind a barricade,
all at 25 yards, and all in a time of 90 sec
onds. John Pride again went clean on this
match, except for 2 Xs. It was good
enough, however, to win the match.

Modesto Cartagena took time off from
his duties as official greeter and general
]1andyman to win Match Three, which
consisted of 50-yard sitting, prone and
standing. The course of fire was six shots
kneeling, six shots left-hand from behind a
barricade and six shots right-hand from a
barricade, using either double- or single
action. The time was 90 seconds. Car
tagena fired a possible with 13 Xs.

A beautiful little Irish colleen from
Apple Valley, California-Leslie Mullins
won Match Four, which was fired at 25
yards standing without support, double
action. The course of fire was two stages of
12 shots each, with a time of 35 seconds for
each stage. Not much bigger than a bar of
soap, she served with the Border Patrol for
several years and is now a special agent
with the Bureau of Land Management.
Leslie won the Women's Aggregate with a
1477-93 Xs.

Speaking ofwomen law enforcement of
ficers, I learned that the National Women's
Grand Aggregate Champion is Cathy
Compton, an airport security officer in
Dallas. Her score was 1487-99 Xs, and she
is now learning International pistol shoot
ing for a try at the Olympic Team in 1984.

The final individual course-Match
Five-was the NRA National Police, which
gets a bit complicated. Competitors fire 12
shots dou ble-action at 7 yards from a
crouch position, and at 25 yards, double
action, six shots kneeling; then six shots
standing, both left- and right-hand from
behind a barricade, all in two minutes and
40 seconds. Then they fire at 25 yards
double-action, six shots standing, without
support in 12 seconds. No barricade or
other support could be used, only a two
hand grip.

John Pride won this match with a
596-45 Xs and Cartagena was right on his
tail with a 596-44 Xs. Only one X
difference!

The National Grand Aggregate Cham
pion for these five matches is Jim Collins,
an Alabama State Trooper, with a possible
1500-126 Xs. The highest score ever shot on
the Yuma range was a 1494-110 Xs, fired by
John Pride in 1981.
.,. Pride looked like a cinch for the Grand
Aggregate. He won the first match, the sec
ond and the fifth; catching him looked
harder than trying to put a blister on a por
cupine. But a moustachioed Border Patrol
man from Fresno, California-John
Poole-who had tooled into Yuma on his

JOHN
SPILBORGHS

PO BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA
CA. 93103 -1529

SPECIALIZING IN

6" .45 LONG SLIDE

-
INFO 'QUICKIE'
The Colt .45 Government Model

semi-automatic pistol has been the
standard U.S. military issue since its
adoption in 1911, when it beat out the
Savage and Luger pistols in a severe
series of tests. The 1911 stayed the same
from the time of its adoption until June
ofl926, when the military decided to
iron out deficiencies noted in the gun.
The new model was modified and
redesignated the Model 1911Al.

p··..····~·11
• vl •• •• •• •· ", .
• r.am,.~-~~ Converts stan~d •

• I a I ~~ belt holster to •1 SINCE 1857 shoulder holster.

• #9 HANOI-STRAP •
• Sturdy lightweight leather shoulder strap converts •

•
most helt holsters into shoulder holsters or may he •
used with mutl.:hing spring loaded holslcr as ill~str-

• aled. #9 Strap only-$19.50 •
#9 Holster only-$35.45 plus postage $2.00

• FREE CATALOG-holsters, scabbards.•
cartridge helts, cases, slides and slings.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.•

-.;'ir.{.'.dilrir.9.Oil
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Specializing In
Custom Combat

Modifications For
The 45 Auto.

CUSTOM
HAND GUNS

For :'v10/"f' Infonnatioll Write

Bill Kohuth
3937 Risher Road

Youngstown, Ohio 44511

35

BILL KOHUTH
Pistolsmith

(216) 783-0950

BRowNElLS. 1110.-------..1

Send $1.00 for new full eolor eatalog:
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

Eagle Grips
HANDGUNNERSI
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value.

Custom grips at affordable prices

Rosewood. Pearl. Ivory. Grey and Black Horn. Ebony & Stag

World Famous Eagle Grips arc handcrafted from tested designs, using only
finest available exotic materials, for uncompromising quality and fit. With
smooth or high-relief carving available.·Rosewood styles include popular
Wraparound Finger Position, Oversize style and Regular style. Retail price
from: $20.95 10 $35.95.

CLICK! When you hear it, you can believe it.
The Wichita,•. 45 automatic pistol target and

combat sight systems feature easy to operate
]X>sitive click elevation and windage adjust
ments. When you hear the click, you can
believe it, so your shooting is more accurate.

In addition, these all-steel sights, designed by
renowned pistolsmith Ron Power, have been
ruggedly constructed. Each is made to withstand
the shock of service ammo and heavy loads
better than any sights you've seen before. And
they're legal for alllSPC and NRA competitions.

Visit your favorite dealer to see (and hear)
Wichita Arms target and combat sight systems. (I)~

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Target Sight $49.50 ~

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Combat Sight $49.50

Wichita Arms / 444 Ellis, PO. Box 11371, Wichita, KS 67211 / (316) 265-0661

BROWNELLS
Designed for

The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists
Who Service the Needs of the Millions of

Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today
Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserYes
the Best possible in supplies -Immediate serYice from in-stock
inventories -Personal association with knowledgeable gun people
-Constant adjustment in product performance.

SELECTED FOIt THE SELECT
For the trade are tools for every need -Chemicals for every epplication -Supplies for every operation
-Accessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot, to service, to repair, to r..build or build the Gun
-Electroless nickel plating -Wood carving tools· -Engraving supplies -Hot and cold gun bluing
-Special glass bedding· Acraglas· Acraglas Gel.

Price $3.25* - FREE TO ·aUALlFIED GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME)
Serious Gu"n~ts&: Hobbyists lOur new regular cUltomers of the future~ Ask, and we will send Federal Fireanns' Licensing
procedures WI~ your $3.25 ~talog order. For th~ good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get
started as a legltlm.8~e profeulonel • full C!' part time· or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area
~endl.on the actiVity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy I .Refunded on

Fore. n: $4.25 BROWNELLS Ino 200 s. GROVI first $30.00 order
• tMONTIZUMA, IOWA '0171

Art Jewel Enterprises Ltd.
Dept. AH, 421 Irmen Drive, Addison, IL 60101
Orders only, call: TOLL FREE (800) 323-6144
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Randall oHers new
mag (stainless) for .45

A new 17-7 stainless steel magazine for
.45 autos is offered by the Randall
Manufacturing Co.

The magazines are handmade, hand
polished and feature a stainless steel
spring and convex-shaped follower
designed to keep cartridges centered for
dependable functioning.

For more information, contact the
company at 7965 San Fernando Road
(Box AH), Sun Valley, CA 91352.

1983HANDGUNNERANNUAL
Now on your newsstand!

motorcycle, took the Grand Aggregate
with a mighty fine score of 1490-86 Xs.
Pride was second with 1489-110 Xs; strong
on Xs, but short one point on lOs.

The two-man team match was won by
Frank Glenn and Charles Crawford of the
Arizona Department of Public Safety, with
a score of 1185-83 Xs. The four-man team
match was won by the strong Los Angeles
Police team of Pride, Romero, Salseda and
Kafer. Their score was 2374-156 Xs, and
the' LAPD second team was only four
points behind, for second place.

Shooters came from Canada, Northern
California, Utah, Nevada, Texas, Mexico
and Arizona.

I enjoyed the camaraderie which existed
among them. It was like an old bullseye
match in Florida before World War II, and
gratifying to learn that the NRA has done
considerable promoting of this type shoot
ing. The event is tied in with the NRAs
Police Training Program, and there is no
reason to believe it won't get bigger and
better as time goes by.

Jeff Fell, an old dead-eye shooter from
the Border Patrol, was the NRA referee at
the match. He told me that this type of
shooting has almost completely taken over
other types in Arizona. Along with the fun
and fraternization of the big matches, the
officers are preparing themselves for those
chips-down situations, which seem to show
up more often these days. Now, they will
be able to better handle themselves in an
increasingly professional manner when
called upon to do so.

My trip tq the Yuma match pointed up
at least one important factor: Today's
shooter-be he bullseye or combat-is just
as dedicated as we were 40 years ago; but
he is far superior when it comes to racking
up consistently higher scores.

Then, we didn't have the guns and
ammo he has today.

Any old-timers of 40 years ago who
don't like this kind of progress should re
flect on the shooters 40 years before us,
who couldn't hit that chorus line of
Gibson Girls-or even "Big ~

Jim" Brady. -,
---------
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MASSAD F. ATOO.'S
"IN THE .RAYEST EXTREME"

DILLON PRESS

Continuedfrom page 37

----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301----

1Please check one: I
10 Check or Money Order - $7.95 I

1
0 Charge my MC No. I

. Exp. date Name I10 Charge my VISA No. Street 1
Exp. date . City I

II Bank on which account Is drawn: I______________ State Zip _L J

In operation, you start with an empty
case at station one, lower the hand to de
prime, let go of the handle with the right
hand, pull back the primer feeder slide,
pick up a primer, push forward, regrasp
the handle and lower it to seat the primer.
Then you rotate the shell holder/case to
the left, add another empty case and re
peat the above, only this time the left hand
joins in to cycle the powder measure.

In seating the primer, the right hand ro
tates the shell holder and inserts another
empty, while the left hand seeks out a bul
let and positions it on the case mouth at the
third station and holds it there, while the
right hand lowers the handle to seat the
bullet.

Both hands cycle the two slides in uni
son, and it's back down to prime, rotate the
shell holder and feed in another empty.
The next time a loaded round appears at
station one, the right hand removes it be
fore going for an empty. With all four posi
tions now filled, the above operations are
continued until the empties are all gone. It
sounds complicated, but it can be com
pleted quickly, and is an easy procedure to
learn.

Odds are you'll be out of cases before
bedtime, as the reloader will fill them up
faster than most have ever loaded. I can
load 100 cases-straight-walled or
bottleneck-in about 20 minutes on the
RL-450 without getting arm-weary, and I
expect I can crank out 250-plus in an hour.
Those are burst rates of five-rounds-per
minute, and sustained speeds of four
rounds-per-minute. That includes filling
the measure and primer feed tube, boxing
the rounds anQ opening the bullet boxes.
Dillon call attain burst rates of 450
rounds-per-hour, but I can't-yet.

RL-450: SIMPLE AND FAST

There are progressive loaders who claim
500-round-per-hour speeds but they're
fussy about cases. I did 300 rounds of mili
tary .38 Special cases (ill 20 minutes-plus
per hundred) that. were so sad they would
have tied up a progressive loader for hours,
mashed case mouths; crimped in primers
and swelled rims. The RL-450 is simple
enough to allow the operator to cope with
it all, and still maintain excellent speed.

Maybe some of you will turn up your
noses at all this talk of speed and say it's
accuracy that you need. Well, I shot a
nX80 at last year's IHMSA (International
Handgun Metallic Silhouette Association)
Internationals with a Redhawk in the Re
volver class with a box of ammo I'd loaded
in 20 minutes on an RL-300. 'If I do my
part, I'll shoot 40X40's with my 7X47 Tejas
unlimited gun with ammo loaded just as
fast on an RL-450.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JANUARY IFEBRUARY 1983

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

DENVER BULLETS INC.
1801 WEST 13 AVENUE
DENVER, COLORADO
80204
(303) 893-3146

45-230 GR R.N. FLAT POINT
VERY HARD CAST
EXTREMELY ACCURATE
$34.00 PER 1,000 DELIVERED
TO DEALER
(FFL) OR LAW ENFORCEMENT.

STILL ONLY $7.95

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwlse Information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches I" (GUN~

Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did In law school."
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a ciminal Justice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding.

lL, l/"i. <it Inl'
i:!,",j{I,!;"l't-r.,.,u"J

l'rnlhlm1\

=DENVER=[ID== BULLETS'=[IID
INC.
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TO INSURE AGAINST ACCIDENTS AND THEFT
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat'and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

CER-TEC INDUSTRIES (213) 782-0745 AG-183
14758 Keswick St. Van Nuys, Calif. 91405

o Please rush 1 GUN GUARD @11.95 + P.&H.
o Please rush __ (2 or more) GUN GUARDS @ 10.00 + 1.00 each

postage & handling
NAME _

ADDRESS _
CITY _

STATE ZIP _
Calif. res. please add sales tax
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

--------------------

Check these unique features:
D Child resistant, yet instant opening by adults. Even in the dark!
D Dual locking system may be used with or without a key.
D Looks like acombination lock (discourages tampering).
D FREE Anti-Theft attachment to secure gun to afixed object.
D 1 piece construction and easily applied to double action handguns.

AMAZING NEW
CHILD-RESISTANT

GUN GUARD

YOUR CHILD'S
SAFETY IS

WORTH

$11 95

PREVENT
(HILD-GIJN

TRAGEDY
In lour HORlt !

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest

-~!~~--~~-:-~..'..'~.

'.

\-

•Pat Pend

~---~~~~---~~--------------------

A barrel and custom-fitted bushing
costs $135, plus $5 for shipping and
handling.

Most pistols will require fitting,
according to the company. Fitting
charges are $25 extra, plus $15 for return
postage.

Bar-Sto manufacturers also precision.,
barr~ls for .45 and .38 Super autos, in
various lengths, in addition to several
stainless steel accessories.

For additional information, write the
company at 73377 Sullivan Road,
(Box AH), Twentynine Palms, CA 92277.

Continued on page 80
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Continuedfrom page 67

WHAT'S NEW

Bar-Ito now makes
barrels for M39/59

Bar-Sto Precision MaChine now has
available stainless steel barrels for 9mm
Smith & Wesson autos, models 39
and 59.

The company said accuracy
improvements over the original barrel
are "dramatic by comparison;' with good
ammo shooting IV2 inch groups at 50
yards over a sandbag rest.

I have a bull-barreled, 6X scoped .22
250XP varmint pistol that's taken a lot of
150-200-yard prairie dogs with ammo
cranked out on a Dillon. The jacks that
disappeared in a red blur couldn't have
told ifthere was any accuracy penalty paid
for by the reloading speed. .

No doubt about it, this reloader is the
one to have if you'd rather shoot than re~

load. There's no penalty for the speed for
any use short of bench-rest competition.
The press is so well built it will outlast
you-and it's not all that expensive.

The other manufacturers of presses are
in for some stiff competition; the Lee Jur
ret will come to dominate the low end of
the scale, and the Dillon the top. Hell, why
not get one of each. They both have a place
on your bench that hone of the others can
fill.

The RL-450, complete for reloading one
cartridge, lists for $365 (less dies). For
more information, write Dillon Precision
Products, Inc., 7755 E. Gelding Drive,
Scottsdale, AZ 85260.



.38 S&W

Continuedfrom page 47

and age. Unless I am badly mistaken, one
of the very last .38 S&Ws to be made in
this country was the Iver Johnson Cadet,
which was phased out of production in the
mid-1970s. This, of course, excl udes the
Ruger Service-Sixes, since these were not
available in the United States.

Now, let's examine the .38 S&W
cartridge itself. The case is .775 overall,
with a rim diameter of .440. At the base it is
.386 compared to .379 for the .38 special.
Because of its larger base diameter, a .38
S&W simply will not fit in an unaltered .38
Special.

Th ese figures are very close to the
dimensions ofa 9mm Luger. The latter has
an overall length of .754 and a base diame
ter of .392. So, the .38 S&W actually has a
slightly larger case capacity than the 9mm!
It is thus the strength of the cases, and of
the guns in which they are fired, that place
severe limitations on the power of the .38
S&W.

At some time (I can't determine exactly
when), U.S..38 S&Ws seemed to have
been changed from a bore diameter of
.359" to .357", or at least my Terrier is so
barreled. At any rate, all .38 S&Ws can be
effectively reloaded with standard .357
bullets.

With that out of the way, let's talk about
handloading the .38 S&W.

In my estimation, the old hull does its
best work with comparatively light bullets,
in spite of the British experience with
heavy slugs during WWII. The loads listed
here should be used only in modern, well
made revolvers. Specifically, I would limit
their use to the following guns: Colt Police
Positive, Colt Bankers Special, Colt Single
Action Army, Colt Detective Special,
S&W Military & Police, S&W Victory,
S&W Regulation Police, S&W Terrier,
Ruger Service-Six (if you can find one),
and Webley & Scott.

Since I don't currently own a four-inch
.38 S&W, I borrowed a Colt Police Positive,
so chambered, from a collector-friend.
This particular revolver is in excellent con
dition, and I really hated to return it after I
had finished shooting it.

Once again, these loads should not be
used in old, break-top revolvers, or any re
volver that is in less than good condition. If
there is any doubt whatsoever, have your

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The 2.7mm Kolibri, manufactured

by Grabner, an Austrian, just before
World War I, had a six-shot magazine
and fired its.1O caliber bullets through a
smooth bore (no one made rifling cut-

I· ters that small).
i,

28 PAGE CATALOG
FREE with order.

OR. send
$1 for

complete
calalog 01

CASES
(pistOl. rifle.

special
weapons.

submachine
gun):GEAR

BAGS &
POUCHES

for accessories:
HOLSTERS

(shoulder. belt.
ankle): and mUCh.

much more.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

Plus 53 per order for postage.
(Canada and HawaII $5)

Master Card. Visa. ArnE); or C.O.D.
Personal checks held 3 weeks.

Send Dealer FFL
or Law Enforcement Dept.

lenerhead.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

International Shootist Inc.
P.O, Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, "In today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather

_ equipment. 1'-

TED aLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ...

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc, under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all I.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S1 team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. AlII.S.!. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126'.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters"'-'r-==:::--:--"
P.O. Box 821 •
Rosemead, California !lI77D ill!
Ph. (213) 442-5772 .~:',

SUBSIDIARY OF COMSEC INTERNATIONAL. INC.

826 HORAN DRIVE, ST. LOUIS, MO. 63026
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE: 1-800·325·3049

MISSOURI RESIDENTS: 1-314-343-3575

For all 45's
and most
medium and large
frame auto's; also fits
some revolvers.• Military
quality. Ballistic nylon-5 layers
thick. Stronger than leather but
allows gun to breath.• Washable
will not mildew.• Adjustable Velcro
strap for securing weapon.• Lightweight
(8 ounces) and flexible-conforms to the shape
of your body.• Adjustable nylon webbed shoulder
strap. Can be worn military style or concealed.
.Available black only, with all black hardware;
left or right hand draw (please specify).

Model HN45B: for Colt Gov. Com, Gold Cup. Ace. Browning H,P,.
AmI. Star PD. S & W 39 & 59. Berena 92S.

Model HN45BR: lor S & W Med. Frame Revolvers 4-inch. Ruger
Securily Six. Coif Rev, 4·inch. H & K P9S. Browning BOA. Dan
Wesson 4-inch.

A5SAUL~
SYSTEmS - I~
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Now on your newssfandl

.38 S&W checked by a competent
gunsmith before you fire it. Also, the loads
listed should be worked up to carefully; I
suggest you start at least 10 percent below
these figures:

Because of the limitations of the qu
tridge, I personally feel the .38 S&W does
best with relatively lightweight bullets. If
you decide that you prefer somewhat
heavier slugs, you might try one of these
two loads:

All Moulded Parts are mfg.
from a new SPACE AGE
UNBREAKABLE synthetic
material

SUGGESTED RETAIL
PR ICE - $19.50

7 Round Capacity

+-Base Plate Retainer

Tolerances have been kept to
+-a minimum to assure

positive fit and function.

Removable Base for easy
Cleaning.

g BEAUTIFUL CONTROL ~
z ~8 [For Coli .45. Oetonics, Smith & Wesson Models 39 & 59, Browning Hi-Power) ~

I I
...J You Will solve the problems of slippage and inconsisfant hold by simply installing a pair of n
~ SUlishooters Flngergroove Grips on your 45 auto ~

!Z Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergroDves insure proper hand placement and ;;
o totally eliminate ,hlftlng of the weapon especrally dUring rapid tile 0

'I These features, ~ombined wit~ !he natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage 'I
...J you need In hunting or competitive shooting. (")
o 0
~ z
~ ~z ~

o 0
u ~

I I
...J n
o 0
~ z
~ ~

8 ~~~ ~~~~ ~
~ '\\) \)~'\\)\.\:~\~", g
~ ~~\.\.~/;)",'O~ ~
8 V~ ~
I I

...J n
~ SUPERIOR CONTROL ~
!Z DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY. :ri8 Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic ~
I woods. like the exhibition grade Socote illustrated above. Quality engineered. tinely finIShed, your I

...J new Sullshooters' Fingergroove GriPS will give you positive, beautiful control. Hi-Power n

~ R.tail Pri", Coli Oetonics S&W 39 & 59 ~

!Z Walnut S24.95 $24.95 $33.00 :rio 0
u Standard Grade Exotics S39.95 $35.00 $45.00 'I
J Exhibition Grade Exotics S70.00 $70.00 S70.00 n
~ For more information and complete list of exotic woods, send S.A.S.E. *
!Z Dealers write for discount information on all Bullshooters' products ~
o 0

u Z BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY ~- - --I ~
~ VISA IDept. AH/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446.'.•. g
~ . Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924 ~

8 Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp. ~
I Copyright, 1981, SEWS CORP. I

Add $2.50 postage & handling per order, COD's welcome.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM --

Wilson's Gun Shop Rogers Holsters
Rt.3, Box 211-D or 1736 Sf. Johns Bluff Rd.

BerrYVille, Ark. 72616 Jacksonville, FL. 32216
PH. 501-545-3618 PH.800-874-1610

Part No. 47 Dealer Inquiries In'/ited Part No. 29003

..
One Piece Moulded Synthetic --+ 7
Base Plate and Base Pad

Magazine Body Precision
Mfg. From Aircraft Grade
Certified Stainless Steel.
Design and Mfg. Methods--+
Have Eliminated Cracking
Problems Common with
Other Magazines, Heat
treated to R / C 38

Moulded Synthetic Follower,
Rounded Design with -+
Positive Slide Stop Operation

Wolff Extra Power Magazine--+
Spring

"THE ULTIMATE .45 MAGAZINE"
Intro~U~Wg the WILSON _ROGERS .45 AUTO

MAGAZINE

800 fps
750 fps

Velocity in
4" barrel

1100 fps
1000 fps
950 fps

1000 fps
950 fps
975 fps
900 fps
950 fps

Charge
5.7
5.0
3.3
5.2
3.3
4.9
4.6
5.1

Powder
Unique
Unique
Bullseye

Herco
Hi-Skor
Unique
SR4756
Herco

158-gr. Cast SWC Unique 3.6
158-gr. Cast SWC Herco 3.9

Bullet
95-gr. Silvertip

110-gr. Sierra
11O-gr. Sierra
110-gr. Speer
110-gr. Speer
125-gr. Sierra
125-gr. Speer
125-gr. Speer

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Colt's .36 caliber "Texas Paterson"

revolver was introduced in 1836 and
saw action in the Seminole War in Flor
ida. It was the first practical combat re
volver, although in comparison with
later models it was somewhat feeble
and fragile. Its folding trigger popped
into view when the hammer was
cocked. Today, an original Paterson
Colt is worth almost whatever the seller'"
asks; they're that rare.

The energy figures of all the loads listed
range from a low of approximately 200
foot-pounds to about 250 foot-pounds,
which takes it out of the pip-squeak cate
gory. The hollowpoint jacketed bullets will
generally expand to some extent at the ve
locities listed, making these loads superior,
in my estimation, to the old IS8-grain lead
round nose .38 Special load.

In reality, the .38 S&W is only about 15
percent less potent than most .38 Special
loads. For many years, the .38 S&W was
touted as the minimum which could be
recommended for personal defense. To
day, we have any num ber of "authorities"
advocating the .380 ACP for personal de
fense; and the old .38 S&W can handily
shade even the hottest .380 available'

If you should chance upon a good .38
S&W revolver, and discover that it's priced
less than a comparable one cham bered for
the .38 Special cartridge, consider yourself
fortunate and snap up the bargain.

The .38 S& W is an accurate cartridge
with sufficient power for defensive
purposes. It has been just that for more
than 100 years, and it just may be .....
around for another century or so. . ..
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Continuedfrom page 58

round, bull barrels. The 03s are slightly
lighter in weight and the sides of the bar
rels are milled flat. Even though the 03-04s
are well designed, I couldn't get interested
enough to want one.

Finally, H&R introduced its 800 series,
in which all models are identical except for
caliber. The M829 is a nine-shot .22LR;
the M826 holds six rounds of .22 magnum
cartridges. The M832, also a six rounder, is
chambered for .32S&W Long ammo. All
have three-inch barrels, ramp front sights,
fully adjustable rear sights, rebated flat
muzzles, and square-butt grips with wal
nut side panels.

H&R REVOLVERS

ENTER 'SUPERMAN'
I asked H&R to send me a couple of the

new guns for testing, to find out if they
handle as well as they look. When the test
guns arrived, it took only a minute to find
out that they don't. Double-action pulls on
the guns were Superman strong.

The H&R action design is sound, and
very little work is required to bring the
double-action pull down to an aceptable
level. All I did to the test guns was grind a
couple of coils from the ends of the main
springs. The reason for working both ends
is that each end of the spring has four
closed coils, a design feature of all H&R
mainsprings. After the springs were short
ened, both guns still had 100 percent igni
tion reliability.

The two guns tested were a four-inch
M904 and a M829. The M904 had a rather
heavy single-action trigger, so most of the
shooting was done with the M829, which
proved to be a fun plinker with acceptable
accuracy. No functional problems were
noted, except for an occasional mild diffi
culty of extracting fired cases. This called
for tapping the extractor rod with the han
dle of a small screwdriver.

At the range, where I was shooting the
M829, another shooter had an H&R M686
with a 7Y2-inch barrel. We swapped guns
for a few rounds. Needless to say, the M686
punched the holes closer together. Five
shot groups from a bench at 25 yards aver
aged under three inches.

We set up an Oehler Chronotach, re
cording 977 fps on the M686 and 884 fps
on the M829 with Winchester Super-X sol
ids. CCI Stingers averaged 1112 fps and
1043 fps, respectively.

H&R may have made more .22 caliber
revolvers than any other company. Their
guns have always been strong and durable;
now they have some style, too. Ray
Chatigny, H&Rs chief engineer, tells me
they're working on the Superman spring
problem. Soon, maybe even an ordinary,
mild-mannered gun writer will be able to
fire one double- ~

action-with ease. ~

• 100% reinforced
ivory - white
nylon - no cheap
plastics

• Same features as
the original
Monogripz.

Call (805) 466-6266
Open 9-5 P.S.T.

Brochure available for $1.00

(
HOGUE®\
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 2038
Dept. AH3B
Atascadero. CA 93423

PRICE:
$28.50 per set

add 1.50 postag~,& hdlg.

Ted Blocker'sCustom Holsters
p.o. Box 821 Dept A.H. Rosemead, California 91770

TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP
1818 Crestview Drive, Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

Specializing in Douglas barrel target conversions on
Rugers and High Standard 22's. PPC, Hunting and
Silhouette Conversions on Smith, Colt and Ruger.
In-Shop bluing, satin nickel and gold plating.
Write or call after 4:30 p.m. Central Standard time
for details.

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

TED BLOCKER'S HOLSTERS ARE THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS
Mickey Fowler wins 3rd straight Bianchi Cup and the man v Is man speed
event using Ted Blocker's 1.5.1. competition rig.

1.5.1 CANNON SAFE TEAM Mickey
Fowler, Mike Dalton, Craig Gifford
and Mike Fichman remain unde
feated in the Bianchi Cup Team
Match using Blocker's 1.5.1. Com
petition Rig. These winning team
members know and demand the
very best leather eqUipment avail
able. Write for free brochure or see
advertisement elsewhere in this
issue.

Madefor:
-5& W: Sq. & Rd. ButtK, L& N; Rd. Butt,J
- COLT PYTHON (I Frame)
- RUGER: (Security Six·, Police

Service Six·, Speed Six·
'(Post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above)

K Rd. Butt Model
Now Available

$19951$18.95 For Original Black Modell

Check or money order plus
$2.00 postage & handling (California
residents add 6% sales tax).

COMBAT COMPETITION
FIXED SIG HT PAT PENDING

DESIGNED BY RICHARD HEINIE
MACHINED FROM

4140 STEEL
ALL SHARP CORNERS

CERTIFIED CHECK ROUNDED
$55.00 Installed OR FRONT SIGHT IS
add $6.00 per gun ship. & hdlg. MONEY ORDER MODIFIED RAMP
III. Residents add 5% sales tax RICHARD HEINIE
send $1.00 for comple)e
brochure of services 821 E. ADAMS, DEPT. AH1I83
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED HAVANA, ILL. 62644

L7~6~:=':':::':':'~~~':;':;:":':':':'~::':;"'-------"';';'''';';;;';;;';''';';;';'';'';'''''"'''':::A';::M~E~R~IC~AN HAN DGU NNER . JAN UARY/ FEBRUARY 1983
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Sm Auto or Revolver
32-380 Autos
4" Revolver
45 Auto, elc.
6W' Bbl. Revolvers

6 8W' Bbl. Revolvers

Briefcase style (7h" x 14") with extra compart- ~
ments in 5 color camoflage or black 10.95 ~-,:;,.' .'~:

Deluxe model in leather 19.95
Ploaso includo $1. 75 minimum postago por ordor

T. F. Inc.
11935 Woodside Avenue P.O. Box 326-H
Lakeside. CA 92040 714-561-5800

BULLET MOULDS

Better yet ... give
them the enclosed
subscription order

card.

2207 BORDER AVENUE. TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 90501
TELEPHONE: (213) 320-6973

THE DEPENDABLE DNE.

SHARE YOUR
INTEREST IN
SHOOTING

TELL A FRIEND ABOUT

RANDGUNNER
MAGAZINE

The solid all-steel frame construction of Charter's Police Bulldog makes
this 6-shot a .38 Spl. you can really depend on. Charter's innovative engineering
makes them virtually stronger and more reliable because there's no side plate to
weaken the frame. You get rugged "dry-firing" endurance that only our unbreak
able spring-loaded Beryllium copper firing pin can give.

Here's a 6-shot that's an honest-to-goodness 6-shot - no need to leave
an empty chamber for safety, because the Charter hammer block design is truly
safe. The extra-wide trigger of the Police Bulldog must be in full rear position in
order to fire.

Charter offers the Police Bulldog in a choice of models with 2" or 4"
barrels and with regular extra-wide hammer or "no-snag" pocket hammer.
Checkered panel, neoprene, or square butt grips come standard according to
model, but grips are interchangeable within all models. This one has the guts for
"+P" ammo!

For dependability ... choose an all-steel frame ... and for a lot more
value for the dollar, choose Charter.

Q-W(TER ARMS·

Continued from page 61

.41 AVENGER

MORE LOADS
The heaviest loads utilized Blue Dot and

either of the harder primers in .45 Win
chester Magnum cases. With the Sierra
l70-grain JHC bullet, 12 grains and #200
primers, they yielded 1,224 fps and pro
duced a 1.34-inch group of four shots, plus
a flier. Maximum was 12.5 grains for 1,301
fps and a 2.26-inch group. Th~t's

640 foot pounds of energy, matching the
claimed top power of the Bren 10. With
# 350 primers, the same velocity was
reached; cratering was excessive, even
though a l.25-inch group was printed.
With W-W 7M primers and everything
else unchanged I got 1,271 fps with negligi
ble cratering and a L43-inch group.

I grouped and clocked a total of 33 dif
ferent loads with the Sierra l70-grain JHC
bullet and only a few maximum and over
maximum combinations grouped over two
inches. This bullet is a top choice for al
most any purpose,. including hunting.

Bullseye gave good loads; 6.0 grains be
hind the Sierra 170 gave 1,074 fps and
made a 1.3 I-inch group. Upping that to 6.5
grains produced 1,123 fps, and an even bet
ter l.28-inch group; but the # 350s cra
tered too much. Unique (7.0 grains) in
strong brass gave a fine one-inch group
(941 fps, W-W ·7Ms) and in Federal .45s a
L23-inch group (i,Oll fps, CCI # 350s).

For target and practical shooting, cast
bullets were excellent. SSK offers two new
designs, a truncated cone (TC) and a
round nose, both weighing 185 grains.
Driven at 1,000 fps, either meets IPSCs
"major caliber" requirements. I made sev
eralloads with the cast 185-grain TC and it
grouped brilliantly.

For a good medium load, 6.5 grains of
Winchester 231 in .45 Winchester Mag
num cases, with W-W 7M primers, gave
1,060 fps and produced a 1.40-inch group.
With 7.0 grains the group was a tight
L04-inch, but the # 350s cratered and
some leading began to show up at l,ll4 fps.
Blue Dot (il grains) and 7M primers com-
bined to make a L04-inch group at 1,097
fps.

In W-W .45 ACP brass, 7M primers and
7.0 grains of 231 behind the 185-grain TC
produced another L04-inch group at 1,077
fps. Unique (7.0 grains) pushed that bullet
to 990 fps, grouping 1.13-inch and 10 grains
of Blue Dot grouped almost as well: 1.28
inch at 987 fps.

One group showed that the cast 185
grain RN did nicely: 1.48 inch with 6.~

grains of Winchester 231 for 1,061 fps.
I fired two groups with the Sierra 210

grain JHC, both with 6.0 grains of powder
in Federal .45 ACP cases and # 350 prim
ers. Winchester 231 gave 956 fps and a 1.36-
inch group, and Unique made a neat 1.16-
inch group at 854 fps. Much more could
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have been done with this fine bullet, iftime
had allowed.

FITTING BARREL IS SIMPLE
I consider the .41 Avenger a major new

development in semi-auto calibers. The
SSK kit is a high-quality, versatile basic
outfit with options to convert almost any
.45 auto and to make nearly any reasona
ble handloads. The oversize barrels permit
tight fitting, and .45 shooters can expect
that their .41s will at least be as accurate as
their .45s, possibly more so; and fitting the
barrel is simple.

Offering at least a 30 percent increase in
top power over the .45 ACr, the .41
Avenger is superior in every respect to

HANDLOADING TIPS
These handloads show the great ver

satility of the .41 Avenger, and they prove
that it offers 600 + foot pounds of muzzle
energy with fine accuracy in the righf
loads. Handloading the .41 is not difficult,
but a few tips are in order.

First, the cases must be formed. The
easiest way is simply to run clean, sound,
well-lubricated .45 ACP cases into the
Avenger sizer. This is as simple as resizing
.45 ACPs, and no brass is lost. Headspac
ing is on the shoulder, not the mouth, as in
the .45 ACP; so I adjust the sizer for easy
chambering, with no more than .006-inch
headspace. The .45s before and after form
ing are about .898-inch long and need no
trimming.

Bullets seated to 1.20-1.25-inch overall
length fed reliably from the clip in my gun.
The only problem is that Sierra bullet can
nelures are not at the ACP case mouth
when seated to that length. I prefer to seat
and crimp in two separate steps, using a
very light crimp,just enough to remove the
mouth flare. The sizer/expander
combination is tight enough to keep bul
lets from being pushed back into the case
by recoil or during chambering. If the
Avenger roll crimper is forced, the case
may bulge at the shoulder, preventing
chambering.

I found that a good taper crimp could be
formed by using the RCBS .41 Magnum/
Carbo sizer as a crimper. I used this
method for most of my loads.

For heavy and maximum loads, full
length strong brass is formed similarly
from .451 Detonics Magnum brass; no
trimming is needed. Lacking a supply of
these cases, I trimmed once-firecl .45
Winchester Magnum cases to .94 inch,
then formed them to the Avenger's length:
.95 inch. Kits include a combined sizer/
trim die, but mine was the standard type.
An optional inside neck reamer is avail
able for converting .308 and similar rifle
cases.

Full-length brass can be crimped into
the cannelures of the Sierra bullets, or just
in front of the full-diameter shoulder of
the two 185-grain cast bullets, keeping
them within the 1.20-1.25 inch overall
length for best feeding and cycling.

$13.95

World'SlargeSI
suPPlier 0'
gun pariS.

U.S. PRICE $2.95
FOREIGN $3.95

NUMRICH ARMS, the world's
largest supplier of gun parts
offers new Catalog No. 10
covering a 150 million parts
inventory with information
never before in print.

P.O Box 233 • Budd Lake. NJ 07828

Doesn't Think Lead Bullet Selection
Should be a Compromise

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS

THE ALBERTSCORPORArION

The Alberts line of swaged lead pistol
bullets now totals 18. from .32 and .380
to .45. And. later in the year, 3 new
designs will be introduced!

Pre-Iubed. subject to the most exacting
quality control standards. and competi
tively priced, Alberts bullets have estab
lished new performance standards.
For complete information send $ .50 for our
latest brochure and Loading Data - 8 info
packed pages. For another $ .25 you can
order a 5" decal for your equipment box.

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 East Ave. U·3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543
(805) 944·4487

Check, MasterCharge, Visa, Moneyorders, & COD welcome.
Minimum charge on credit card $15.00. California residents add 6% state sales tax.

Distributed by Ellett Brothers, Jack First Distributors, The Shooting Shop, California Gun Specialties.

NRA Life Member

The original red ramp kit, highly fluorescent. Our material should not be mistaken with the "Bull·
ogna" offered by would·be competitors.• Mini kit - one color (your choice) 60 sights $13.95.
• Deluxe mini kit· four colors (red, orange, yellow, & white) 250 sights $45.00.' Regular kit - one
color (your choice) 125 sights $25.95.• "Deluxe kit· four colors 450 sights $89.95. Super easy
to use. Fully illustrated instruc·
tions provided. No tools pro·
vided. Our kits are used by law
enforcement agencies through·
out the country &. most well
known pistol smiths in the U.S.
including Bo Clerke, master gun
maker & Camp Perry Champion,
R. W. Loveless, renowned knife
maker & pistolsmlth, Jim Clark, White outline sights for Colt, Ruger, Micro, & Virginia
L. E. Jurras, Cheshire & Perez, Dragoon $5.95 each.
Mathews & Sons, & Pachmayer.

Spring kits for New Model Ruger single actions $6.95 each. Ruger Security Six, Speed Six, Ser·
vice Six $6.95 each. Dan Wesson .357 Cal. $6.95 each. S & W J Frame (All Calibers) $6.95
each. S & W K, N, & L Frames $11.95 each. All spring kits contain trigger return & hammer
spring. Greatly reduces trigger pull on double & single action.

GUN
PARTS

1-~~ONW Catalog

The most
comprehensive

guide of its type!
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Rt. 2, Box22A· Keithville, Louisiana 71047· (318) 925-0836

For further info
see your Dealer.

GUN BLUING
NICKEL PLATING

PARKERIZING

Jam~sC.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT
6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $37.00 plus $1.50 postage.

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$27.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Aimpoint or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

Auto Ordnance introduces
its production of the Govern
ment Model 1911A1 .45 ACP
Automatic Pistol. The mystique of this
widely recognized pistol is now intensified
by the reputation that accompanies the
Auto Ordnance name. From the select
materials to the handsome finish, this is
the gun you'll be as proud to own as we are to
manufacture. Accuracy of the Auto Ordnance
.45 we tested was significantly better than the
average as-issued M 1911. American Rifleman, Nov. 1981

AN AFFORDABLE LEGEND

Novel wax bullet
load is announced

Eagle wax target bullets fired by
shotgun primers in reamed-out cases are
now being distributed by G&A Sport
Sales in five calibers: .38 Spec.,
.357 Mag., .44 Spec., .44 Mag. and
.45 LC.

Suggested retatl price for 600 wax
bullets and six cases (.38 Spec. and .357
Mag.) is $13.85; the price for 500 wax
bullets and six cases in the other calibers
is the same.

All cases are reamed-out and take CCI
209 shotgun primers. Extra cases cost $3
for six.

Muzzle velocity reportedly is around
400 fps.

For more information, write the
company at 18 West 435 Roosevelt Road,
(Box AH), Lombard, IL 60148.

standard semi-auto calibers. This im
provement is accomplished without
damage to the gun, because recoil is mod
erated.

The new caliber and conversion is not a
magnum, but can be compared to the .451
Detonics Magnum conversion kit. The .451
is simply a lengthened, souped-up .45,
with the increased recoil and potential for
gun damage from loads producing up to
750 foot pounds of energy, even with
Detonics' Competition Recoil System
designed to "protect the frame from crack
ing."

Personally, I believe that the .41 Av~nger

produces the maximum power reasonable
in a .45-type automatic.

One experienced .45 shooter tried the
Avenger and remarked, with typical un
derstatement, "You know, Russ, that has a
lot of potential."

For virtually any purpose, from defen
sive and practical shooting to hunting, the
.41 Avenger deserves serious considera
tion. Certainly, the caliber has real pos
sibilities for law enforcement and military
applications.

I would put it more strongly than my
friend: the .41 Avenger is the finest of the
new calibers designed to improve the .45
auto and the best of the big-bore semi-auto
rounds now available to handgunners.

The basic SSK kit is priced at $230 (five
inch barrel) and $240 (six-inch barrel).

For more information on the new kits,
write SSK Industries, Rt. 1, Della Drive,
Bloomingdare, .....
Ohio 43910. ~

1983
HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
ON YOUR NEWSSTAND

NOWI

Legally. You can ship your gun directly to us.
Quality and satisfaction guaranteed. 3 week
service or less. Send for a price list.

REBEL GUN REFINISHING, INC.
1620 No. Magnolia Ave.• Dept. A· Ocala, Florida 32670

PHONE (904) 629-5465
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-SEND F.F.L.
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MAXIMUM RESULTS

MAC'S .45 SHOP
Quality Sarvice Since 1972

MINIMUM COST

WHAT'S NEW

ORDERING INFORMATION

-NO MODIFICATIONS-DO IT YOURSELF INSTALLATION-

A special-swivel-and-sling set for the
Thompson/Center Super 14 Contenders
modified with Pachmayr grips has been
introduced by Michaels of Oregon.

The new "Uncle Mike's" set
(No. 1302) includes a pair of quick
detachable swivels and a 72-inch nylon
web carry strap.

Swivel-arid-sling set
oHered for TIe 5145

One swivel attaches to the barrel by a
split-band base, the other to the butt of
the gun by a three-inch, quick
detachable base that replaces the stock
screw provided by Pachmayr.

Suggested retail price: $16.95.
Michaels also offers a similar set for

Super 14s with factory grips (No. 1301)
for $15.95.

With the 72-inch strap, the shooter can
either carry the pistol over his shoulder
or across his back; or he can use it as a
sling to help provide steadiness whiie
firing.

For a catalog and price list, send $1 to
the company at POB 13010 (Dept. AH),
Portland, OR 97213;

Continuedfrom page 73

Device makes handgun
safe amongst children

A device that will render a handgun
useless-safe to have in a home with
children-is now being manufactured by
the Gun Gard Company.

The device is totally invisible and
cannot be removed from the gun without
a special tool.

Should a gun having the device
attached be stolen, it would be rendered
useless without the tool.

Gun Gard IS available in all calibers
and barrel lengths.

For more information, write the
company at POB 151 (Box AH),
Sextonville, WI 53584.

Continued on paKe 88

Patents
Pending

AVAILABLE FROM
YOUR DEALER.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG.

* MAXIMUM SECURITY* LOCK-GRIP TRAY* 4 + 5-GUN MODELS
* BLACK or BROWN* WITH BACK DOOR

FROM

~
SHOOTING CASE

DESIGNED ESPECIALLY
FOR

SCOPED HANDGUNS

Highest Quality Combat
Modifications

..~
1220 S. GRAND, lOS ANGELES; CA 90015

E W

Swain Drive
Pleasant Valley
New York 12569
(914) 635-3210

DICK C~AWFORD PISTOLSMITH

-MATCH TESTED' PROVEN-

Send two 20¢ stamps
for Picture Brochure.

COMBAT "ACCU-GUIDE"TM SYSTEM

N

Send to: MAC'S .45 SHOP
P.O. Box 2028

Seal Beach. Calif.
ZIP: 90740-1028

PH: (213) 438-5056

DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRY INVITED
COMPLETE ACCURIZING & PARTS SERVICE-lend 19B. SASE lor cat.iog.

FITS-COLT-AMT-VEGA-ETC
ALL MODELS-ALL CALIBERS

IIINO STRINGS LIFETIME WARRANTYIII
If for any reason niy system fails. just return complete unit & I will send you a new one "ABSOLUTELY FREE".

no questions asked.

CRAWFORD COMBAT PISTOLS
CUS.TOM BUILT

.45 AUTOS

Made
in

USA

My (;ombat"Accu-Gulde" System properly aligns the slide assembly with the frame. Thus giving
you these immediate and exceptional results:
- Immediate "felt" smoother operation due to elimination of all distortion during movement.
- Improves accuracy because barrel locks up in same position every1ime.
- Reduces felt recoil and torque greatly improving control and reliability.
- Greatly reduced parts wear due to proper alignment.

All parts are: Precision Machined-Heat Treated-Centerless Ground & each unit comes
complete with spring.

M.a. or CERT. check will ship immediately. All others must clear.
C.O.D.'s ok for "CASH ONLY".
STD. or COMM. model: LIST $18.50
6" or 7" LONG SliDE model: liST $28.50
Specify exact model-add $1.50 for H.I.S..
Calif. res. add 6% tax':
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CUSTOM PISTOLSMITHS
Here is the latest and most accurate list ofcustom pistolsmiths published to date.
More than 130 'smiths are listed.

Except where a price is shown for catalog, brochure or price list, please send a
stamped, self-addressed business-size # 10 envelope for information.

The publisher and editors cannot recommend any specific pistolsmith; we have
not hadpersonal contact with all those listed. As with any other service, it will pay
you to shop aroundfor the type of work you require. Since the publication ofour
first Custom Pistolsmith Directory, we have receivedfew complaints from readers
who have used the services ofthe 'smiths listed. Our best advice is to be patient, ask
questions, and don't contractfor work untilyou understand exactly what work will
be done, when it will be done, and approximately how much it will cost.-Editor

LOU CIAMILLO (Maryland Gun Works, ltd.),
POB 130, Clarksburg, MD 2087l-Custom
revolvers/barrels, .45 accuracy work, PPC
revolvers, custom sights, accessories. Bro
chure $1. (See Maryland Gun Works.)

JAMES E. CLARK Sr., Rt. 2, Box 22-1, Keithville
LA 71047, (318) 925-0836-Custom bullseye,
PPC, .45s, .38s, 9mm combats, .45 Auto grip
mounts for pistol scope/ Aimpoint, special rear
sights for Rugers.

CLEVELAND BLUING CO., 1023 East 185th St.,
Cleveland OH 44119, (216) 481-2104-Custom
autos and revolvers.

CLINTON RIVER GUN SERVICE, INC., 48
Crocker Boulevard, Mt. Clemens MI 48043
General accurizing, pistolsmithing.

COLT CUSTOM GUN SHOP, 150 Huyshop Ave.,
Hartford CT 16102-Custom engraving,
tuning, grips, etc.

COMBAT FIREWORKS (Bob Smith), 836 W.
Fordham Dr., Tempe AZ 85283, (602) 839
0033-Combat conversions of .45 autos,
tuning S&W /Ruger revolvers.

CRAWFORD'S GUNSMITHING, Swain Dr.,
Pleasant Valley NY 12569, (914) 635-3210
Specializing in IPSC .45s 6-inch slides, custom
bluing/ plating.

ACCURACY DEN (Verne Juenke), 25 Bitter
brush Rd., Reno NV 89523, (702) 345-0225
T /C Contender specialist. Championship
match grade guns for silhouette, hunting, tar
get; 270VJ-270X50R-6X221-6X47-6X50R.

ACCURACY UNLIMITED (Frank Glenn), 16036
N. 49th Ave., Glendale AI. 85306 (602) 978
9089-General services plus full house PPC
revolvers, Colt .45 auto conversions.

"ACCURATE" PLATING, 1937 Calumet St.
# 22, Clearwater FL 33515 (813) 733-0923
Specializing in .45 accurizing, sight altera
tions, trigger jobs. All types of gun finishes.

ACTION WORKS (Charles Lowden), 6a14 Elliot
Ave. S., Richfield MN 55423-Hand-Fitted
action work on S&W, Colt, Ruger revolvers.

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. (Jim Stroh), 1231
Sunderland Ct., Atlanta GA 30319, (404) 453
0477-Custom .45s, barrels, compensator
system for .45, bluing/plating. Brochure $2.

ARMAMENT SYSTEMS & PROCEDURES, INC.
(Kevin Parsons), Box 356, Appleton WI 54912,
(414) 731-8893-ASP M39 conversion, .44
Special Ruger DA revolver conversions. Cata
log $3.

AUTO SHOP (Craig Wetstein), 8545 Wash
ington Blvd., Culver City CA 90230, (213) 836
0179-Customizing, accurizing of .45 autos.
General pistolsmithing.

BAIN & DAVIS (W.H. Little), 559 W. Las Tunas
Dr., San Gabriel CA 91776 (213) 284-2264
Accurizing and action work on all autos ari'd
revolvers. Chambering for .357/.44 B&D
cartridge.

DONALD W. BARON, 6060 W. 95th St., Oak
Lawn, IL 60453-Customizing combat .45
autos; also multi-caliber Col Commanders and
fine-tuning revolvers, both target/duty.

BEAL'S BULLETS (R.S. Beal Jr.), 170 W. Mar
shall Road, Landsdown, PA 19050, (215) 259
1220-Auto mag specialists, 10mm BBI
Browning Hi-Power conversions.

BEHLERT CUSTOM GUNS (Austin F. Behlert),
Box 227, Monmouth Junction NJ 08852, (201)
687-3350-IPSC, PPC, NRA custom
handguns, holster, sights/accessories.

BELLS CUSTOM SHOP (Dave Norin), 3313
Mannheim Rd., Franklin Park IL 60131, (312)
678-1900-Reliable and accurate .45's for
combat.

BROADWAY ARMS CORP., (Joe Pruden), 4114
East Broadway, No. Little Rock AR 72117, (501)
945-1853-Custom combat Colt, S&W, Ruger.

BROWN CUSTOM GUNS, INC. (Steven N.
Brown), 8810 Rocky Ridge Rd., Indianapolis IN
46217, (317) 881-2771-Colt .45 'auto only/
accuracy custom and combat. Brown Custom
Combat. Brochure (long SASE).

BULLSEYE GUN SHOP, 5091-F Buford HWY.,
Doraville GA 30340-Colt .45 accurizing, S&W
K-frame action jobs.

CANNON'S GUNS (Andy Cannon), Box 357,
Rt. 93, Victor MT 59875, (406) 642-3861
Police combat revolver tuning.

CHESHIRE & PEREZ DISTRIBUTORS, 136 E.
Walnut Ave., Monrovia CA 92016-Custom
PPC revolvers, ribs & barrels.

F. BOB CHOW'S INC., 3185 Mission St., San
Francisco CA 94110-.45 auto accuracy jobs.
PPC, NRA bullseye.

CHRIS SMITH'S (Donald Weir), 917 Trent St.,
Concord CA 94518, (415) 798-7583-Custom
combat, action jobs, PPC and IPSC. Special·
izes in Dan Wesson PPC, .45 combat autos,
Ruger actions.

CUSTOM GUN REPAIR (Bob Finkbeiner, Len
Irlacher), 4614 W. Elm St., (Rt. 120), McHenry
IL 60050, (815) 385-2111-Specialty S&W,
Ruger, Colt action jobs; duty guns made
smooth but "street legaL" Graduates of S&W
and Ruger armorer schools.

CW SPORTS (Collin Weisz), 218 3rd St., River
dale ND 58565, (701) 654-7612-Action jobs
on Ruger, S&W, Colt revolvers. Ruger is
specialty.

CYLINDER AND SLIDE SHOP (Bill Laughridge),
523 No. Main St., Box 937, Fremont NE 68025,
(402) 721-4277-Auto & revolver accurizing.
Brochure $1.

D&J GUN REPAIR (Darrell Douglas), 2041 S.
High, Longview, TX 75602, (214) 758-4735
Customized Rugers.

DAVIS CUSTOM GUNS (Bill & Gil Davis), 2793
Del Monte St., West Sacramento CA 95691,
(916) 372-6789-AII types of accurizing and
action work with PPC specialty. (Formerly
Cake-Davis.)

DAVIS CO., 1176 No. Knollwood Circle, Ana
heim CA 92801 (714) 952-2191-Bill Davis'
second shop, managed by son Jeff; home of
the Davis Custom PPC gun, the Smolt, and the
Cougar, PPC custom conversions and super
duty-tunes on s&W, Colt, Ruger.

DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN, 19715 Bolton Bridge
Lane, Humble TX 77338, (713) 446-7842
IPSC .45's, PPC revolvers, customizing, ac
curizing, conversion, rebarreling on Colt, S&W,
Ruger, and Dan Wesson.

DEVEL CORP. (Chas. Kelsey Jr.), 3441 W. Brain
ard Rd., Cleveland OH 44122, (216) 292-7723
Conversion of S&W M39 & 59 9mm autos into
compact. Also customize Colt .45 autos for
carry /competition.
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DOMINIC DI STEFANO, 4304 Friar Lane, Color·
ado Springs CO 80~07-Full hoUse combat
autos & NRA bullseye.

DUNCAN GUN SHOP, Box 1959, 414 2nd St., N.
Wilkesboro NC 28659, (919) 667·3222/838·
4857-Guaranteed X-ring accuracy custom
PPC revolvers.

DUNCAN'S GUN WORKS (Bud Duncan), 1619
Grand Ave., San Marcos CA 92069
Customizing .45 autos, PPC guns, restocking.

KEN EVERSULL, Box 1766, Alexandria LA
71301, (318) 487-0823-Custom PPC
revolvers, .45 long slide combat autos.

DOMINIC DI STEFANO

FISHER CUSTOM FIREARMS (Don Fisher),
2199 S. Kittredge Way, Aurora CO 80013, (303)
755-3710-Colt .45 accuracy packages.

FRED'S GUN SHOP (Fred Schmidt), 5904 Sig·
nal Hill Rd., Mechanicsville VA 23111, (804)
746-9269-PPP revolvers, ..45 accuracy jobs.

FRESHOUR MFG. CO. (R.L. Freshour), 1914
15th Ave. N., Texas City TX 77590, (713) 945
7726-Custom pistoi and revolver work,
silhouette pistols, custom sights, ribs, etc.

K. GENECCO GUN WORKS, 8825 Thornton
Rd., Stockton CA 95209, (209) 951-0706,....
General accurizing, and manufacturing in
wood and metal. Works on customer specifica
tion, builds quality guns from scratch.

BRUC~ E. GRAY PISTOLSMITHING, 8009
White Birch Ct., Citrus Heights CA 95610,
(91~) 726-3850-S&W and Colt revolver work,
combat Colt auto, bobcats to long slide.

GUICE GUN WORKS (Jim Guice), 405 S. Van·
derhlirst, King City CA 93930, (408) 385
1113-Silhouette work and custom stocks for
Ruger, Tic and XP-I00.

THE GUN SHOP (R.D. Wallace), 320 Overland
Rd., Prescott AZ 86301, (602) 445-()568
Complete service including manufacture of ob
solete and specialty parts and acc!!ssories.
Specialty is custom grips to fit. Carving and
engraving.

GUTRIDGE, INC. (Jack Gutridge), 2143 Gettler
. St., Dyer IN 46311, (219) 865-8617-.45 auto
and PPC accurizing and tuning. Popular Quick
line fast combat sight. Custom sights. Price list
40¢.

HALLOCK ENTERPRISES (Steven Hallock),
1207 Kirkwood Drive, Pontiac, IL 61764
Action jobs, Colt/ Ruger /S&W. Combat work
on Colt .45s. Ransom machine rest testing.
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KEITH HAMILTON, Box 871, Gridley CA 92948,
(916) 846-2361-Actions and accurizing autos
and revolvers.

HAMMOND'S CUSTOM GUNS (Guy Ham·
mond), 619 S. Pandora, Gilbert AZ 85234.,...
Home of the Hammond Recoil Reducer, gen
eral customizing, sight work.

RICHARD HEINIE, 821 Adams, Havana IL
62644, (309) 543-4535-.45 combat autos,
bluing, parkerizing. Brochure $1.

HENDERSON CUSTOM GUNS, (John Hender
son), 52~3 Palmer Dr., Ft. Worth TX 76117,
(817) 834·8479-Custom bullseye pistols, auto
& fPC. Also works on .22s.

HOAG GUN WORKS (James W. Hoag), 8523
Canoga Ave., Suite C, Canoga Park CA 91304,
(213) 998-1510-Accessories for Colt .45 auto
govt. model, competition grade pistols/
revolver?

DUANE A. HOBBIE, 2412 Pattie Ave., Wichita
KS 67216, (316) 264-8266-Custom silhouette
unlimitl;!d guns. PPC and auto tuning.

LADDIE V.HOUCK, Box 1071 Monticello UT
84535-'Custom tuning PPC and autos.

H·S PRECISION (Tom Houghton), POB 512,
Prescott AZ 86309, (602) 445-0607-IMHSA
unlimited silhouette guns, own glass stocks,
Atkinson barrels Fiberthahe stocks. Catalog
$2.

CAMPBELL I. IRWIN, Rt. 20, East Hartland CT
06027, (203) 653-3901-Action work,
accurizing on revolvers and pistols; barrel and
cylinder conversions, Luger reparreling, trig
ger work, High Standard specialist.

JACK'S GUNS & RELOADING (Jack Abene),
3911 W. Waters Ave., Suite 3, Tampa FL 33614,
(813) 932-8824-PPC tuning and auto
accurizing. Barreling, industrial hard
chroming.

J&G SALES, INC. (Richard Aldis), 442 Miller
Valley Rd., Prescott AZ 86301, (602) 445
9650-Tuning and custom revolvers (S&W,
Ruger, some Colt). Also .45 combat
conversions.

PAUL JAEGER, INC., (Dietrich Apel), 211
Leedom St., Jenkintown PA 19046, (215) 884
6920-PPC packages, specializing in S&W and
Ruger, IPSC packages. General pistolsmithing.

JAWBONES, LTD. (William C. Bidwell), 1555
Abilene Drive, Broomfield CO 8oo20-Custom
skeleton hammers (any design). Precision
metal checkering (basically Colt 0 frames).
Custom finishes. Customizing combat autos.
General tuning/ accurizing

JEFF'S GUN REPAIR (C.J. Virginia), Rt. 5, Box
29, Boone, NC 28607, (704) 264:2688-PPC
and IPSC conversions, general action work.

JOE.!<'S, INC. (Joe Kassay and Jim Arbes), 500
High St., perth Amboy, NJ 08861, (201) 442
4414-Customized autos/revolvers (IPSC,
PPC, street/target); custom finishes and
combat equipment. Brochure.

DON JUDD, POB 50366, Midland IX 79703,
(915) 694.1766-Combat/target .45ACP,
accuracy work, custom metal working, rebar-

reling, action tuning, sight & rib installation,
refinishing. Catalog & price list.

REEVES C. JUNGKIND, Box 4087, Austin TX
78773-DA conversions on Colt Python for
competition or service use.

KING'S ARMORY (Richard King), 3005 Mon·
ties Lane, Arlington TX 76015, (817) 265
0I18-Custom unlimited CP-lOO pistols. King
tube sight, custom stocks.

KING'S GUN WORKS, 1837 W. Glenoaks Rd.,
Glendale CA 91201, (213) 244-6811-King
Tappan fixed sights, accurizing N or K frame
S&W, tuning Colt & Browning autos.

REED KNIGHT, 1306 29th, Vero Beach FL
32960-Custom conversions, unusual jobs.

KOHUTH'S CUSTOM HANDGUNS (Bill
Kohuth), 3937 Risher Road, Youngstown OH
44511- Custom combat modifications for .45
auto.

LA FRANCE SPECIALTIES (Tim La France),
POB 178211, San Diego CA 92117-Pocket
pistols, weapons development. Brochure (hO
charge).

LA CLiNIQUE du .45 (Lucien Serandour), 3170
Belanger East, Montreal, Quebec HIY·IB5,
Canada-Custom work, any handgun. Combat
conversions on .45 GM / Brown i ng HP.
Brochure $1.

LENZ FIREARMS CO., 310 River Road, Eugene,
OR 97404-Custom parts, conversions, tune
ups and factory service on Colt, Dan Wesson,
Mossberg.

KEN EVERSULL

K&R LEONARD, 3353 SE 13th Ave., Portland
OR 97202, (503) 236-8184-PPC conversions,
S&W & Ruger revolvers for competition and
duty. Four-inch bull barrel revolvers for duty.
Douglas barrel, Aristocrat sights.

ARON S. LIPMAN, 101 Pittson Ave., Scranton
PA i8505, (717) 343-7352-Action jobs,
revolvers/ autos.

LOG CABIN GUN TRADERS, INC. (Steven D.
Rupert) 91 Hwy. 17-92, De Bary FL 32713
Custom combat IPSC .45's/Brown Hi-Power;
custom combat revolvers.

KENT LOMONT, 4421 South Wayne, Ft. Wayne
IN 48607, (219) 694~6792-Tuning & custom
barrels for .44 Auto Mag. Accessories.

MAC'S .45 SHOP (Jim McDonnell), Box 2028,
Seal Beach, CA 90740, (213) 438-5056
Customizing and accurizing .45 autos. Pat
ented "AccuGuide" combat.system. Also



custom .45 barrels to order. Trigger installation
and other work done while you wait. Call for
appointment.

MAG-NA-PORT ARMS (Larry Kelly), 30016 S.
River Rd., Mt. Clemens MI 48045, (313) 469
6727-Special porting of barrels on revolvers;
custom work on revolvers.

PHILIP BRUCE MAHONY, White Hollow Road,
RRI (Box 223), Lime Rock CT 06039-.45
accuracy work; trigger stops for odd model
Ruger single·action revolvers, general
pistolsmithing.

RUDOLF MARENT, 971 Tiltree St., Houston TX
77075, (713) 946-7028-Hammerli gunsmith.

JOHN V. MARTZ, 8060 Lakeview Lane, Lincoln
CA 95648, (916) 645-2250-Luger P38, 9mm,
.45 Auto custom work, general repair. Luger
parts available. Brochure/parts list $3.

ALAN C. MARVEL, 3922 Madonna Rd.,
Jarrettsville MD 21084, (301) 557-7270
Accurizing autos and revolvers, specializing in
Colt .45 autos and .38 Super conversions to
.38 Spec. on standard and long slide for
bullseye/ IPSC models. Trigger tuning to .38
spec. on High Standard and S&W M41 autos.

MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD. (Lou Ciamillo),
POB 130, Clarksburg, MD 20871-Custom
revolvers/barrels, .45 accuracy work, PPC
revolvers, custom sights, Accessories. Bro
chure $1. (See Lou Ciamillo.)

ROBERT A. McGREW, 3315 Michigan Ave., Col
orado Spring CO 80910 (303) 636-1940
Action Jobs on S&W, Colt, Ruger, Browning,
autos or revolvers.

MID·AMERICA RECREATION, INC. (Miller
Custom Guns), 1328 5th Avenue, Moline IL
61265-Match-grade long slide 45's, short
slide combat autos, revolvers, custom tune
ups.

MIKE'S GUNSMITH SHOP (Michael Ray
Watkins), 918 84th St., Lubbock TX 79423,
(806) 745-1269-Trigger and accurizing for
NRA match; .45 auto combat a specialty. Will
build PPC and IHMSA unlimiteds.

MILLER CUSTOM GUNS (Fred R. Miller), 2620
E: 32nd St., Davenport IA 52807, (913) 355
6165 (See Mid-America.)

FRED'S GUN SHOP

NORTH VALLEY GUN SHOP

W.R. MOORE, Box 17252, Pittsburgh PA
15235-PPC revolvers, combat autos,
individualized service (no package deals). Will
do silhouette guns. Moore dot front sight. Ran
som rest testing.

MORAN CUSTOM GUNS (Jerry Moran), 2275
E. Farrand Rd., Clio MI48420-Browni1g autos
and Auto-Mag, Ruger SA; tune revolvers_

NORTH VALLEY GUN SHOP (Charles Clem
ens), 179 East Ave., Chico CA 95926, (916)
345-9364-PPC revolvers, N frame
conversions to .44 Special or .45 Long Colt.
Parkerizing/ electroless nickel.

NU-L1NE GUNS (Gary L. Robison), 1053
Caulk's Hill Rd., Harvester MO 63301, (314)
441-4500-Auto, revolver accurizing or action
jobs. Brochure $1.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, 1220 S. Grand Ave.,
Los Angeles CA 90015, (213) 748-7271
Pachmayr grips, combat and NRA autos,
finishes, .45 accurizing.

PATTON'S CUSTOM GUNS (Leroy W. Patton),
POB 4016, Temple, TX 76501, (817) 778·
6453-Accuracy & action on revolvers & auto
for PPC, NRA or combat.
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J. MICHAEL PLAXCO, Rt. I, Box 203, Roland
AR 72135, (501) 868-9787-Full competitiort
combat autos for IPSC, basic to full house
custom packages. Delivery within' 14 weeks in
most cases. SASE.

A good custom pisto.smithcan tighten a
group 'ike this by 50 percent or more.

POWAY GUN WORKS (Bill Si'r!pson, RayPeet,
Keri Johnson), 13168 Poway Road, Poway CA
92064-.45 Auto (target, combat), bluing,
custom work (both wood and metal).

POWER CUSTOM, INC. (Ron Power), Box
1604, Independence MO 64055, (816) 833
3102-DA PPC revolver work on S&W Ruger.
Catalog $2.

PRECISION SPECIALTIES, LTD. (Fran Brown),
24 Davis St., Springfield MA 01104, (413) 734·
2665-PPC custom revolvers, action tuning.

PRECISIONED SPORTS, iNC. (Venry
d'Aiguillon), 282 Hudson St., Hackensack NJ
07601, (201) 343:5007-Accurizirtg autos/
revolvers. Full house combat autos/revolvers
(PPC/target). Colt .45, !3rowning, S&W K arid
N frames; also silhouette pistols. Brochure $1.

PRICE COMBAT GUNS (Bud Price), Western
Gun Exchange, Route 2, Box 92, Miami, OK
74354, (918) 673-2810-Colt .45 auto &
Browning HP for IPSC competition. Metal
checkering. Custom combat work for accuracy
and reliability.
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QUALITY PISTOLSMITHING (Stephen M.
Snider), Box 301, Energy IL 62933, (618) 942
7285-Custom duty-grade S&W 39's and !;i9's,
combat .45's. Special finishes-Nitex, Metaloy.
PPC conversions.

ROBERT RICHTER, 5792 Vista de Oro, River
side CA 92509-Mini .45 conversion form
Government of Commander Colts. Also action
& accuracy jobs on revolvers and autos.

CHUCK RIES, Box 205, Culver City CA 90230,
(213) 837-6858-Auto and revolvers, tuning,
action, accu racy. List $1.

JAWBONES, LTD.

GREG ROBERTS, Monterey Bay Munitions,
2145 Delaware Ave., (# 21), Santa Cruz CA
95060. (408) 426-7630"":High quality revolver
work, S&W, Golt. Also quality reloaded ammo
in .38, .357, .45 calibers.

RPS GUNSHOP (Jim Rice), Box 3502, Central
Point OR 97502, (503) '664-5010-PPC custom
and duty revolver, bull barrels, tune and accur
ize, some auto work.

ROUGH RIDER ARMS CO. (Tony Imbronone),
SOl N. Powers, Taylorville IL 62568, (217) 824
3190-Action tuning of s&W, Colt and Ruger
revolvers; .45 accurizing, custom stocks.

RUPERT'S GUN SHOP (John E. Rupert), 8936
Amsden Rd., Route 2, Fenwich MI 48834-.45
Auto (stress reliability over accuracy for com
bat or hunting). Brochure $2.

FRED SADOWSKI, 300 GUNSMITH SERVICE,
4655 Washington St., Denver CO 80216, (303)
893·2158-Combat and PPC revolvers & autos.
Short-action Blackhawks.

SCHLUTER'S GUNSMITHING & SALES (Don
Schluter), 5fj8 6th Ave., San Diego CA 92101,
(714) 239-1386-Custom tuning Colt and S&W
revolvers, .45 auto tuning for combat CJr
match. Customizing most autos/revolvers.

SCHNEIDER GUNSMITHING (James
Schneider), 404 W. Garbry Rd., Piqua OH
45356, (513) 773-1417-Accurize PPC
revolvers and Colt .45 Governments, S&W &
Pythons.

SCHONE TOOL & MODEL CO. (Don Schone),
309 13th Av,e. West, West Fargo ND 85078
Heavy barrel PPC revolvers, rebarrels S&W
revolvers for hunting.

L.W. SEECAMP CO. (Larry Seecamp), Box 255,
New Haven CT 06502-Shortened autos,
action jobs, most custom services.

SEME'S GUNSMITHING (Bernard Seme Jr.),
3927 Broadview Rd., POB 323, Richfield OH
44286, (216) 659-4141-Basic and full house
combat and PPC conversions, caliber conver
sion. Parkerizing.

SHERMAN'S CUSTOM GUNS (Walt Sherman),
9621 Rose Rd., Tallahassee FL 32304, (904)
877-339O-Specializes in Colt Python actions,
but will do S&W K or N frames.

THE SHO GUN SHOP (Richard Nott), 26646
Five Mile Rd., Redford MI 48239, (313) 535
0819-PPC revolver, .45 anq Browning HI·
Power, NRA target accurizing work.

HAROLD SHOCKLEY, Box 116, Hanna City IL
.61536, (309) 565·4524-Mostly refinishing,
bluing and plating, sights, parts for Colt and
Browning.

THE SHOOTERS SPOT (Dennis O. Reichard),
923 East 9th St., Rochester, IN 46975, (219)
223-8342-Specializing in S&W duty/combat
tuning, general repairs.

SHOOTIST SUPPLY (John Cook), 622 5th Ave.,
Belle Forche SD 57717, (605) 892-2822
Revolver and auto work, IPSC auto!!, mail order
accessories for .45s.

THE SIGHT SHOP (John G. Lawson), 1802 E.
Columbia Ave., Tacoma WA 98404 (206) 474
5465":""Master's Choice" combat pistols for
IPSC, pin-shoot, military, police competition.
Bluing/plating. LugerlNambu restoration.
SASE for brochure.

SILVER DOLLAR GUNS (George E. Sheldon), 10
Frances St., Box 475, Franklin NH 03235
Combat custom .45s.

SPOKHANDGUNS, INC

SNAPP'S GUNSHOP, 6911 E. Washington Rd.,
Clare MI 48617-Reboring large-frame
revolvers, custom barrels, integral front sight
ramps, unusual revolver conversion.

JOHN SPILL60RGH'S JS CUSTOM GUNS, Box
40529, Santa Barbara CA 93103-Custom
.45's and PPC work. Long slide and mini .45s.

SPOKHANDGUNS, INC. East 1911 Sprague
Ave., Spokane WA 99202, (509) 534-4112
Auto and revolver tuning and accuracy jobs.
Hard chroming, custom sights, handguns
(one-of-a-kind).

SSK INDUSTRIES, Rt. I, Della Drive, Bloom:
ingdale, OH 43910-Custom XP-IOO
conversions, scope mounts/ribs,
rechambering, hard chroming, white outline
sight blades.

KEN STARNES, R. 1 (Box 269), Scroggins, TX
75480-XP-IOO conversions, refinishing. Colt/
S&W /Browning tuning and modifications.

STRAHAN & SON, INC, (Travis Strahan), Rt. 7,
Townsend Circle, Ringgold, GA 3073fj, (404)
937-4495-Custom work on PPC, bullseye
revolvers/autos. Design/manufacture Mascot
sights and slide stop scope mount. Accurizing,
all handguns.

SHOOTIST SUPPLY

EARL R. STROUp, 30506 Flossmoor Way, Hay
ward, CA 94544, (415) 471-1549-.45 auto
accurizing, rebarreling/S&W K/ N frames,
Rugers, Troopers (MK 111/ MK V), Pythons;
custom ribs with Elliason sights (on .45 Autos),
fine-tuning for PPC/ IPSC/NRA/ combat
competition. Rebluing/electroless nickel
finishes. General repairs/tuning. Brochu~e

$1.50.

SWENSON's .45 SHOP (Armand Swenson),
Box 606, Fallbrook CA 92028-Swenson
ambidextrous safety, "Swensight," fixed com
bat sights for .45 Auto/P-35 Browning,
customizing .45 autos.

TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP (Tom Vol
quartsen), 1818 Crestview Dr., CarrolllA 5~401,

(712) 792-4238-Ruger, High Standard .22
target conversions. Brochure $2.

TRAPPER GUN, INC. (Lin "Trapper" Alexiou),
18717 East Fourteen Mile Rd., Fraser, MI
48026, (313) 792·0134-Custom hqndguns
and bullseye shooting aids, such as spring kits.
Bluing/plating, special tooling, sight blades.

TRI,jLOCK FIREARMS (George Trulock), Box
74, Whigham GA 31797, (912) 762-4678
Caliber conversion on N-Frame s&W, old model
Ruger and new model stainless steel Blqck
hawks. Custom auto and revolver work.

U.S. INTERNATIONAL (Bill Wiseman), ISO Lehr
Lane, College Station, TX 77840-Ex·!V1ar ine
gunsmith, specializing in combat autos, PPC
revolvers, NRA target, percussion; X-ring ac
curacy guaranteed.

VALLEY GUN REPAIR SERVICE, 103 Valley
Drive, Florence, KY 41042-CuStom tuning,
Colt/S&W. Ruger, Dan Wesson revolvers; also
ColtlS&W autos.
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FISHER
CUSTOM
FIREARMS

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2. Box 92 Open 9:00·5:00 Daily
21 years experience Miami, OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

STINE'S CUSTOM PISTOLSMITHING, 32
E. Cottage Place, York, PA 17403, (717)
846·7488-Double-and single-action tune-ups,
trigger work (both autos and revolvers), com
bat accurizing.

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now 0 .. your ..ew•• fa ..d'

would if you were holding the gun by the
factory stocks. Fire the gun single-action,
allowing the entire carrier to recoil off the
base for each shot. After the shot is fired,
just replace the carrier snugly, and you're
ready to fire again. It's simple to use, and
will certainly tell you what your loads are
capable of doing.

Since the gun must be fired by hand,
some of the real dinosaur killers-such as
the .44 Magnum with heavy loads-can get
mighty hard on the hand after a few
rounds.

The best news is the rest's cost. For less
than $50 you can buy the base and carrier
assembly. Holders are sold separately, and
are available for most popular makes of
revolvers and autos.

If you've been thinking about some
thing along those lines, but didn't want to
spend a fortune, it certainly would be
worth your time to take a look at this rest.
You can order directly from Mequan
Engineering, POB 253, ~

Mequan, WI 53092. ""'

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

Specializing in 45
IPSC conversions;
Perfect match
of reliability;
Accuracy and
~ontrol;

All guns tested
and guaranteed
Recommended ~y

ROSS SEYFRIED
1918 National
Champion

2199 S. Kittredge Way, Aurora, Co, 80013, [3031 755-3710

PISTOL REST

Clamp the rest to the bench and be sure
the gun is properly placed in the holder
and locked onto the carrier. On the rear of
the base, there's a large notch. Place the
carrier down, so that the large rod that pro
trudes from each side at the rear rests in
that notch. About halfway up the base,
there's a flat pin, which protrudes upward.
Push forward on the carrier until it's snug
against the notch, then slide it sideways
until the arm rests against the pin sticking
out of the base.

At this point, I take a sight picture to see
just where the gun is pointing. The rest is
fully adjustable for windage and elevation_

Load the gun and make sure that the
carrier is snug against the contact points.
Keep light pressure on the gun, since you
must fire it by hand. Grip the holder as you

Continuedfrom page J6

SMALL ARMS WEAPONRY, 141 Donelson Pike,
Nashville, TN 37214, (615) 889.Q862-General
customizing, both autos and revolvers.

Editor's note: Information from the following
'smiths arrived too late for alphabetical
classification:

SNAPP'S GUNSllOP
C. WARD CONVERSIONS, Box 610, Raymore
MO 64083, (816) 331·3857-PPC supertuning
action work, three-inch conversions, Python
tuning, full custom build·up on revolvers. Also
auto work, S&W three-inch street gun
conversion. .

WALTERS INDUSTRIES (pave Walters), 6226
Park Lane, Da!las TX 75225, (214) 691-6973-:
Combat and NRA target .45's. Brochure $2.

WALKER ARMS CO., Rte. 2, Box 73, Selma AL
36701, (205) 872·3888-Action, accuracy, and
conversions.

EAR~ R. STROUP

B. WITT GUN WKS (Carl Witt), 4020 Ridgelane,
West Linn OR 97068, (503) 656·6186-IPSC
modifications to S&W and Colt autos, Bo-Mar,
Hoag, MMC, S&W sights, hardchroming,
rebluing, revolver & auto action tuned.

BILL WISEMAN, 3600 Old College Road, Byron
TX 77801, (713) 846-3570'-Ex-marine
gunsmith specializing in .45 accuracy jobs.
Also works Brownings and other autos.

WILSON'S GUN SHOP (Bill Wilson), Rt. 3, Box
211·0, Berryville AR 72616, (SOl) 545·3618
Wilson Combat .45 autos, basic to full house
selection with varying price ranges. Custom ac
cessories. NIKLAD EN plating. Brochure $2.

ROYCE O. WEDDLE, 411124th Ave., N.W. Nor·
man, OK 73069, (405) 364·0444-Custom
target revolvers, action jobs, single- or double
action trigger smoothing.

VIL~GE GUNSMITH (Wayne N. Hill Sr.), 310
Sheperd, Port Byron IL 61275, (309) 523·344
Tune ups on revolvers, PPC, S&W specialty.
Some auto work, prefers Browning. Has lim
ited edition M58s.

VIC'S GUN REFINISHING (Vil:tor Strawbridge),
6 Pineview Dr., Dover Point, Dover NH 03820
Combat cor;lVersions, competition set-ups,
general action/sight work (factory-trained) on
S&W, Colt, and Ruger. Billing, color case
hardening, nickel-chrome.
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A't'b.. GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

IPSC, PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE'
P.D, Box 1725,2

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

Write or Call for Brochure & Price Lists.
Dealers Please Inquire.

No Collect Calls. Please l

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030
505·546·2151

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$11.75

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half jacket and IInc base bullets in caliber 30, 9mm,

357, 44 and 45. llnc base bullets may be hred al lacketed

bullet velOCIties and at a fraction of the cost.
For informatIOn and prices COni act SPORT FLiTE MFG.. INC.

2520 INDUSTRIAL ROW. TROY, MI 48084
13131 280-0648.

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 38-41-44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Chcc.:k or Money Order.

MMC
White Outline

Pistol Sights
For Ruger & Micro, or

Colt Acero
Adjustable Rear Sights....

SUPPORT THE
ADVERTISERS IN

THESE PAGES!

DONALD K. JUDD, INC.

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEEO ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT •.• saw ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST
P.O. BOX 50366 915-694-1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79701 NRA LIFE MEMBER

DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS

IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT
Full Range oi Combat Modifications

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

50-Round Test Fife & Ransom Target on Accuracy Work
Improved Reliability

BROWN CUSTOM, INC.
88'0 Rocky R'dge Road Long SASE
Indlanaoolls. IN 46217 For Brochure & Prices

Editor's note: We do take your .
letter seriously, Wayne, and
commend you for your
intelligence in the points you
raised. Both Colt and Smith
autos are excellent guns. It's a
matter of individual preference
as to which you should select.
As to your Colt .38 Super, it was
made prior to 1970 and should
bring around $400 retail, in
excellent condition. Good luck in
your handgun pursuits! And
thanks for your thoughtfLiI
comments.

to either the Colt Government Model
45 or the S&W Model 59 You
probably think that I should start out
with a revolver for my first handgun
Revolvers are a bit safer, but I have
Just as much experience with
automatics as revolvers. Now back to
the issue.

I would like you to compare the
Colt and S&W 111 reliability, safety
features, stopping power, etc. The
gun will be used mainly for home
defense. since I stay alone at night. I
know the S&W costs a bit more than
the Colt, but cost isn't a factor since
I'll be payll1g for the gun. I would
appreciate your help

I have one more problem that I
thll1k you can help me with My
mother owns a fairly old Colt. 38
Super The pistol has" Colt 38
Super" stamped on the slide and
doesn't say Government Model. From
my understanding, the new Colt 38
Supers have Colt MK IV/ Senes 70
Government Model stamped on the
slide. Can you estimate the age of
thiS gun, if It has any collector value.
or If Its value will II1crease with age?
The senal number is 111 the 36,000s

Your help Will be greatly
appreciated.

PS I'm not a hot-headed 16-year-old
still 111 the cowboy and Indian stage
Please take my letter seriously Keep
WP the good work.
Wayne Carraway
Greenville. S.C.

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
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SPEAK OUT

Continued from page 22

Lee
. Echols
,'.45 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941

Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640
Maple Dr., Unit 68. Chula Vista. CA
92011. CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

WE NEED MORE
HANDGUN
ENTHUSIASTS
ONQUR
SIDE! YOUR

COPY OF
HANDGUNNER

MAGAZINE
WITH A FRIEND

Maybe they'll get their own
copy, by using the enclosed

subscription card

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new
prod\1cts for both
autos and ~volvers.

Send $1 for new '82 Catalog.

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

Dept. ~H/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. 80x 13446/Plastics Division
Tucson. Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-528-1142
Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp.

Copyright 1981

BULLSHOOTERS"· new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors: red, yeilow. orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes. without heat.
Inserts won't fallout, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent 'kit includes side
forms. mixing bowl, and complete, iilus
trated instructions on front and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.

20 INSERT. I-COLOR KIT (YOUR CHOICE) $ 8.95
20 INSERT FLUORESCENT 6COLOR KIT. . . $16.95
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT'7 COLOR KIT. . $38.50
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT $59.00

MLSHOOTER'S,SUPPlY"

F....ENT COlORS!

TUMULTOUS HILARiTY
AND LOTS OF IT!!!
THE FUNNY, FUNNY
BOOK ABOUT
THE PISTOL
SHOOTERS.
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THE MAGNIFICENT CLASSIC

THE ENGRAVING WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR

Chapter 1 - DESIGN & LAYOUT. what is good I""out. .. drawing
scrolls, leaves, flowers, mythological figures, ribbons, borders
... enlarging basic scroll into design ... transferring to steel

Chapter 2 - MATERIALS - listing/photos of engravers' tools ...
how they work ... how to sharpen & maintain cutting edge ... gold
for inlays/how to buy ... how to plan/make your own vise/tools

Chapter 3 - ANATOMY - effect of muscle & limb on "I~k" of
animal ... drawin gs/pictures of big game/ smal! game/fowl/birds/
dogs/bear/cats in many poses ... good vs bad animal engraving

Chapter 4 - LETTERING - Gothic, Roman, Old English, Script
alphabets ... laying out letters ... tools to cut. .. nameplates,
monograms, initials ... designing/building/using tool sharpener

Chapter 5 - The CAMERA. ANOTHER TOOL - use to enlarge/
redl.ce patterns, layouts, designs ... transferring patterns ... for
doing animal/human studies to engrave from ... trace/ copy fi gures

Chapter 6 - BEGINNING TO ENGRAVE - tools to use ... howto
make cut ... howto hold tools for different cuts/effects/shading!
movement in pattern howto hold hammer ... floorplates to copy
using engravers vise using hand gravers ... practice plates

Chapter 7· ADVANCED ENGRAVING - shaping special gravers/
tools ... ,gold wire borders, outlines, sClQlls ... gold wire inl",,/
sheet gold inl ay/repou sse gold inlay ... doing/finishing high re
lief engraving ... numerous floor plate designs ... scroll plates

Chapter 8 - The GRAVERMEISTER - complete introduction, di s
cussion ofthisnewtool. .. control, versatility, \\Qrk capabilities

by JAMES 8 MEEK

Written For YOU!
THE ART OF ENGRAVING brings to the reader - for the first
time ever - a complete, authoritative, imaginative and detailed
introduction and training in the art of gun engraving. It isa
supremely unique book, for not only does it sweep aside the
my~tery which has surrounded engraving through the centuries,
but it factually, simply and in laylllen's terms tells you how to
engrave. Unlik-e so many so-calIed "instruction manuals", The
Art of Engraving does not assume you know anything about en
graving. You start atthe beginning by learning to draw scrolis &
layouts, then cut practice plates until you are sure enough of
your ability to actually proceed to designing a pattern, trans
ferringit to agun and cutting it into the steel. Whether you want
to learn to engrave now ... think you might like to in the future
... or simply wish to broaden your knowledge of the art tc) be
able to better judge the \\Qrk of others (as yOll will learn to tell
the good from the bad- and know .....ny), this is the book for you.

Deluxe First Edition
A Magnificently beautiful book. Deluxe hard-bound doth covers.
Bound a special way to lie flat on your bench. Printed on the
finest dulI-finished coated paper ,available (so exceptional a
special, l'!1i1l-run was made). Extensive use of color throughout
hi ghli ghts. design s/ilIu stration s/pictures. Absol utely no ~ffort

spared to make it an instant classic as a \\Qrk of art in its 'own
right as a book -not Withstanding the almost mind:-boggIing pro
fusion of draWings, photographs, illustrations, designs,l""outs,
technical information, instructions, details and steps given to
teach you to engrave.

Complete - Authoritative
208 extremely handsome 8Y2 x 11 pages. Over 1378 photograph 50
drawings, designs, layouts, ilIustrations. Hundreds of examples
of master engravers' mrk to show specific styles, handling of
designs, useof different techniques and the effect they achieve.
Thoroughly cross-referenced index with Qver 600 entries make
locating a specific tool, design, letter, techniquefast and easy.
Comprehensive listing of important & useful reference books of
design, engraving, metal \\Qrk. Complete names & addresses of
suppliers of all the tools, equipment, precious metals, b!>oks,
that are discussed and used throughout the book.

Enclosed please find a check or money order for $ in full payment for
____ copies of "The Art of Engraving" at $24.95 each plus $1.50 per copy for
postage and handling.

MAIL CHECK OR M,O. TO:

HANDGUNNER BOOKS <,

Dept. 9-AH-1
Suite 200, 591 Camino Reina
San Diego, CA

SEND BOOKS TO:

NAME: _

ADDRESS, _

CITY

STATE: --LZIP, _

L ~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~:~~~~~~ _
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LEAD BUILD-UP WHAT'S NEW

*WIPE AWAyTM Continuedfrom page 80

GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD·UP
. ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH.
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG·LASTING

Hoppe's oHer$ new
Dri-Lube with Teflon

... I can vouch for il really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... ~

Hoppe's Dri-Lube with Teflon is the
answer to some situations when a sticky,
oil-base or silicone formula lubricant is
not right for the job.

A dry lubricant is much preferred in
mechanisms where metal bears on nylon
or other man-made plastics, or in dusty
locations.

The "no-build-up" dry lubricant is
also the right choice when fine tolerances
will not allow the space for heavy oils.

Dri-Lube helps reduce friction through
its special formula that suspends
molecules of Teflon in a quick-drying
base. Seconds after application,
Dri-Lube evaporates, leaving a
dry lubricating film.

It's fine for interior gun mechanisms
where too much oil might gum up the
works, or soak into a fine piece of wood.

For more information, contact
Hoppe's, Division of Penguin Industries,
Inc. (Dept. AH), Airport Industrial Mall,
Coatesville, PA 19320.

Indian-style grips
dress up handguns

Unique, Indian-style handgun grips
are offered by Ken Craig of Gallup,
New Mexico.

They come in a 'Wide variety of colors
and materials, and the work is done by
native American Indian silversmiths and
stonecutters who craft the grips a ta their
well-known Indian jewelry.

,PATENTEp

CASE-GARO®
Ammo Protection for Handgunners .

By 1i1~1i1 • Dirt and moisture resistant
• Virtually indestrucible
• Guaranteed for 3 years

Look for it at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95 " 1.00 P" H to:
Belltown, Ltd.-33 Belltown Road, Stamford. CT. 06905 (203)348-0911

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2"x1/2M

patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. Lightly wipe the: exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

-Jerome Aakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
W •••• For removing leading & carbQn build-up
WIPE AWAY is the best that t have worked
with to date. W

(A) The NEW Mag-100 $3.19
(B) The ORIGINAL Case-Gard 50's $1.61
(C) The GENUINE Ammo Wallet (TM) .. $2.69 to $3.23

\(D) The UNIQUE Magazine Wallet (TM) , . $3.99
For complete information see your MTM Dealer, or send 1.00 for our 12 page, Full
Color 1982 Catalog. If ordering direct from company, add $1 ,75 for handling and

rn-rn<1'" postage.

I .. I MTM Molded Products Company••••••••"
. P.O. Box 1436. Dayton, Ohio 45414

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS
IN STOCK

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger. Colt.
Remington, S&W. SAKO, TIC. Winchester. Armalite.
Hardballer. Back-Up. Leupold. Weaver. Bushnell, Etc,
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover d G
shipping and handling ()n our large illustrated list. Your' . & Sales Inc.
dollar is refundable on forat order over $100.00.

440·AH Miller Valley Road
Prescott, Arizona 86301

Telephone: 1.602·445·9650

Grips are of mosaic inlay Qr channel
inlay design, and feature turquoise, jet,
mother-or-pearl and sea shells set in
wood; or, the grips can be made entirely
of turquoise, for example.

For more information on the custom
grips, write Craig at the Thunqerbird
Jewelry Company, Box AH, 1907 West
66th Avenue, Gallup, NM 87301.

1983 HAMII.U IR A".AL
No••ft your ",""',
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All the big shots read GUNS. It offers the
best coverage of the firearms scene ever
assembled. Whether you own a giant- .
killer or a plinker, you'll get a lot more
enjoyment from it when you gain a
thorough knowledge of all types of guns
and their uses.

If you're a sportsman who wants to .
know more about reloading, competition
shooting, or even have black powder in
your blood, you'll be able to pick the
brains of some of the most
knowledgeable experts in the world,
right from the pages of GUNS magazine.
Twelve big issues a year, chock-full of
color stories and features, come your way
when you become a regular subscriber to
GUNS - and you save yourself a lot of
money over the S2.00 single copy price,
plus a trip to the newsstand. .

For a sUbscription to GUNS, use the
attached postage-paid card or send your
check or money order for the term you
select: 3 years S33.45 (you save S3S.55),
2 years S24.S5 (you save S23. 15), 1year
S14.95 (you save S9.05). FREE BONUS if
you order now: The GUNS PATCH for
jacket or hat ... a S3.50 value!

Write to: GUNS Magazine,
SUbscription Dept. lOS, 591 Camino de la

. Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92 1OS

•
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I hereby nate .nd proma.e,.IS. condition of tbi. "Ie. tholt I hne complied _ilb tbe
I,•• of the .t.te of de.tin.Jlion of tbe mercb,ndiR ..nd bue or will obt"in .IInf
neceUiry permit. required by l"w "nd will use or seU ...id mercb"ndiAe in .trict com-
pU"nce with "II Ie I",,". either city. st"te or feder"l.
"·hue rud "nd tbg entire form "ad undent"ad ch"t the seller. OLOE

. , "gent. of either.•h"ll not be Ii"ble in "oy civil ution for
the tn,n.poru.tlon. h"odliog, .tor"Se. ule or use of tbi.

the "bove n.lmed from .Ill liability wb"taoever by
r.t"nd th"t fireworb "Ie d.lngeroUi .lad ....ume .Ill ri.ks

ent"nd ... .I condition of tbi. ule tb"c I .1m over 1& yeu. of

Name" _..........~ _

Street Address _

Your Cost $ZS.oo
Your Cost $SO.oo
Your Cost $100.00
CASB CASB
QUANTITY PRICE

12 pel $1S1.60
24 pel $105.90
12 pel $99.10
5 pel $99.10

12 pel $126.7S
10 pel $142.60
20 box $2l9.oo

FREE GIFTS WITH ORDER!
$SO order...1 Free Gross Black Cat Bottle Rockets
$100 order Free Bottle Rockets & Black Cat

":i:::,.,<.,:;;,\;;;,;;;::;;~"~«"..,,..$~~rder F~~
1
~~fr:la~kr~at Bottle Rockets

,,'

.. $4.50

...1 gross ...

.. ... 1 gross.

..... I dOl $1l.9O

ASSORTMBNTS
...... Retail Value $16.5S
...... Retail Value $75.40
..... Retail Value $ISO.IO

DlSPLAY DISPLAY
QUANTITY PRICB

. I Brick $6.00
I Brick $6.10

Brick $11.00
, ck $17.90

k $S.90
........... $15.00

......... $1S.00

, *,;} * *.. ~

.-..--..e <:T1ory Firewor~s
Bnngs Fireworks to Your Door Ill>::;,

Visa & Mastercharge Orders
Early Call Toll Free 1-800-843-8758,

or 605-348-7558 Celebrate the}Ne~ Year
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED VIA U.P.S. OR COM
FREIGHT CARRIER TO ALL STATES EXCEPT C
MASS.. CONN.. NH. ME, AZ, ALASKA, AND HA
WE NEED YOUR STREET ADDRESS -
WE CANNOT SHIP P.O. BOXES.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE SUBSTITUTIONS
FOR OUT OF STOCKED ITEMS.

9
10
SM
11 Col
12 Smo
1l Tank
14 Bee Hi
IS BoobyT
16 Auto Fool
17 Red Rot Chase
15 Jumping jocks 4'
SPAltltLEltS
19 -22 Morning Glory .'.
20 -5 Colored Sparklers .
21 -10 Gold Spuklers ....
FOUNTAINS, "
22 Ground Bloom Flo~e" .....
2l Chinese S" Fountain Ais!.

T·161 1 d
24 -I Cone Fountain Asst>, .. ':.•.. I dOl .
MISSILES AND AIIlPLANItS,
2S S" Missiles wfeffect ...."\" .. ':'1 dOl .. , ii.

26 Whistling Gemini Missiles »',' 2<10l /",.;;.
27 Giant Missiles :; db~ $14;911,
25 Small Sunflower Airplane Ii,., $1.60
29 Satellite Airplane " . ..' $j.10,
10 T·Bomb Helicopter wlreport\l $7.90
11 Night Flying Plane 1;,do $6.90
12 Giant 2 Stage Silver Jet 1 'i1.~ ';"., $1 S.2S
NIGHT DISPLAY SHELLS "
B Chinese 4" Assortment I dOl
14 Sky Wheel Puachute Shell I dOl .
H Chinese S" Assortment I dOl .
16 45 Shot Color Peul Shell 2 each
17 News Transmitter 2 each
15 Saturn Missile Battery ZS Shots 2 each
19 Frightened Birds 2 each
40 IS Shot Aerial Shell I each
41 -200 Chrysanthemum or Peony I each
SItY ItOCItETS
42 Black Cat Bottle Rocket

wlreport .
41 Chinese Bottle Rocket

wlreport ...
44 I Ol Rocket

w/report .. .. .. .1 dOl $1.2S
4S Chinese Rocket Assortment 1 dOl $S.oo"
46 4 Ol Rocket

wfreport 1 dOl $9.H
475 Ol Po Sing wfeffect .. I dOl $10.50
45 5 Ol Rocket

wfreport ...
49 Giant Chinese Rocket

**,..
*******
*,..
**,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..
**,..,..,..,..
*******,..,..,..
*,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,...,..,..,..,..,..* Assortment I dOl . . . . . . . . . . . $11.50

,..***********************************
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Add $2.50 postage and handling per order, COD's welcome. NO Credit Card orders please. Ark. residents add
3% sales tax.

All M.O. Cart. check and COD orders processed within 5 business days. Send SASE for prioa sheet OR $2.00
for 1982 picture Brochure of Custom Combat Modifications and Accessories.

WILSON COMBAT
SHOK-BUFFTM Shock
Absorber kit (govt. G.C.
or comm.) $5.50

WILSON COMBAT
No. 9 Commander Style
Hammer 4140 steel

$16.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 12 DWYER" Group
Gripper"TM Kit (govt.,
G.C.) $22.95. No. 12C
commander model $27.95.

FINE CUSTOM COMBAT HANDGUNS and
ACCESSORIES for the DISCRIMINATING

SHOOTER.
No. 2B SHOK-BUFFTM Replacement buffers (pkg. of
6) , "" ,., , .. $5.50
No.6 Extended Combat Safety (blue or
stainless) , , , . , , $19.50
No. 7 Extended Combat Slide Release (blue or
stainless) , , , . , , . , , , , ,. $21.50
No. 10 Heavy Outy Recoil spring (govl. or comm.)$2.5O
No. 11 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (gOVl. or
comm.) , , , , , . , . , , $4.50
No.5 Magazine base pads $1.50
No. 34 WILSON COMBAT Extended Combat Ejector
(100% positive ejection) .",., , $15.95
No. 13 Pachmayr GM·45C Combat Grips, . , .. , $17.50
No. 14 Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (B or C) $10.50
No. 23 Break-Free CLP (90 gm.) ,." .. $3.45
No. 16 Rogers E·Z Loader Magazine Well .. , $9.95 •
No. 15 Rogers PPS Combat Grips (black) $14.95 ..
No. 18 Rogers World Holster, black (govl.·G.C., comm.
or longslide) $36.95
No. 22 Bbl. Bushing Wrench $3.00
No. 31 Extended Magazine Release $21.95
No. 21 Combat Blue Magazine with base pad. $11.95
No. 32 Witch ita Adjustable Combat Rear SightsS49.95
No. 44 Hallock's .45 Auto Handbook: $11.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 3 High Visibility
Combat Sights $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot sighting
system $32.00. We will
install within 3 wks. for a
$20.00 labor charge.

No. 4 Combat Stainless
Magazine with base pad,
7 rd. $15.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 1 Competition Match
Trigger (Iong'adjustable)

$15.95

-(

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The Mauser Model 1896 pistol-best

known as the "Broomhandle"-is con
sidered an important development in
firearms design and paved the way for
modern military semi-automatics. It
proved that a self-loading pistol was
practical for military purposes. The
"Broomhandle" came in two calibers-."
9mm Parabellum (Luger) and 7.63 mm.
It is a prized collector's piece.

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now on your newsstand!

THE BARNETT SYSTEM
Barnett's system is more complex. At

$49.95 list for the box full of goodies, you
get more to play with. Getting ready to
shoot is more involved and takes more
time; but there are advantages. The accur
ate range is greater, and you can use any
ordinary air gun pellet trap with complete
safety.

When I first saw this unit at the SHOT
Show in Atlanta, only the four-inch barrel
model was available. The Barnett folks
now tell me that they also have a two-inch
barrel version. I didn't think to ask if barrel
units could be bought separately, which
would permit the use of the same set of
accessories for both the two-irich and four
inch guns.

A unit for 9mm autos, which will func
tion only as a single shot, is scheduled to be
produced.

Installing the .177 barrel is easy, and will
not harm the rifling in your prized smoke
pole. A pair of rubber "0" rings support
the back end of the barrel. At the front, it is
held by a split brass collet, which is ex
panded by turning a nut on the end of the
barrel until it is finger-tight.

Testing the unit on our lO-meter airgun
range, we foun'd that the round-nose pel
lets supplied with the unit were more ac
curate than most of our flat-nose match
pellets. The makers claim that the special
lubrication on the pellets is responsible. It
may be; I don't know.

We installed the unit on several different
guns with no problems. At 10 meters, we
got a few five-shot groups under two
inches, but most were a bit larger. Using
the Oehler 33 Chronotach with Sky
screens, we checked the velocity with
Barnett's pellets at 428 fps, using Rem
ington #5Y2 primers.

While it isn't the real thing, the Barnett
unit is ideal for realistic and inexpensive
indoor practice. And it's ~

fun to use. ,

for every box of cases.

Continuedfrom page 36

LIVING ROOM
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HANDGUN
MARKET

35¢ per word. $4.90 minimum per ad. Each word in address including number and zip counts as one word; abbreviations
count as one word each. No discounts for frequency or cash. Advance payment with copy due before 14th of month-four
monthsahead of issue date; e.g., Jan I Feb issue ad due before 14th ofOctober. Closing date is firm. Lateads will appear in next
issue. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

ACCESSORIES

COATED CLEANING RODS. All sizes, all Cal. 504 for list
of precision shooting acces. J. Dewey Mfg. 186AH Skyview,
Southbury, CT 06486

GUN ENGRAVING on your firearms, Customized Art
work-monogram, ornamentation, hunting scene-whatever
you wish. No case hardened, Knife handles-no blades. Hand
rubbed walnut plaques for all your awards presentations.
Jewelry, Trophy and Gun work. Sundance Engraving, PO
Box 912, Reading, PA 19603

SHOESTRING HOLSTERS for automatic pistols. Specify
1", Ph" or 2" belt. $2.00. Bore cleaner 2 oz. $0.90. Gun maga
zines, catalog $2.00. Earplugs, 2 pair $2.25. ARMSCO, Box
384, Canton, CT 06019.

BUILD YOUR OWN bulletproof vest. Inexpensive. Details
$5. Plans, Box 873(H), Pearl City, Hawaii 96782.

RELOADING BENCH. Build your own in less than one day.
Convenient working area and storage space. Complete draw
ings, material list, and instructions. Send $3.00 to: KLM De
sign, 47 Old Stage Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824.

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt
Medallions-Stamped addressed envelope for list. Gunart,
Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

BOOKS

U.S. CARTS &THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 Softbound
& $15.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108-·

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, uniique, exotic, rare or ·otherwise handgun. $24.95 +
$1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108·"

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., PO. Box 5127, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. 100's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free if you're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, Ohio
4447-0395.

Books On Survival, Alternative Economics, New Energy
Systems, Food. Sources, Low Cost Housing, Inflation Proof
Investments, Self-Defense, Dehydrated Foods, and other
Survival Products. Catalog only 25¢. Refunded upon first
order. M. Haley & Company, Dept. AH, Box 432, Charlotte,
MI48813.

UNUSUAL BOOKS. Silencers, lockpicking, survival, knife
fighting, undercover investigations, weapons, fake ID, crime,
police manuals, more! 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog.
$2.00 Loompanics, Box 1197-F, Port Townsend, WA 98368.

TRAVEL WITH A GUN? Know State and Federal
requirements for residents and non-residents transporting
handguns, rifles and shotguns by vehicle, interstate common
carrier or through the mail. "TRANSPORTING PER
SONAL FIREARMS." Send $4.95 (PPD) to Sparrow Pub
lishing House, Dept. AH, PO. Box 121, Boulder City, NV
89005.

DEATH IN THE SILENT PLACES by Peter Hathaway
Capstick. A guide to dozens of true-life adventures as a pro
fessional hunter. Exhilarating, suspenseful, authentic. $13.95
+ $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591
Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108*'"

MODERN HANDLOADING by Maj. George Nonte, Jr. For
the serious beginner or advanced expert. Up~to-date refer
ence provides more authoritative infonnation and specific
loads than any other handloading book in print. Fully illus
trated with section on reloading tools. Lengthy reference and
appendix. Only $6.95 + $1.50 postage. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108"

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoratively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.00, plus $.75 postage,
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108

TRACKING by Jack Kearny. A blueprint for learning how
by an unchallenged authority and author of the U.S. Border
Patrol course. His skills have led to scores of people lost in the
wild and solved criminal cases. $8.95 + $1 post. HANDGUN
NER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108"

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"

GUNS '82 ANNUAL AND SURVIVAL GUIDE. All new
collection of infonnation for the gun buff. From do-it-your
self tips to black powder, there's great reading on all types of
firearms. Major section on Survival weapons, tactics and
gear. $3.95 includes postage. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108.

• AMERICAN HANDGUNNER '83 ANNUAL. Pre-publica
tion issue includes a catalog of handguns and accessories.
Each major handgun shooting sport is covered plus a run
down of ammo and ballistics infonnation. Some outstanding
examples of leading custom pistolsmiths. $4.95 includes post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKSIDept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108.

Shooting Handguns Safely and Accurately. Excellent 28
page manual. Proven techniques. Instructive photographs.
$2.50, Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany, GA
31706.

SURVIVAL GUNS by Mel Tappan. The most complete book
ever written on Survival, Defense and Food Gathering Weap
onry. An easy-to-read and infonnative guide to the selection
and care of weaponry. $10.70 postpaid. Oregon Survival
Books, Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.

SURVIVAL SHOOTING by Tom. Givens. An illustrated
guide to the defensive use of the Sidearm and Shotgun. Out
sta~d.mg manual on Mark.s~anship,Night Firing, Range
Trammg, Combat CompetItIon, and more. $8.95 postpaid.
Oregon Survival Books, Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR
97309.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF COMBAT HANDGUN
NING by Chuck Taylor. All facets of Combat Handguns and
their use are covered in this complete manual. Taylor's book
covers ~andgun. stopping power, care and cleaning of hand
guns, usmg SUrvIval handguns and preparing the handgun for
combat. $13.95 postpaid. Oregon Survival Books, Dept. AM,
Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

"LEARN GUNSMITHING." Yavapai College is a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approvaL Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, great mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GUNSMITHING INSTRUCTOR, 1100 E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 86301, 602-445-7300.

MAKE MONEY AS PART-TIME GUN DEALER ... How
to receive your Federal Firearms License ... $2.00 75-Top
Gun Wholesaler's Directory. $2.00. Your State Pistol Laws
... $2.00. How to receive a Concealed Weapon Perrriit. $2.00.
All four Publications $5.00 ppd. Moneyback Guarantee.
KEVCO HA, Box 1630, Bakersfield, CA 93302.

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Fonns, Instructions, Wholesale Sources of Fire
arms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part-time Income Today. Send $4.95 to S.G.S.E., -PO. Box
780, Mocksville, NC 27028.

PRIVATE SECURITY: Prestigious recession-proof busi
ness, not a get-nch-scheme. Services needed everywherej
cities, small towns, boondocks. Start, operate your own low
capital guards/patrolmen agency with our complete step-by
step manual. $5.95. SecuriTech, Dept. H, Box C, Vashon,
Washington 98070.

FIREWORKS

List of Chinese and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplies,
plus formulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5.00. DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, patriotic, top quality, lowest
prices; illustrated catalogue 5O¢j Pyro-Sonic Devices, Box
711-G5, Grand Haven, MI 49417.

FOR SALE

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on dis
assembly, repair, construction. and marksmanship. $6.50 Cat
alog $2.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804.

CROSSBOWS-For hunting, target competition or just plain
fun. Cat. send $2.00, RW Dist., PO. Box 1817, Des Plaines, IL
80018.

Solid Bronze Confederate Belt Buckles: "Great seal of the
Confederacy," "Stonewall" Jackson, or General Lee. Also
Solid Bronze paperweights. Great Seal, Forrest, "Stonewall,"
Lee or "Jeb" Stuart. Buckles or paperweights-$1l.45 each
Postpaid. Three or more $9.95 each Postpaid. Jane
Baxendale, Sculptor, 4114HG Sneed, Nashville, TN 37215.
615/297-1975.

GUNS FOR SALE

Wholesale price on every new gun in America. Complete or
dering instroctions. Thousands of gun prices. Hundreds of
sources, local contacts, phone numbers. One great reference.
Send $4.95 for latest issue. The Straight Shootin' Gazette,
3317 Montrose 1191D, Houston, TX 77006.

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.PI.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of qualified
studen ts in the basic practical skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft. For infonnation and applications, send $1.00 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07083.

UNDERGROUND STORAGE of guns, valuables, etc. Prac
tical, illustrated instructions to do the job safely. $3.95 and
SASE. United Distributors, Dept. HG, PO. Box 1313, Santa
Cruz, Calif. 95061.

AMMUNITION

FAST DRAW SHOOTERS: MACHINED STAINLESS
S I EEL CAR I RIDGE ADAPTORS FOR WAX SLUGS.
AVAILABLE IN 45LC & 44CAL. FOR USE WITH 209
PRIMER & 22 BLANK. 38 SPEC. WITH 209 PRIMER.
$18.00/6 DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR LARGE
QUANTITIES. BLANCETT INC., PO. BOX 972, ALTUS,
OK 7321.

KNIVES & SWORDS

SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Extravagant selection, superlative
quality, premium grade, factory production, swordcanes,
push daggers, commandos, hollow-handles, hideouts,
throwers, razors, icepicks, whetstones, and more. 100% Satis
faction-Guaranteed, sliding scale Quantity DISCOUNTS
to 35%, expeditious AIRMAILED shipments, FREE
Itemized invoices, plus FREE "Surprise" GIFTS!
Photographic (40+ page) Discount/Reference/Catalogue,
$2.00 (Airmailed!). SELECTLINE, (established 1977), Box
391AHGX, PC., Hawaii 96782-0391.

MILITARY SURPLUS

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6000. Extension
921, call refundable.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALITY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

FREE CATALOG! Embroidered Emblems, Minimum order
5, Send Sketch. STARDRIAH, 3760 Inverrary Drive,
Lauderhill, Florida 33319.

UPDATED CATALOG FROM PALADIN PRESS. Wide se
lection of books on weaponry, self-defense, sniping, silencers,
survival, and creative revenge. Send $1.00 to Paladin Press,
PO Box 1307-AHC, Boulder, CO 80306.

NINJA EQUIPMENT CATALOG-Nightsuits, handelaws,
footspikes, calthrops, blowguns, shuriken, reference materi
als for the "shadow wanrior." Send $1.00 to Ninja, Box 282221
AHC, Atlanta, GA 00328.

ADVENTURERS-Procurement Index for security "con
sultants," agents, operatives, discerning individuals who take
life seriously. Offering: Specialized leathergear; miniaturized
electronicsj disguised self-defense devices; countenneasure
specialties. Our illustrated catalog, $2.00 (refundable). ASp,
PO Box 18595/AHC, Atlanta, GA 00326.
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POLICE TRAINING. Special courses for POLICE ONLY,
provided by POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION Ad
visor, Graham Knowles. Courses cover: DEFENSIVE TAC
TICS, S.W.A.T., NIGHT TACfICS, COUNTER SNIPER,
SHOTGUN, PISTOL. Send 82.00 for 1982 course catalog to:
Suite 417, 207 East 85th St., New York, NY 10028.

DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN
19715 Bolton Bridge· Humble, Texas 77338·713-446-7842

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZITE

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles Four
lustrous colors, plus Sta horn.

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL
WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477

PPC REVOLVERS
IPSC 45 AUTOS
CONVERSIONS

Silhouette Rifles
Silhouette Pistols

Send $2 check or money order
for illustrated 32-page catalog. ,

Of/l. Please do not send cash

*~f/I.\~'.J

Protect leather boots against snow, water, with Snow-Praof.
No synthetic chemicals, silicones, "mink oil," Softens, recon
ditions. Find the little brown can in stores or send $1 for sam
ple: SNOW· PROOF, Dept. HC, Livonia, New York 14487.

WILD TURKEY HUNTERS! ULTIMATE BOOK! FimE
detaIls. Dept. ARM, Box 4tJ1, Brooklyn, NY 11235. SASE.

TAPPAN ON SURVIVAL by Mel Tappan. A collection of
the articles that sparked the survival movement. Includes
Tappan's highly readable views on Weapons, Food Storage,
Communications, Retreating, Long Term Preparations and
more. $8.75 postpaid. Oregon Survival Books, Dept. AM, Box
13163, Salem, OR 97309.

LIVE OFF THE LAND IN THE CITY AND COUNTRY
by Ragnar Benson. Benson's book gives hands-on advise on
Fireanns, Reloading, Curing Hides, Foraging, Survival Medi
cine, Preserving Meats and Vegetables, Fuel Storage, Build
ing your own A-Frame Cabin, Trapping the Indian way, etc.,
etc. Hardcover. $18.50 postpaid, Oregon Survival Books,
Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.

SMOKE GENERATING DEVICES (Candles, Bombs, Gre·
nades)-An essential part of the survivalist's inventory.
Excellent for smoke screens, dispersing crowds, signaling, fire
drills, etc. Large generating capacities and extremely dense
smoke. All fresh and fully guaranteed. We pay shipping
charges in U.S.A. Send $2.00 (refundable with order), for cat
alogue of these and other important products. Signus, Box
33712-E, Phoenix, AZ 85067.

SURVIVAL

M14 RIFLE, Organizational Maintenance Manual, TM9
1005-223-20 with parts and M2 Bipod, 85.00, GROUND
ZERO, PO. Box 335, Croton, Ohio 43013.

U.S. Anny Accurized National Match 45 and 38 Wadcutter
Pistols (Required Modifications) Only 84.00,
DATACENTER, PO. Box 336, Croton, OH 43013.

UNEXPECTED RELEASE Beer and Beef Chile with
mouthwatering variations plus special gift! Send $1.00 to: A.
Bellamy, Box 549, Lancaster, CA 93534.

IMPROVE ANY ACTION on Colt or S&W yourself and get
a supenor]05=ffiefffSf1iffie. Detailed drawings show tricks
of the trade, for the novice or pro. Specify make and model.
Send $5.00 for instructions. The Gunroom, P.O. Box #5,
Casselberry, Florida 32707.

PASSPORTS and Citizenships available. Application and in
fonnation $5. FUrstentum Castellania, Box 40201, Pasadena,
CA 91104.

"WARNING ANYONE UNLAWFULLY ENTERING
THESE PREMISES WILL BE SHOT" Display this bold all
weather decal to show intruders and undesireables you mean
business! Order 4 for just 82.75 plus .25¢S&H. CJCJ Prod.,
PO. Box 497, Sicklerville, NJ 08081.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-J.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1 Ken
wood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

FEDERAL FIREARMS license application kits! Official
Fonns, Wholesale Sources, BATF "BOO's," instructions. Only
$3.50. Graphics, Dept. A-H, 428 S. Main, Grapevine, TX
76051.

BURGLAR ALARMED CONCEALED CLOSET. Remote
controlled. Information $2.00. CJP ENTERPRISES, PO
Box 609, Windham, NH 03087.

LEE jeans, Factory outlet work clothes, shoes. Bargains on
new shirts (low as $4.95), LEE jackets, boots, gloves,
coveralls. Send $1.00 for catalog. SARA GLOVE COMPANY,
16 Cherry Avenue, Dept. C-121, Waterbury, CT 06704.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You Never
Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks. Science, Sports,
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522, Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48043.

MILITARY INSIGNIA SPORTSWEAR-catalogue as
advertised in (solider of fortune, gung.ho, leatherneck. new
breed, combat illustated, shotgun news) illustrating our com·
plete selection on (t-shirts, sweatclothing, jackets)-we also
feature "knives for life" from cold steel inc., and military!
civilian achievement certificates-only $1.00-Military
Graphics, Box 228HM, Dunkirk, MD 20754.

FANTASTIC AQUARIUM Fish Mailed! Filters, Medicines,
Water, air pumps. 1,000 Items. All -25%. Extremely fast.
Catalog 50c (refundable). (313) 627-2877. Aquadiscount,
33542 Mill, Ortonville, M I 48462.

BAD TIMES PRIMER by C.G. Cobb. A complete guide to
survival on a budget. Written for the concerned citizen with
limited funds; Cobb-provides practical, easily read informa
tion on Shelter, Communication, Energy, Transportation,
Tools, Food, etc. $15.95 postpaid. Oregon Survival Books,.
Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.
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.CALL as TOLL FREE AT 1·(800) 242.1055

----,
Please send me eddItIonaI Informetlon on the

I Cannon Model 24, and the name of my nearest I
I dealer. I

CHAMPION SHOOTERS I
CHOOSE CANNON SAFES I Name I

The ISI·Cannon Safe pistol teem are I AddCltyress State ZIp II
ending IPSe Champions. Winners of I .

the BIanchi Cup Competition for
2 years straight. Their custom I '---------------- I

guns are Irrepla<:able. So when CARROR
they're away from home they rely I I

on the Cannon Model 24 to safeguard I I
. their equipment. SAFE CO., IIC.

I 11666 McBean Avenue I
L (213) 350·0991 EI Monte. CA. 91732 AM J-------------



From The ®®®ID ®IHJ
®illI1~

At CrowD Cit,Arms ...
Survivalist Accessories ~

'CROWN
)«/ CITY

ARMS"

P.O. Box 1126. Dept. AH
Cortland. N.Y. 13045
Information: (607)753-8238

Orders Only (24- Hours a Day):
Toll Free (800)847-6703

Mini-14 Parts and Accessories

To Order From The U5®@w ®L1? ®ill!1&'l
Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only. Company and
personal checks clear. Sorry no COD orders unless accomp
anied by a 25% deposit. MC/VISA orders are welcomed 
supply complete card information. MC/ViSA charges are
subject to a 4% handling charge, which is what the bank
charges us. NY State residents add 7% Sales Tax or send
Resale Certificate. Add shipping: $2.00 for first item {$3.00 if

PRICE

14.50

15.95

7.50

19.50

19.50

PRICE
49.95

69.95
2.50
2.95
3.25

2.50

PRICE
91.95

{3/245.00l
9.25

54.95

70.95
7.50
2.50

83.95
(3/235.001

34.95

67.25

76.95

87.95

67.25

76.95

87.95
4.95
9.95
9.95

9.95
5.95

11.95
12.50
14.25
57.95
22.50

6.50
7.50

17.85
4.95
6.95
6.95
3.95

.75

.75
17.50
8.50
9.95
8.50
9.95
5.95
9.95
2.50

12.75
7.50

Copyright 1982 by Crown City Arms. In(;
All rights reserved

Illustrations reprinted by permission of
Garth Choate, and (;olt Industries.

8.25

.Z

M-l Carbine
DESCRIPTION
M-ill Folding Stock
Folding Stock Walnut Original M-l

Style
Magazine (5-rd)
Magazine (15-rd)
Magazine (30-rd)
Jungle Clip for 30-rd Carbine

Magazines

DESCRIPTION
AR-15 Lower Receiver

Receiver Extension
AR-15 Upper Receiver
M-16 Upper Receiver with Forward

Assist
Bolt Assist
Cam for Bolt
Shorty Front Section (Complete)

Shorty Buttstock
AR-15 20" Standard Barrel with

Sight Threaded
AR-15 20" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Threaded
AR-1524" Heavy Match Barrel
with Sight Threaded
AR-15 20" Standard Barrel with
Sight Crowned
AR-15 20" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Crowned
AR-15 24'" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Crowned
Delta Ring (Aluminum)
CAR-15 Flash Suppressor
Long Flashider
Slip-Over Flashider (Adds 1/4"

Overall)
M-16 Trigger
Magazine (5-rd)
Magazine {20-rd}
Magazine (30-rd)
Bolt Carrier
Forward Assist
Magazine {20-rd}
Magazine (30-rd)
Magazine (40-rd)
M-16 Safety Selector
AR-15 Sear
M-i6 Hammer
M-16 Firing Pin
M-16 Trigger Spring
M16 Hammer Spring
Shell Catcher (Velcro Bottom)
Dust Cover with Pin and Spring
M-16 Barrel Wrench
CAR-15 Gas Tube
AR-15 Gas Tube
Bipod (Universal)
Bipod (Universal)
Conversion Pin
Scope Mount
Scope Mount

Ingram/RPB
DESCRIPTION
Ingram/RPB MAC-11 .380

Magazine (16-rd)
Ingram/RPB MAC-l1 .380

Magazine (32-rd)
Ingram/RPB MAC-l1 Magazine

Loader
Ingram/RPB MAC-l0 9mm

Magazine (32-rdl
Ingram/RPB MAC-l09mm
Magazine 140-rd)
Ingram/RPB MAC-l0 Magazine

Loader

MFG.
Bingham

Bingham

Bingham

Bingham

Bingham

Bingham

MFG.
Fed.Ord.
Bingham

Bingham
Bingham
Bingham
Bingham

GI
GI
Drasen

GI
Colt
Colt

MFG.
Crown

Drasen
SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW

SGW
SGW
GI
GI

GI
Coit
Colt
Colt
Colt
Colt
Adventure
Adventure
Adventure
GI
GI
GI
GI
GI
GI
GI
GI
SGW
SGW
SGW
Drasen
Feather
GI
Leatherwood
Feather

STOCK
NO.

* 616

* 632

* 650

* 732

STOCK
NO.
8000

8020
6300
6227

1500
1502
1505

1507
1512

1513

1514

1515

1516

1517

1518
1521
1522
1523

1525
6301
6210
6232
6224
6226
1520
1530
1540
1535
1541
1543
1545
1550
1551
1555
1560
1570

* 1575
* 1576

1580
1581
1585
1590
1591

STOCK
NO.
1300
1301

*1305
*1315
*1330
*1350

13.50 * 740

13.50 *~ * 750

PRICE

PRICE
37.50
34.95
42.50
11.25
16.95
19.95

rifle stock or barrel}, 50 cents for each additional, $4.00
maximum. Blue Label add $1.50. Alaska/Hawaii, Puerto
Rico/Guam double shipping amounts. DISCOUNT $1.00 IF
YOU LIST ALL CROWN STOCK NUMBERS IN ORDERING.
Supply street address for U.P.S. delivery. Send current
F.F. L. for Frame or Gun orders. Prices are subject to change
without notice. Prices in eff~t at time of shipment prevail.

7.00

PRICE

69.95
49.95

118.95
16.95
14.95
10.50
12.50

PRICE

$ 85.00

95.00

49.95

99.00
5.75
8.50

11.00
6.50

9.50
12.75
17.50

24.95
6.50

20.95
26.95

6.50
8.95
8.25

10.95
17.85
20.95

4.95

14.95
34.95
41.95
14.95

.95
1.95
5.95
6.95
2.50
1.95

29.95
5.95

UZI

Walther
DESCRIPTION
PP or PPK/S .32 or .380 Magazine

w/finger extension
PPK .32 or .380 Magazine wi finger

extension

DESCRIPTION
Black Warrior M-1022 Scout Foid-

ing Stock (As Illustrated)
MK III Folding Stock
Falcon (Side-folding) Walnut Stock
Magazine (25-rd)
Magazine wi Adapter (30-rd)
Magazine Body Only (30-rd)
Flashider
Executive Letter Opener (Fiber

glass-filled Plastic Combat Knife)

DESCRIPTION
Barrel 10-1/4"
Barrel Shroud 16"
Barrel Shroud 10-1/4"
Flash Hider
Magazine {32-rd}
Magazine (40-rd)

DESCRIPTION
Folding Chief Stock (Side Folding

as Illust""ted) Blue
Folding Chief Stock (Side Folding

as Illustrated) Nitex
MK III Folding Stock (Clears 30-rd.

Magazine)
Folding Stock (Side Folding with

Premium Walnut)
Handguard Ventilated Steel
Handguard Ventilated Stainless
Handguard
Handguard (Copy of Factory)
Flashider (Locks around Front

Sight)
Flashider Permanent Blue
Flashider Permanent Stainless
Flashider and Front Sight (M-1

Style)
Flashider
Flashider Blue wi Lug
Flashider SS wi Lug
Magazine (20-rd)
Magazine Stainless (20-rd)
Magazine (30-rd)
Magazine Stainless (30-rd)
Magazine (40-rd)
Magazine Stainless (40-rd)
Magazine Loader SS (Allows use of

GI stripper clips)
Scope Mount (No Drilling or

Tapping)
Scope Mount See-Through
SS Scope Mount See-Through
Sight Adjustment Kit
Target Rear Sight Aperture
Hooded Rear Sight Aperture
Sight Adjustment Tool
Hooded Front Sight HK Style
Sling Silent Black
Sling Green
Shell Catcher with Handguard
Sling Padded

MFG.
Masen

Feather
Feather
Ram-Line
Drasen
Feather
GI
Feather
GI
GI
GI
GI

MFG.
Bingham

Bingham

Fed.Ord.
Feather
Eaton
Bingham
Bingham
Feather
Choate

MFG.
UZI
Feather
UZI
Feather
Bingham
Bingham

Drasen
Feather
Feather
Fed.Ord.
Fed.Ord.
Fed.Ord.
Fed.Ord.
Fed.Ord.
Fed.Ord.
Bingham

Fed.Ord.

Choate

Fed.Ord.

MFG.
Choate

Fed.Ord.
Fed.Ord.
Choate
Drasen
Fed. Ord.

Fed.Ord.
Fed. Ord.
GI

Ruger 1022 Auto

vV' u=
STOCK
NO.
1022

"==o=>"'~
STOCK
NO.
1400

1023
1024

* 1029
1026
1027
1030
1600

STOCK
NO.
1650

*1655
1656

*1660
* 1632
*1640

STOCK
NO.

* 900

* 910

1401

1402

1460

1403
1404
1405
1406
1407

1408
1409
1411

1417
1418
1419
·1420
1421
1430
1431
1440
1441
1445

1450

* 1451
* 1452

1453
1455
1456
1457

* 1460
1472
1473
1475
1474
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A -Father's Advice
If a sportsman true you'd be
Listen carefully to me ....

Never, never let your gun
Pointed be ~t anyone.
That it may.unloaded be
Matters not the least to me.

When a h~dge or fence you cross
Though of time it cause a loss
From your gun the cartridge take
For the greater safety's sake.

If twixt you and neighboring gun
Bird shall fly or beast may run
Let this maxim ere be thine
"Follow not across the line."

Stops and beaters oft unseen
Lurk behind some leafy screen.
Calm and steadyalways be
"Never shoot where you can't see."

You may kill or you may miss
-But at all times think of this:
"All the pheasants ever bred
-Won't repay for one man dead."

Written by 'Mark Beaufoy of Coombe House,
Shaftsbury, Dorset, England, in 1902, on pre
senting his eldest son, Henry Mark, with his first
gun. Reproduced here by permission of the au
thor's granddaughter, Mrs. P. M. Guild.

.,:

STURM, RU'GER & Company, Ine,
6 Laeey Plaee
Southport, Co~neetieut06490 IT.S.A. -
Manufacturers of FirearmtJ for the Responsible Sporuman
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